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Abstract

Analysts who work in Security Operations Centres (SOCs) play a vital role in helping

organisations protect their computer network systems against cyber attacks. It is the

responsibility of an analyst to monitor, detect, investigate, and respond to cyber security

incidents. It is essential, therefore, for analysts to maintain a high level of human

performance because poor performance could negatively impact on the overall efficiency

of a SOC.

To manage analysts effectively and efficiently, SOC managers use performance metrics

to measure analysts’ performance. However, the existing literature indicates that current

metrics are inadequate because they overlook the key facets of analysts’ work. The liter-

ature also reveals a lack of a systematic approach for measuring analysts’ performance.

Despite these problems, there has been very little effort by cyber security researchers to

improve performance measurement methods for analysts.

This study proposes a widely applicable method (referred to as the Security Operations

Centre Analyst Assessment Method (SOC-AAM)) for measuring the performance of an

analyst using the Design Science Research Process (DSRP). The novelty of the proposed

method is that it captures the most common and significant analysts’ functions and

has the potential to be adopted by SOCs worldwide. The proposed method simplifies

the process of measuring analyst performance by consolidating existing assessment

methods and providing a new formal method. Additionally, it provides a novel guideline

for assessing the quality of incident analysis and the quality of incident report.



Abstract iv

The results of an empirical testing and evaluation of the SOC-AAM shows that the

SOC-AAM offers a useful, easy-to-use and comprehensive approach to measuring an

analyst’s performance. The SOC-AAM will facilitate SOC managers in overcoming

the limitations of current performance metrics by offering a systematic method for

measuring an analyst’s performance. It would also help analysts to demonstrate their

performance across a variety of functions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research Background

Traditionally, many organisations rely only on security defence tools and technologies

such as firewalls, Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems (IDPSs), Virtual Private

Networks (VPNs) and anti-virus software to protect their networks and secure their

data from cyber attacks [1, 2, 3, 4]. While these security tools and technologies are

useful in detecting and preventing certain types of cyber attacks and intrusions [5],

colossal and complex cyber attacks against organisations have shown that relying solely

on these defensive tools is insufficient to protect an organisation. These tools cannot

help an organisation when it comes to dealing with the aftermath of a cyberattack

[6, 7, 8, 9]. Chamiekara et al. [10] point out that defensive tools such as firewalls and

anti-virus software become less effective once an attacker discovers ways to circumvent

these controls. Furthermore, defensive devices themselves are also susceptible to direct

attacks and sophisticated evasion techniques [11]. For example, an Intrusion Prevention

System (IPS) can be evaded by a more targeted and stealthy attack or lateral movement

of malware [6, 12, 13].

To address the aforementioned problems, many organisations are now utilising the

services of a Security Operations Centre (SOC) [14, 15, 16, 17]. A SOC comprises

people, processes and technology (see Figure 1.1) and plays a vital role in alerting and

taking defensive actions for computer security [18, 19, 20].
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According to Schinagl et al. [21], owning a SOC is an important status symbol for

organisations as it demonstrates their commitment to protecting their data and that of

their clients. In the United Kingdom, for example, the National Health Service (NHS)

was given £20m by the central government to establish a SOC in response to security

weaknesses identified during the WannaCry ransomware outbreak [22]. A publication

by Research and Markets [23] on SOCs in 2019 reported that the global SOC market

size is expected to grow from USD 372 million in 2019, to an estimated USD 1,137

million by 2024, at a Compound Annual Growth Rate of 25% during the forecast period.

Figure 1.1: Components of a SOC [24] - Image created by author

SOC services cover a wide range of Information Systems and Information Technologies

(ISs/ITs) functions, which are explored in greater detail in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

SOC services could include the following: helping businesses with meeting compliance

and regulatory requirements; dealing with data breaches and internal security policies;
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reducing the risk of vulnerabilities in systems and supporting organisations with re-

sponding to cyber attacks [25, 26, 27, 28]. SOCs also support businesses to maintain

Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA) of data, as well as playing a central role

in the protection of their overall Information Communication Systems (ICS) [21, 29].

While a SOC may offer a range of functions, specific services delivered to individual

businesses are often driven by business requirements or clients’ expectations [30, 31].

Chamieka et al. [10] state that the functions of a SOC are dependent on the tasks it

is being asked to provide by the organisation that owns or buys the SOC services. A

SOC can be implemented internally by an organisation or bought as a service from a

third-party SOC service provider, commonly referred to as a Managed Security Service

Provider (MSSP) [7, 32, 33]. However, most Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

(SMEs) are often not in a position to own or operate a SOC as setting up and operating

a SOC requires a significant financial investment [34]. SMEs, therefore, rely on an

MSSP [28, 35, 36]. A SOC can also be implemented using a hybrid approach by

incorporating in-house SOC capability with third-party support [37, 38]. Each approach

has its benefits and drawbacks, which are explored in detail in Chapter 2.

1.2 Problem Statement and Motivation for this Study

SOCs rely on security analysts to make sense of collected security logs and data to

identify signs of malicious cyber activity and respond appropriately [16, 39]. Analysts

also have responsibility to protect a computer network from harm [40, 41]. Furthermore,

it is an analyst’s responsibility to investigate an alert and decide whether it is a real

attack or not [42, 43]. In some SOCs, analysts may also be responsible for fixing

vulnerabilities, policy management and the tuning of policies [44, 45]. It is also the

responsibility of analysts to maintain deployed security solutions and manage cyber

security incidents to reduce damage when it occurs. Axon et al. [46] state that analysts

are expected to mitigate malicious network activity. According to Daniel et al. [47], the
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ultimate goal of an analyst is to investigate a security incident and write a report that

recommends mitigation action/s towards the incident. Figure 1.2 shows the layout of a

typical SOC.

Figure 1.2: Layout of a typical SOC [48]

Even though analysts play a vital role in the operation of a SOC, evidence from the

literature shows that very few studies have sought to investigate issues affecting SOC

analysts [39, 49]. Some scholars opine that the focus of most SOC studies is on

technology, with little focus on the human component of a SOC [27, 50, 51]. For

example, Alharbi [50] and Mário and Coelho [16] assert that many publications on

SOCs focus on technology and exclude people and processes. Yet, as pointed out by

Onwubiko [52], analysts (humans) are as important as technology. An effective SOC

does not only depend on technical tools and processes but also on human analysts,

which makes the assessment of their performance an important issue. Schingal et al.

[21] argue that competent analysts are more important than tools and state that SOCs

rely on analysts’ skills to outsmart sophisticated attackers.

There is only a small number of publications which discuss issues that affect analysts.

Chamkar et al. [39] identify challenges faced by SOC analysts and how these impact

overall SOC capabilities. Among the problems faced by analysts is the lack of adequate

performance metrics [39, 49, 53]. The term ‘performance metric’ in this context refers

to quantitative or qualitative measures or indicators used to assess how well analysts are
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performing in their jobs [49]. Even though scholars advocate for the improvement of

performance metrics for analysts [54], there is a distinct lack of research on performance

metrics for measuring analysts’ performance [25, 54].

There is also a lack of research regarding a systematic approach for measuring analysts’

performance [54, 55]. The consensus amongst security researchers is that there is a

need to improve existing assessment methods to capture the overall performance of an

analyst [25, 53, 54, 56, 57].

Although cyber security researchers have suggested a number of metrics for assessing

analysts’ performance, concerns have been raised about existing evaluation methods for

analysts [25, 43, 49, 53, 54, 56, 58]. Firstly, there is concern that existing methods fail

to consider the complete range of functions [25]. Secondly, Kokulu et al. [56] assert

that current quantitative performance metrics, such as the number of incidents raised

by an analyst and the time taken to respond, are ineffective because they do not take

into account the severity or priority of alerts processed by analysts. The problem with

ignoring alert priority, and measuring performance based on the number of incidents

is that some analysts may opt to handle a large number of easy, benign or low priority

incidents to look good against such measures [58]. Thirdly, prior research indicates that

existing metrics are narrow in focus and discrete and, as such, do not present the entire

picture of analysts’ efforts and performance within a SOC [25]. The studies [58] and

[25] also suggest a lack of a systematic approach for measuring analysts’ performance

which frustrates both analysts and SOC managers. The evidence from the literature

shows that both SOC managers and analysts would benefit from the improvement of

performance assessment methods [25, 54].

This leads to the following initial research questions:

(RQ1): “What metrics exist for measuring analysts’ performance in a SOC? What are

the strengths and limitations of existing metrics?”

(RQ2) “What frameworks and/or models exist for measuring the performance of an
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analyst? Is there a comprehensive framework, model or method for measuring perform-

ance?”

(RQ3) “When evaluating the performance of a SOC analyst, what performance con-

structs and dimensions need to be considered?”

The above research questions are important because as stated by Lord Kelvin in 1883:

“measurement is knowledge” [59]; unless the performance of analysts are measured,

SOC managers cannot identify poor performers.

The research questions - RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 are investigated and the discussion is

presented in Chapter 4.

In order to design a new method for measuring the performance of analysts, it is

necessary to understand the functions of analysts. Currently, there is no agreement on

what the main functions of analysts are. The existing research on SOCs has not fully

investigated the main function of analysts that needs to be considered when assessing

their performance. The lack of consensus on analysts’ functions impedes the ability to

design an effective assessment method. As a part of this study, the main functions of

an analyst that need to be considered to assess their performance are investigated and

presented in Chapter 6.

Furthermore, there is no agreed-upon set of evaluation criteria. Islam and bin Mohd

Rasad [60] state that an effective evaluation system needs a set of well-defined criteria.

Without a clear set of evaluation criteria, it would be difficult to measure the performance

of an analyst. O’Connell and Choong [61] state that performance metrics must focus on

real-life workplace needs and experience. However, this could be problematic because

no two SOCs are the same in terms of the functions that they offer; thus, the functions

of analysts vary from one SOC to another [21, 51, 52]. To that end, this study seeks to

use existing SOC frameworks to understand the operation of a SOC and utilise them as

the basis for developing a new approach for measuring the performance of an analyst.

This leads to the following research questions:
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(RQ4) “What frameworks exist for understanding the functions of a SOC and how could

these frameworks be leveraged to design an approach for measuring the performance

of an analyst?”

(RQ5) “What are the challenges to devising effective performance metrics for SOC

analysts?”

(RQ6) “How could the performance of an analyst be measured in a systematic manner

addressing the drawbacks of existing methods?”

Whereas the research questions RQ4 and RQ5 are investigated and presented in Chapter

5, Chapter 6 presents the discussion on RQ6.

1.2.1 Research Aim and Objectives

The overall aim of this research is to develop a widely applicable approach for measuring

the performance of a SOC analyst. In fulfilling this aim, the objectives listed below are

considered necessary to be achieved in line with the research question. While a research

question is a specific concern that has to be answered on the basis of research findings,

research objectives are specific actions or activities that will be taken to answer the

research questions [62, 63]. The objectives listed below are mapped to the six research

questions presented above.

The objectives of this project are as follows:

• Objective 1: To investigate existing metrics for assessing the performance of a

SOC analyst and their limitations (RQ1);

• Objective 2: To investigate existing frameworks and/or models for assessing the

performance of a SOC analyst (RQ2);

• Objective 3: To investigate human performance constructs and dimensions for

assessing an analyst’s performance (RQ3);
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• Objective 4: To investigate existing SOC frameworks and how it could be used

to design a new method for measuring an analyst’s performance (RQ4);

• Objective 5: To investigate the challenges to designing metrics for assessing an

analyst’s performance (RQ5);

• Objective 6: To build and evaluate a new systematic method for measuring the

performance of an analyst (RQ6).

1.2.2 Proposition and Hypotheses

This study uses a mixed-method approach and draws on both qualitative and quantitative

research strategies. Using a mixed-method approach offers numerous benefits, such

as triangulation and comprehensiveness, which increase the validity and academic

rigour of this research [64]. A qualitative research strategy is used to establish a

detailed description of an analyst’s function from the perspective of SOC experts and

also to solicit their opinion on how performance should be measured. As a part of

the qualitative inquiry strategy, a proposition is devised to derive the solution to the

research objectives [65, 66]. A proposition, like a hypothesis, denotes an educated guess

or a possible answer to a research question or specific scientific question. However,

whereas a hypothesis (which is typically used in quantitative research) is testable and

measurable, a proposition shows the links between concepts [67]. A proposition relies

on reasoned assumptions and existing correlative evidence [67]. To complement the

qualitative approach, a quantitative research strategy involving the use of a questionnaire

and hypothesis testing was used in this study to evaluate the proposed approach for

measuring the performance of an analyst.

In this thesis, the Security Operations Centre Analyst Assessment Method (SOC-AAM)

is proposed addressing Objective 4. The proposition is as follows:

The SOC-AAM is a comprehensive method for assessing the performance of a SOC
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analyst, which provides a better coverage of the functions of an analyst than other

existing methods.

Further, it is hypothesised that:

1. The SOC-AAM is an easy to use and a useful method for measuring the perform-

ance of an analyst (H.a1).

2. SOC managers and analysts will use the SOC-AAM in future (H.a2).

3. SOC managers and analysts would perceive the SOC-AAM as a complete method

for measuring the performance of an analyst (H.a3).

1.3 Thesis Contributions

The contributions of this research to the body of knowledge are as follows:

(1) The first contribution of this study is the formalisation of the main functions of a SOC

analyst. As a part of this research, the functions of a SOC and metrics for measuring an

analyst’s performance were identified and presented in a SOC conceptual framework.

This contribution was published in the 2020 International Conference on Cyber Security

and Protection of Digital Services (IEEE Conference Proceedings) [55] as reported

under Section 1.5. The SOC conceptual framework is used to propose the Security

Operations Centre Analysts Assessment Framework (SOC-AAF), which focuses on

the primary functions of an analyst and the metrics that could be used to capture their

performance. The SOC-AAF served as the building block of the SOC-AAM. The SOC

conceptual framework and the SOC-AAF are grounded in the existing frameworks

and capture the most common and significant aspects of analysts’ operations. They

also consolidate and expand the existing SOC frameworks and metrics to provide a

comprehensive approach for measuring an analyst’s performance.
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(2) The second contribution of this thesis is the SOC-AAM, which integrates the SOC-

AAF with the principles of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), a mathematical model

for combining subjective and objective criteria as part of a multi-criteria decision-making

process. The SOC-AAM provides a formal approach for systematically measuring the

performance of an analyst. To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, this is the first

empirical study to re-contextualise the AHP into a SOC setting and specifically as the

basis for measuring performance. By drawing on the AHP framework, SOC managers

and stakeholders are presented with a rigorous method [68] for solving the current

problems detailed in section 1.2. The SOC-AAM offers a new approach to measuring

performance, allowing SOC managers and stakeholders to aggregate, quantify and

measure the efforts of analysts in a systematic manner, considering several functions

that are expected of an analyst. The SOC-AAM is a comprehensive and adaptable

approach. It is comprehensive because it covers all the main functions expected of

an analyst [55]. The SOC-AAM is adaptable because it could be used to suit each

specific SOC as per the functions and services offered by a SOC. This contribution was

published in the Computers & Security journal [69] as reported under Section 1.5.

(3) The third contribution of this research is the provision of novel guidelines or indicat-

ors for assessing the quality of incident analysis and the quality of incident report as a

part of the performance assessment process. To the best of the researcher’s knowledge,

this is the first study to work collaboratively with industry experts to propose formal

guidelines for assessing the quality of incident analysis and report. This guideline will

help both experienced and novice analysts who suffer from the complexities of security

incident analysis tasks [2]. This contribution was published in [69] as reported under

Section 1.5.

(4) The fourth contribution of this study is in providing a detailed insight into the

operations of SOCs and analysts for cyber security researchers who have no direct

access to SOCs and SOC experts. Aspects of this contribution have been published

in the Journal of Cyber Security Technology [49] and as a book chapter in Modern
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Theories and Practices for Cyber Ethics and Security Compliance [24] as reported

under Section 1.5.

Additionally, cyber security researchers and system designers could draw on the artefacts

proposed in this study [69] when designing systems for SOCs to facilitate the evaluation

of performance. For example, security monitoring tools such as Security Information

and Event Management (SIEM) and Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) typically used

by analysts could be designed to incorporate some of the performance metrics proposed

in this study.
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1.4 Thesis Structure

This thesis is divided into eight chapters as is shown in Figure 1.3.

Chapter 2

Understanding a Security 

Operations Centre

Chapter 1

Introduction

Chapter 4

Exploring Performance 

Metrics for Analysts

Chapter 3

Methodology and 

Research Approach

Chapter 5

Leveraging the Existing 

SOC Framework and 

Studies to Build 

Innovative Artefacts

Chapter 6

Case Studies, Data 

Analysis & Designed 

Artefacts

Chapter 7

Evaluation of the 

Designed Artefacts

Chapter 8

Conclusion

To develop a widely applicable approach for measuring the performance of a SOC analyst

OBJECTIVE 1

To investigate existing 

metrics for assessing 

the performance of a 

SOC analyst and their 

limitations.

OBJECTIVE 2

To investigate existing 

frameworks and/or 

models for assessing the 

performance of a SOC 

analyst.

OBJECTIVE 3

To investigate human 

performance constructs 

and dimensions for 

assessing an analyst's 

performance.

OBJECTIVE 4

To investigate existing SOC 

frameworks and how it 

could be used to design a 

new method for measuring 

an analyst's performance.

OBJECTIVE 5

To investigate the 

challenges to designing 

metrics for assessing an 

analyst's performance.

RESEARCH AIM & OBJECTIVES

PROBLEM AWARENESS PHASE

EVALUATION PHASE

Conclusion of Research.  

Implications to Practice.

Provides a detailed description of the research methodology used in this study.

Presents the data collection strategies, ethical considerations and evaluation methods.

Provides an overview of a SOC.

Describes the types of SOCs and the components that make up a SOC.

Highlights the challenges faced by SOCs and identifies the research gap.

Aspects of this chapter have been published as a book 

chapter. The reference for this book chapter is reported 

under Section 1.5 of this thesis. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

BACKGROUND

SUGGESTION PHASE

Fieldwork/Empirical Setting.

Data Collection and Analysis. 

Artefacts Development.

DEVELOPMENT PHASE

CONCLUSION AND RESEARCH IMPLICATION

A thorough examination of the problem domain using a systematic literature review. 

Performance Metrics: Strengths and Limitations

Presents the Areas of Individual Performance Dimensions.

Proposes the use of the existing SOC frameworks as the basis for developing a new 

approach to measuring analysts’ performance

Presents Global SOC Functions.

Presents the challenges to devising performance metrics for analysts.

Empirical evaluation of the proposed method.

Case Studies including the application of the Method Adoption Model (MAM).

Aspects of this chapter have been published as a 

journal paper. The reference for this paper is reported 

under Section 1.5 of this thesis. 

Aspects of this chapter have been published as a 

Conference paper. The reference for this paper is reported 

under Section 1.5 of this thesis. 

Aspects of this chapter have been published as a 

journal paper. The reference to this paper is reported 

under Section 1.5 of this thesis. 

OBJECTIVE 6

To build and evaluate 

a new systematic 

method for measuring 

the performance of an 

analyst.

Figure 1.3: Structure of the Thesis
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Below presents a summary of the content of each chapter:

• Chapter 1 - Introduction

This chapter provides background information on the research domain, problem

statement and the motivation for the study. It also presents the research aim and

objectives along with the study’s proposition and hypothesis. Additionally, the

contributions of this research are presented.

• Chapter 2 - Understanding a Security Operations Centre

This chapter presents an in-depth exploration of SOCs to understand their origin,

structure and operations. It discusses the types of SOCs and highlights the

strengths and limitations of the different types of SOCs as well as the roles within

a SOC. The chapter also explores the challenges faced by a SOC which led to

the identification of the research gap.

• Chapter 3 - Methodology and Research Approach

This chapter presents a detailed description of the methodology used in this study

to achieve the research aim and objectives. Furthermore, it provides an account

of the adopted research paradigm, the data collection methods and justification

for the selected methods, the selection of study participants, the data analysis

techniques, validation techniques and the ethical considerations.

• Chapter 4 - Exploring Performance Metrics for SOC Analysts

This chapters presents the first step of the adopted DSR process by exploring

the problem area. The chapter investigates the existing metrics for assessing the

performance of an analyst using a systematic literature review. A discussion of

the existing frameworks and models for measuring the performance of an analyst

is presented. This chapter also presents the problems with existing assessment

methods, as discussed by various scholars. The chapter also presents individual

work performance constructs and dimensions in a SOC.
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• Chapter 5 - Leveraging the Existing SOC Frameworks and Studies to Build

Innovative Artefacts

This chapter presents the suggestion phase of the DSR process. It discusses the

existing SOC frameworks and models and utilises them as the foundation for

developing an approach for measuring the performance of an analyst. This chapter

also presents the challenges to improving assessment methods for SOC analysts.

• Chapter 6 - Case Studies, Data Analysis and Designed Artefacts

This chapter presents the outcome of the empirical case studies and fieldwork

conducted in this research. The artefacts developed in this project are presented

in this chapter. These are constructs, framework, method and instantiation.

• Chapter 7 - Evaluation of the Designed Artefacts

This chapter presents the evaluation of the artefacts developed in Chapter 6. The

chapter starts with a discussion and a reflection on how this research adheres to

the guidelines for conducting good design science research. This is followed by

the presentation of the evaluation of the conceptual framework which contains

constructs, the SOC-AAF and the SOC-AAM using SOC experts.

• Chapter 8 - Conclusion

This chapter presents the summary of this study, key achievements and outcomes.

Additionally, the chapter presents the study’s implications for both academic

research and practice, as well as the limitations and avenues for future research.
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1.5 Publications and Talks

The publications listed below were produced as a direct result of this research.

Journal Papers

(1) Agyepong, E., Cherdantseva, Y., Reinecke, P., & Burnap, P. (2023). A Systematic

Method for Measuring the Performance of a Cyber Security Operations Centre Analyst.

Computers & Security, 124, 102959.

This paper introduces the SOC-AAM, a key contribution of this thesis. The SOC-AAM

provides a method for measuring a SOC analyst’s performance in a comprehensive

and systematic manner, taking into account the level of importance of each function.

Chapter 6 draws on this publication and discusses the SOC-AAM in greater detail.

(2) Agyepong, E., Cherdantseva, Y., Reinecke, P., and Burnap, P. (2020). “Challenges

and performance metrics for security operations center analysts: a systematic review,”

Journal of Cyber Security Technology, 4(3) pp.125-152.

This paper provides a comprehensive overview of the challenges faced by SOC analysts

and of the metrics suggested in the literature for measuring analysts’ performance.

Additionally, the paper discusses the drawbacks of the existing metrics and argues for

improvement of measurement methods for analysts. Chapter 2 presents the challenges

discussed in this publication. Furthermore, in Chapter 4, the existing performance

metrics presented in this paper are also discussed.

Conference Paper

(3) Agyepong, E., Cherdantseva, Y., Reinecke, P., and Burnap, P., “Towards a Frame-

work for Measuring the Performance of a Security Operations Center Analyst,” In 2020

International Conference on Cyber Security and Protection of Digital Services (Cyber

Security). Dublin: IEEE, 2020, pp. 1-8.

This paper presents a framework consisting of the core functions of analysts and metrics
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that can be used to measure the performance of analysts. This study analysed the

functions of a SOC described in multiple sources of literature and engaged with several

analysts and SOC managers from different industries using qualitative semi-structured

interviews in order to identify the functions and the metrics. The functions and metrics

are used in this thesis to develop a systematic approach for measuring the performance of

a SOC analyst. Chapter 6 draws on this publication and discusses the SOC Conceptual

framework in greater detail.

Book Chapter

(4) Agyepong, E., Cherdantseva, Y., Reinecke, P., and Burnap, P. (2020). Cyber Security

Operations Centre Concepts and Implementation. In Modern Theories and Practices

for Cyber Ethics and Security Compliance (pp. 88-104). IGI Global.

This book chapter contains a discussion on the basics one needs to know about SOCs.

The authors introduce readers and IT professionals who are unfamiliar with SOCs to

SOC concepts, types of SOC implementation, the functions and services offered by

SOCs, as well as some of the challenges a SOC faces. The content of this book chapter

is extended and discussed in detail in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

Talks and Collaboration

The content of this thesis has been actively communicated to various individuals and

groups. The SOC conceptual framework containing the primary functions of an analyst

and the metrics for measuring their performance were presented to researchers and

practitioners at the 2020 Cyber Science Conference, who recognised the subject’s

importance and the contribution of the work.

As a part of this PhD, aspects of this thesis were also communicated to other researchers

and students at a number of poster day events held at Cardiff University.

Five guest lectures were also presented to MSc and undergraduate students specialising

in Cyber Security at the School of Computer Science and Information, Cardiff University

using some of the content from this thesis. Also, aspects of this thesis were shared
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through presentations to cyber security graduate students undertaking internships at the

Airbus site in Newport, UK.

1.6 Chapter Summary - Conclusion

This chapter introduced the research study and provided the basis upon which the rest of

the thesis is constructed. The research problem and research questions were identified.

Furthermore, the study’s research aim and objectives, together with the proposition and

hypothesis, were introduced. In addition, the contribution of the thesis was presented.

The next chapter provides an in-depth exposition of the background information on

SOCs and establishes the context underlying the research. Additionally, it identifies and

justifies the rationale behind conducting this research.
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Chapter 2

Understanding a Security Operations

Centre

2.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates the origin and operations of SOCs. It discusses the different

types of SOC implementation, and the roles within a SOC. Also, the challenges faced

by SOCs are presented along with the identified research gap, which justifies the need

for this study.

2.2 State of the Art on SOCs

The last two decades have seen a surge in the number of SOC publications [49],

with some cyber security conferences specifically calling for research work on issues

pertaining to SOCs [70], signifying the importance of this topic.

The growing interest in SOCs is driven by the need to both understand SOCs and

improve SOC operations. Table 2.1 presents an overview of the studies on SOCs that

served as an inspiration for this research. The research reported in the papers presented

in Table 2.1 covers a wide spectrum of SOC topics. A key lesson from the studies in

Table 2.1 is that SOC studies span multiple dimensions, perspectives and facets.
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Table 2.1: Existing research on SOCs that served as inspiration for

this study.

Author(s) Purpose of Research Methodology Outcome

Jacobs et al. [30] Design a classification

and a rating scheme for

SOCs and a metric for

measuring the effective-

ness of a SOC.

Systems En-

gineering Best

Practices.

A model for

measuring the

effectiveness of

a SOC based on

maturity levels

and capability.

Schinagl et al.

[21]

Design a framework for

building a SOC and a

method for measuring

the effectiveness of the

protection provided by

the SOC.

A case study A model for

building a SOC

and an assess-

ment method

for assessing

the protection

offered by the

SOC.

Onwubiko [52] Proposes a framework for

CSOCs. Summarises the

benefits and challenges

of operating a CSOC.

Not Specified. Designs a CSOC

strategy and

maps it to Her

Majesty’s Gov-

ernment (HMG)

Protective Monit-

oring Control.
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page

Author(s) Purpose of Research Methodology Outcome

Sundaramuthy et

al. [58]

Investigate factors that

lead to SOC analyst

burnout.

Anthropology Reports on the

need for a bal-

ance between

human and tech-

nological aspects

of SOC opera-

tions to achieve

continuous SOC

improvement.

Sundaramurthy

et al. [25]

Investigate how to mitig-

ate burnout phenomena

among SOC analysts.

Anthropology

Grounded The-

ory

Proposes a

model for under-

standing burnout

phenomenon

among analysts.

Identifies a num-

ber of metrics

for evaluating

analysts’ per-

formance.
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page

Author(s) Purpose of Research Methodology Outcome

Miloslavskaya

[37]

Propose a SOC classi-

fication. Outlines the

mission and function of a

SOC.

Literature review

and survey of

existing works

on SOCs.

Identifies the

mission and

functions of

SOCs. Proposes

key indicators of

IS incidents in

IoT infrastruc-

ture along with

SOC classifica-

tions.

Sundaramurthy

et al. [54]

Explore the role of a

SOC and the functions

of analysts.

Anthropology Identify SOC

structures and

various metrics

for assessing

analysts’ per-

formance.

Alharbi [50] Formulate an up-to-date

definition of a SOC and

identifies the essential

attributes of a SOC.

Design Science

Research

Proposes an arte-

fact for measur-

ing the maturity

level of a SOC.
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page

Author(s) Purpose of Research Methodology Outcome

Feng at al. [42] Develop a user-centric

machine learning frame-

work for SOCs.

A case Study Designs an auto-

matic system to

generate a risk

score of user

activity on the

network and

present it to the

SOC analyst. An

analyst can then

use the score

to prioritise the

work.

Majid and Ariffi

[27]

Highlight the importance

of people, processes and

technology factors in

establishing a SOC.

Literature Re-

view

Present the key

factors that

should be taken

into considera-

tion to ensure

the success of a

SOC. These in-

clude: top man-

agement support,

sufficient monet-

ary budget, clear

business strategy,

environment and

physical space.
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page

Author(s) Purpose of Research Methodology Outcome

Mutewa et al.

[71]

Examine the challenges

of integrating a newly

developed SOC into an

organisation’s existing IT

environment.

Discussion Pa-

per

Reports that the

three SOC com-

ponents (people,

processes and

technology)

must be fully

integrated and

aligned to an or-

ganisation’s ex-

isting resources

and processes

in order for an

organisation to

fully realise the

potential benefit

of a SOC.

Onwubiko and

Ouazzane [72]

The aim of the authors

was to provide a compre-

hensive, actionable and

adaptable playbook that

cyber incident responders

and managers can use

when handling and man-

aging a cyber security

incident.

Application of

Modelling tech-

nique

Propose a model

that can be used

to systematically

and consistently

manage cyber se-

curity incidents

through the de-

velopment of a

playbook known

as SOTER.
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2.3 The Paradigm of a SOC

The concept of a SOC has been defined by different writers in different ways. For

example, Schingal et al. [21] define a SOC as a centralised unit within an organisation

that assists the organisation in addressing cyber threats, security monitoring, forensic

investigation, and incident management. On the other hand, Onwubiko [52] defines

a SOC as a team of skilled IT professionals operating with defined processes, and

supported by technology, to monitor an organisation’s network infrastructure and

to improve their cyber security posture. Vielberth et al. [57] define a SOC as an

organisational unit operating at the heart of all security operations supporting an

organisation to detect, analyse and respond to cybersecurity threats and incidents using

people, processes and technology.

While researchers have put forward various definitions of a SOC, the consensus amongst

scholars is that a SOC functions through the harmonisation of people, processes and

technology in order to protect an organisation from cyber criminal activities. Researchers

emphasise that the three components: people, processes and technology need to be

balanced as they work together to enable organisations to defend their networks against

cyber attacks [27, 73].

The evidence from the literature reveals that some researchers refer to a SOC by

other names, such as an Information Security Operations Centre (ISOC); Information

Technology Operations Centre (ITOC); and Security Intelligence Centre (SIC) [57, 74,

75, 76]. However, these terms are less commonly used by scholars in comparison to

the term ‘SOC’. There are also other terms usually associated with SOCs that have a

completely different objective to a SOC. For example, the terms Computer Security

Incident Response Team (CSIRT) or Computer Incident Response Team (CIRT) are

often used by some writers to denote a SOC [6, 57, 77]. However, a CSIRT or CIRT is
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not a SOC, and as such, these terms must not be used interchangeably [6, 50]. Aijaz [6]

points out that a SOC usually works in partnership with a CSIRT; a CSIRT is a subset

of a SOC and relies on incident handlers to conduct more detailed investigations and

post-incident management activities [78]. Thus, it is not the function of a CSIRT to

monitor an organisation’s network.

A Network Operations Centre (NOC) is also another term that is often associated

with a SOC [56, 57, 79, 80]. This is because a NOC also uses people, processes and

technology to monitor an organisation’s network infrastructure for performance-related

issues [20, 52]. However, there is a distinction between a NOC and a SOC. NOCs deal

with network performance issues and the management of network systems [81, 82].

Shahjee and Ware [20] state that a NOC is also known as a “network management center.”

They further explain that a NOC is a centralised location where network operation and

management are exercised over the organization infrastructure. Active monitoring of an

enterprise network with the view of detecting intrusion and cyber-threats typically falls

outside a NOC’s remit [52].

In this thesis, the above definitions of a SOC are adapted and a SOC is defined as a

centralised unit composed of technically qualified people who use defined processes,

tools, and technology to identify, detect, and respond to cyber incidents and threats

faced by organisations.

2.3.1 Evolution of SOCs

Since its inception in the 1970s, there have been six different SOC generations [83, 84].

The first-generation SOCs were purposely built for the defence of government agencies

[84]. HP [83] states that the first-generation SOCs were often understaffed and relied

on emerging technologies such as firewalls and anti-virus to fend off would-be attackers.

These SOCs were primarily used for intelligence gathering and managing IT security

risks [26]. They also tended to be reactive and relied on signature-based solutions
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to detect signs of malicious activity against the organisation [85]. In essence, first-

generation SOCs were set up to provide a formalised approach to monitoring and

managing governmental and enterprise business IT assets and aimed to detect low

impact malicious code [84, 86]. Extant literature suggests that this initial concept of

monitoring the network remains to date [52]. Table 2.2 on page 28 presents a summary

of the evolution of SOCs and associated timeline.

Advances in technology and the increase in cyber attacks during the mid-1990s resulted

in the birth of the second-generation (2G) SOCs. This period was marked by the

introduction of vulnerability tracking systems and formalised system patching (2013)

[86]. Commercial companies began to offer security-monitoring solutions to paying

customers in what is known as a Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP). Compared

to the first-generation SOCs, the second-generation SOCs saw a surge in the number of

defensive security tools as attackers adopted more sophisticated attack methods [84].

Furthermore, devices such as vulnerability scanners, Intrusion Detection System (IDS)

and Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) became available [85]. The

introduction of a SIEM was the beginning of using a central repository for correlating

different security events into a single system [79].

According to HP, financially-driven attacks between 2002 and 2006 led to the devel-

opment of the third-generation (3G) SOCs. The 3G SOCs focused on three key areas:

security monitoring, response and threat intelligence [83]. This era saw the maturity of

SOC services, the birth of the United States - Computer Emergency Response Team

(US-CERT) and the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS) [83, 86].

Regulatory requirements such as the PCI-DSS mandated vendors to keep security and

data protection standards to deal with fraudulent transactions. Also, regulatory require-

ments led many organisations to take security, and the protection of their network,

much more seriously. HP claims that between the years 2007-2012, businesses noticed

that intrusion was inevitable; despite the numerous preventative measures, there was

a need for improving 3G SOCs. This need led to the birth of the fourth-generation
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(4G) SOCs. Fourth-generation SOCs existed in an era characterised by hacktivism and

Advanced Persistent Threats (APT). Under the 4G SOCs, businesses began to shift

their attention from detection and prevention to Data Loss Prevention (DLP), detection

and containment. Cyber attacks were also directed towards individuals, in addition to

organisations.

The use of big data concepts and intelligence-driven methodologies resulted in the emer-

gence of the fifth-generation (5G) SOCs to improve defences against cyber attacks [83].

Under 5G SOCs, organisations also rely on information sharing to detect previously

unknown attacks. 5G SOCs, are more efficient, adaptive and automate many of the

manual activities carried out by SOC analysts.

Taslet security [84] mentions the rise of the sixth-generation SOCs in what they refer

to as NG-SOC. The evolution of digitisation and disruption of technologies such as

IoT attacks have led to further improvement of SOC operations to deal with these

emerging problems [84]. Indeed, it could be argued that SOCs will undergo a further

transformation as existing technologies and processes are likely to become less effective

once attackers find new and innovative ways to bypass them. Furthermore, the industry

is now beginning to see new technologies such as Endpoint Detection and Response

(EDR) and Security Orchestration and Automating Response [39]. Table 2.2 summarises

the evolution of SOCs as outlined above.
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Table 2.2: SOC Evolution: 1st Generation to 6th Generation

Generation Characteristics

1st Generation

SOC (1975-1995)

Decentralised logging. Limited visibility of the network.

Reactive/Incident-based.

Focus on minimising the impact of malicious code.

Limited tools - mainly firewalls and anti-viruses.

2nd Generation

SOC (1996-2001)

Centralised logging; 24/7 monitoring; faster response time.

High visibility of the network. Emergence of MSSP.

Multiple ranges of tools in comparison to the first generation. Tools in-

cluded: vulnerability scanners, Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems

(IDPS), Security Information and Event Management (SIEM).

3rd Generation

SOC (2001-2006)

Implements anomaly detection strategies.

Includes data loss prevention strategies.

Focus on finding Botnets.

Uses Threat Intelligence (TI).

4th Generation

SOC (2007-2012)

Introduces prevention strategies.

Focuses on Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs).

Implements data exfiltration techniques.

Focus on containment strategies to stop the spread of threats.

5th Generation

SOC (2013-2015)

Uses big data analysis and intelligence-driven methods to detect un-

known attacks.

More efficient and adaptive because of the range of tools available to

the analyst. Proactive hunting.

Automates many manual processes, such as log analysis.

6th Generation

SOC (2016- till

date)

Focus on addressing attacks against IoT devices.

Uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) al-

gorithms to monitor data.

Focus on faster adaptation to the dynamic changes in business and

attack vector changes.
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2.4 Types of SOC Implementation

Scholars usually suggest three kinds of SOC implementation [7, 24, 30, 45, 74]: in-

house (internal SOC); outsourced (external SOC); or hybrid (Table 2.3). Organisations

need to carefully review these options before choosing a particular type, as they all

have advantages and disadvantages. An in-house SOC is part of the organisation

it is defending and, as such, is managed internally by the organisation [56]. It is

often set up by an organisation that wants to avoid outsourcing their SOC services

for various reasons (such as concerns relating to potential data loss and risk to losing

sensitive information [74]). Miloslavkaya [37] explains that an in-house SOC will have

a dedicated internal team of experts who are better placed to understand the overall

architecture of a company’s network than a MSSP, who may have limited knowledge of

the network. This, she argues, is essential during a detailed investigation into an incident.

An in-house SOC can be tailored to precise business requirements and is expected to

be more efficient and effective than an MSSP because it uses the organisation’s own

processes [37]. However, the cost of building and maintaining an in-house SOC is an

expensive venture for most small to medium-sized organisations [10, 28, 87]. Another

downside is that an in-house SOC comes with the financial burden of having to recruit

and train SOC analysts to the levels of expertise required to work in a SOC. There is also

the need for a periodic refresh of hardware and technology to keep up with emerging

threats. Therefore, Jacobs et al. [30] suggest that there is no guarantee of a return on

investment (ROI) for an in-house SOC.

Many SMEs may not be in the position to build and maintain their own SOC due to the

huge financial cost involved [16, 24, 88]. These organisations may opt to outsource the

monitoring of their network to a MSSP at a controlled cost [56, 87]. Miloslavkaya [37]

states that MSSPs are generally cheaper than setting up an in-house SOC. This view is

consistent to that of Jacob et al. [30]. Outsourcing a SOC means that the MSSP handles

the monitoring and response to cyber incidents [16, 38]. Organisations using an MSSP

will have a Service Level Agreement (SLA) regarding what is expected from the SOC
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[89]. A major benefit of using an MSSP is that it brings transparency. According to

Miloslavkaya [37], an MSSP may be unbiased as they are not part of the organisational

structure. However, there is some inherent risk when using an MSSP, which is it centres

around allowing external/third-party entities to handle the organisation’s data. MSSPs

are often multi-tenanted, which can also mean that the intelligence gathered from one

organisation may be used to improve services for other customers [90]. However, data

handed over to MSSPs can be mishandled or mismanaged. Nonetheless, contractual

agreements will often outline the consequences of issues such as data mishandling.

A hybrid SOC combines the capabilities of an in-house SOC and an outsource SOC.

It therefore draws on the strengths and weaknesses of both in-house and outsourced

[74]. For example, under a hybrid setup, an organisation may decide to maintain their

security logs and conduct analytics in-house but then draw on a third party’s services to

provide them with support in specialised areas such as Threat Intelligence [74]. Table

2.3 on page 31 shows the three main types of SOCs outlined above.
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Table 2.3: Three Types of SOCs

Criteria In-house Outsourced

(MSSP)

Hybrid

People (Skills

Availability)

The organisation

needs to recruit

and maintain a

team of skilled

staff.

A limited number

of skilled profes-

sionals.

MSSP will have

a pool of staff

and resources to

address the needs

of their clients.

They still have

the challenge

of maintaining

skilled staff.

Hybrid SOC of-

fers the middle

ground. An or-

ganisation can

maintain a re-

latively small

number of staff

knowing that

they can rely on

the experts from

outside to assist

when needed.

Security Pro-

cesses

Businesses can

design and tailor

their internal

processes.

Processes used

for one client

may be used to

solve a problem

for another cli-

ent.

Businesses

design their in-

house processes

but have the flex-

ibility of drawing

on the tactics and

processes of a

third party.
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Table 2.3 – continued from previous page

Criteria In-house Outsourced

(MSSP)

Hybrid

Technology The organisation

owns the SOC

infrastructure and

associated soft-

ware. Hardware

needs a periodic

refresh and staff

training; this

leads to a high

running cost.

The cost of buy-

ing assets is ex-

pensive, however,

an MSSP can off-

set this cost by

having several

clients.

Businesses can

reduce the cost

of having to in-

vest in expensive

tools. Businesses

can draw on the

tools and tech-

niques of the

MSSP.

Financial cost High initial cost

to set up and

there are no guar-

antees on ROI

[30].

Initial cost is

typically low be-

cause the MSSP

can leverage

vendor infrastruc-

ture.

Organisations

can reduce the

initial investment

by outsourcing

aspects of their

operations to

third parties.

2.5 Roles within a SOC

Onwubiko and Ouazzane [38] identify security analysts (also known as SOC analysts

or analysts), SOC engineers, SOC managers and a Chief Information Security Officer

(CISO) as the roles within a SOC. The titles - security analyst, analyst, and SOC analyst
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are used interchangeably in this thesis. SOCs need highly competent cyber security

professionals with good technical knowledge and experience; Shah et al. [91] state

that SOCs need to be adequately staffed with competent analysts to ensure that their

operations run smoothly.

Schinagl et al. [21] argue that the people working in the SOC are the most crucial

component of a SOC as they monitor the network to look for signs of attacks or potential

threats. Without people, the functions of a SOC will not be realised [92]. People are

needed to make informed decisions on threats and to manage and maintain the deployed

technical solutions. According to Jànos and Dai [92], there are three different analysts’

roles in SOCs (first, second and third level analysts), but they explain that these three

roles are often blurred and are not entirely separate. These levels are also reported

in [36]. Shah et al. [91] also identify three types of roles in a SOC and categorise

them as junior, intermediate and senior levels. The evidence from the literature shows

that first-line analysts are often the juniors, followed by the second-line who are the

intermediate and lastly, the third-line analysts who are considered the seniors [24, 93].

In [94], security analysts and incident responders are identified as the two key roles in

a SOC. While the former has the primary responsibility of monitoring, detecting and

triaging cyber security incidents, the latter deals with a deeper analysis of suspicious

security events [42]. Incident handlers are often found within Computer Security

Incident Response Teams (CSIRT) and have a primary duty of deep investigation post-

incidents [92], actively seeking to understand the root cause of an incident. In addition

to SOC analysts and incident handlers, the SysAdmin, Audit, Network and Security

(SANS) Institute [95] report on other roles, such as SOC subject matter experts, threat

hunters and SOC managers.

SOC analysts are usually at the front-line in terms of monitoring and responding to any

immediate threats [51, 95]. SOC analysts are qualified IT professionals who monitor

and analyse all activities on an enterprise network using packet capture and analysis

tools. SOC analysts are first in line to respond to cyber incidents that an organisation
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may face. They are central to detecting incidents and investigating what is happening

on a network, regardless of the tools in use [80].

SOCs typically operate using a three-tiered structure to perform specific tasks [54, 96,

97, 98]. The tiers that are generally used are tier 1 team, tier 2 team, and tier 3 team [28].

Analysts are often split into tiers depending on their role within the organisation, their

responsibilities and set of daily tasks. Analysts in the same tier are typically expected

to carry out similar duties. A detailed descriptions of the three tiers are presented in

Section 2.5.1 to 2.5.3. Moreover, there are also cyber security engineers (also referred

to as SOC engineers) working alongside analysts [79]. SOC engineers are responsible

for hardware and software support [17]. Axon et al. [46] state that SOC engineers are

responsible for maintaining the SOC infrastructure. SOC analysts and engineers report

to a SOC manager, who in turn reports directly to the Chief Information Officer (CIO),

or Chief Information Security Officer (CISO), depending on the nature and size of the

organisation [21].

2.5.1 Tier One Team

Analysts operating at this tier are also known as 1st line analysts or level 1 analysts.

According to Winterborn [9], level 1 analysts are usually junior analysts. They are

typically graduates or those new to the cyber industry. The level 1 analysts are typically

the least experienced analysts [79]. However, they are at the front line of all initial

investigations [97]. Level 1 analysts are expected to carry out the initial triage of all

security events and alerts that indicate a potential security incident, and they usually

deal with the majority of all incidents [57, 97, 99]. An alert is a notification from a

computer system. In [72], an alert is deemed as an incident if it poses threats. In other

words, an incident is an alert that is not part of standard operations or normal expected

activity and could cause loss or harm.

Level 1 analysts are responsible for attending to most phone calls and emails directed
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to the SOC. They are also responsible for monitoring incident queues for the SOC and

raising incidents on events that require investigation. They manage reported incidents,

update the incident(s) tickets with any progress and finally, they resolve and close

incident(s) tickets once it is determined that the incident does not pose a threat or upon

the implementation of mitigation actions [56].

Upon the notification of an alert, a level 1 analyst will qualify and verify alerts to

determine their seriousness, and validity [99]. They will also carry out triage to ascertain

whether the detection is a genuine security incident. If the alert is found to be a ‘false

alarm’ (also known as a ‘false positive’) the analyst will tune the monitoring system.

For example, an IDS can be configured to ignore an alert that is routinely deemed

as a false positive [52]. A level 1 analyst would be expected to report on a false

positive, make a recommendation regarding why it was a false positive, and create a

knowledge base for that alert. If not, the alert would be promoted to an incident, and a

ticket would be created to record the relevant information. The level of response to a

security incident is determined by its severity; severity levels will be pre-agreed with

the customer, depending on the impact on operations and infrastructure criticality [72].

Level 1 analysts will escalate incidents they cannot resolve to tier two [57, 97].

2.5.2 Tier Two Team

Analysts operating at this tier are known as 2nd line analysts or level 2 analysts. Level 2

analysts are expected to conduct an in-depth analysis of incidents escalated to them by

analysts operating in the tier one team [28, 97, 98]. Once they receive an incident, they

are responsible for its management until it is closed or escalated to tier three [56]. A

level 2 analyst will consider incidents, their potential impact and remediation actions

within the context of a customer’s business activities [28]. In-house, knowledge-based

articles containing detailed records of historical incidents and specific actions that were

performed to address the incidents are used to support level 2 analysts [97]. Analysts

operating at this level may create a strategy for containment and recovery when there
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is an incident. Where necessary, a level 2 analyst will escalate an incident to a level 3

team [57].

Depending on the nature of the organisation, a level 2 analyst may have responsibilities

such as signature tuning, writing or amending existing use cases [56]. It is pertinent to

note that, in some organisations, the role of the first and second-line analysts are blurred,

and the two teams, therefore, perform similar activities [17, 96].

2.5.3 Tier Three Team

Analysts within this tier are referred to as 3rd line or level 3 analysts. They are generally

expected to possess and demonstrate a higher level of competence within the domain

of cyber security than analysts at level 1 and 2 [57]. Level 3 analysts often have an

in-depth knowledge and skills set [56]. According to Winterborn [9], level 3 analysts are

the subject matter experts of technical issues pertaining to the SOC. Third line analysts

deal with the most complex incidents [56], and will often deal with fewer incidents

overall (because the majority of incidents will be dealt with by first and second line

analysts [93]). The day-to-day role of members within tier-three includes: management

of incidents escalated by the 2nd line team, sharing, managing and dealing with threat

intelligence. 3rd line analysts will also have the responsibilities of writing signatures

and creating use cases; altering security policies on security solutions such as firewalls,

intrusion detection and prevention systems; and in some cases acting as consultants to

SOC managers [93]. 3rd line analysts will engage with vendors when the need arises to

seek additional technical support for the SOC.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the three tier hierarchical structure and typical responsibilities of

an analyst operating under each tier.

Despite the tiers, it is important to point out that some SOCs do not use a tiered structure

and have a single role for all analysts [43, 96]. Alharbi (2020) states that a SOC can

be implemented as a flat or multi-layer structure when it comes to the operations of an
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Figure 2.1: Analysts’ Tiers and Responsibilities

analyst. Also, according to Kokulu et al. [56], in a non-hierarchical SOC, all analysts

are expected to have a similar skill-set.

2.5.4 SOC Manager

Winterborn [9] states that the overall responsibility of a SOC falls to a SOC manager.

A SOC manager is responsible for managing the security operations team, providing

technical leadership and direction of the SOC in terms of planning future growth

[28, 57, 79]. They are directly responsible for managing the individuals and teams

within the SOC, including the manning, resourcing and tooling strategy [71, 93]. They

run the day-to-day operations of the SOC and report directly to the Chief Information

Officer (CIO), or Chief Information Security Officer (CISO), depending on the nature

of the organisation. SOC managers are expected to motivate their team, as working in

a SOC can be stressful and processes can become mundane [29]. Furthermore, they

are responsible for the coordination of communication between stakeholders. SOC
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managers are required to gather performance metrics to evaluate SOC performance and

must be able to identify and measure key security operations processes. Despite the need

to maintain performance metrics, current literature suggests that existing performance

metrics used by SOC managers are inadequate and call for further research into this

area [25, 53, 56].

2.5.5 CIO or CISO

According to Onwubiko and Ouazzane [38], a SOC, like any other cyber security

programme such as IT compliance, needs executive support and their leadership to

succeed. This statement is supported by Winterborn [9], who states that without

senior/board level support, the SOC will struggle with growth and its objective may not

be realised. SOCs need a senior executive’s strategic support, as a bottom-up approach

to security has a minimal chance of success [21, 100]. According to Schinagl et al.

[21], a SOC needs a Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) and Chief Information

Officer (CIO) to obtain and justify the SOC’s budgetary requirement to the business

owners. These two senior executives act as the primary interface between the SOC and

the business owner. Although they may not be physically present in the SOC, the CIO or

CISO is responsible for translating the business objectives into the security requirements

and communicating this to SOC managers [9, 93]. They also offer strategic advice

on the security posture of the organisation [53]. The CIO or CISO has a say in the

strategies, policies, and procedures used by the SOC to protect the organisation’s assets.

2.6 Required Skills for SOC Analysts

The evidence from the literature shows that being an analyst requires curiosity, good

analytical skills, and the ability to detect patterns from large volumes of data [54, 57, 93].

Sundaramurthy et al. [25] state that an analyst’s skills are dependent on their level of
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education and prior experience. SOC analysts must integrate experience and practical

knowledge to assess and evaluate observed cyber activity in generating a hypothesis

about an event that could indicate a possible attack. According to Andrade and Yoo [53],

the cognitive abilities required by analysts include thinking strategies, troubleshooting,

inventive thinking, decision-making and learning. They go on to state that to enhance

analysts’ cognitive abilities, they need hands-on practical training and experience with

tools.

Sundaramurthy et al. [25] state that the dynamic nature of cyber attacks and the rapid

changes in technology mean that security analysts must periodically undergo training

[58]. Incompetent or inexperienced analysts will struggle to deal with complex security

incidents and training ensures that analysts have the skills and confidence for their job

[25]. Metalidou [101] points out that training is a key factor that increases an analyst’s

performance. A major challenge faced by most SOCs is recruiting and maintaining the

right calibre of analysts [49, 92, 93]. This problem has been further exacerbated by the

limited number of cyber security experts with the right skills [102].

Analysts must be able to work under pressure, be curious and abstract thinkers [93].

They must also have a good understanding of some of the most common operating

systems, such as Windows and Linux. In addition, they should be able to operate

security solutions such as firewalls, IPS, IDS and a SIEM tool [28]. Furthermore, they

should possess good problem-solving skills and must have a good understanding of

basic computer networking principles [102]. Analysts must be capable of using various

technical tools such as Wireshark, Hex Editor, Snort, TCPdump, PDF dissector, and

packet analysers [29]. High-performing analysts must have a good understanding of

attack techniques, tactics and strategies (TTS) used by attackers, such as the cyber kill

chain. Sundaramurthy et al. [25] state that if analysts are not adequately skilled, it

affects their confidence when it comes to security incident handling.

The technical skills and qualifications needed to become an analyst can be acquired

through formal training courses. For example, in [103, 104], the authors assert that a
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bachelor’s degree in computer science, computer engineering, or a STEM-related subject

is essential for individuals aspiring to become SOC analysts. Naz [103] mentions that

individuals without a science background can still become SOC analysts by pursuing

industry-specific certifications such as:

Cisco Certified CyberOps Associate: This certification programme is specifically de-

signed to validate the day-to-day tactical knowledge and skills that a SOC analyst needs

to detect and respond to cybersecurity threats. This training provides comprehensive

knowledge and practical skills related to the duties carried out in a SOC setting [105].

EC-Council Certified SOC Analyst (CSA): This certification provides a concise training

programme designed to provide entry-level SOC analysts with valuable skills and

knowledge [106].

EC-Council Certified Ethical Hacker: This certification programme provides compre-

hensive insights into tools employed by hackers, emerging attack vectors, and hands-on

training in malware identification and analysis [107].

CompTIA Security+: This certification provides comprehensive training to individuals,

equipping them with the necessary skills and knowledge to effectively manage a security

incident. It is a global certification that validates the baseline skills necessary to perform

core security functions and pursue an IT security career [108].

Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP): This certification is also

designed to validate a person’s knowledge and experience in the cyber security domain.

CISSP holders are expected to have a deep understanding of security concepts and be

able to effectively implement them in practical scenarios [109].

Despite the above, research findings indicate a deficiency in individuals possessing the

requisite skills necessary for fulfilling cyber security positions [107, 110, 111]. The

Department for Science, Innovation & Technology (DSIT) [107] states that a high

proportion of UK businesses lack staff with the technical skills, incident response skills

and governance skills needed to manage their cyber security. The shortage of skilled
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cyber security professionals can be attributed to several factors. For example, firstly,

IT security is now a critical component of several industries, resulting in a substantial

need for adequately skilled experts. This demand often outpaces the supply of qualified

individuals, resulting in many unfilled roles [110]. Furthermore, the field of IT evolves

rapidly, with new technologies and frameworks emerging frequently. Staying abreast

of these changes necessitates continuous learning and professional growth. Many IT

professionals may not have the time or resources to constantly update their skills [112].

Moreover, companies around the world are competing for IT talent, leading to a global

marketplace for skilled professionals. This can make it difficult for organisations in

certain regions to attract and retain top talent [113]. Also, even when organisations hire

skilled IT professionals, retaining them can be a challenge due to competitive offers

from other organisations.

In order to mitigate the scarcity of proficient cyber security professionals, including

SOC analysts, organisations could adopt various strategies such as allocating resources

towards employee training and development, implementing mentorship initiatives to

recruit people interested in IT security, providing competitive remuneration and perks,

actively pursuing diverse talent, and establishing accessible entry points for individuals

seeking to enter the field [114, 115, 116]. Additionally, it is imperative for individuals

involved in the field of cyber security to adopt a lifelong learning approach in order to

maintain their competitiveness amidst the continuous advancements within this domain

[107].

2.7 Challenges Faced By a SOC

SOCs face many challenges, which can impact on their efficiency and effectiveness

[6, 36, 45]. Alharbi [43] states that many of the challenges faced by SOCs and analysts

can be addressed through research to find practical solutions. However, Kokuku et

al. [56] mention that there is little research that seeks to investigate the issues faced
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by SOCs and, as a result, the academic community is still unaware of the struggles

SOCs face to propose improvement strategies. Chamkar et al. [39] present several

challenges faced by SOCs in their work regarding human factor capabilities in a SOC.

The challenges faced by SOCs identified in the existing literature are as follows:

• The Volume of Alerts - SOC researchers point out that the high volume of alerts

generated by monitored devices obscures analysts’ ability to identify legitimate

threats, which can have a negative impact on a SOC [87, 91, 97]. For example,

Feng et al. [42] point out that a single firewall can generate gigabytes of data daily.

Likewise, an IPS or IDS can generate thousands of events within the same time

period [51, 97]. Yet, the majority of these alerts are false alarms, or false positives

[92]. False positives waste analysts’ time because they have to investigate them

to reach the conclusion of a false alert [56]. Thus, an efficient SOC needs to filter

out false positives to reduce the workload on analysts. Kokulu et al. [56] mention

that analysts are expected to tune false positives by correcting alerts when they

encounter false positives. Sifting through a large volume of data can also result in

alert fatigue in the analyst [93].

The large number of alerts presented to analysts is reported as a contributing

factor to analysts’ burnout [25]. Analysts are also likely to miss malicious activity

because finding what is true becomes like finding a needle in a haystack [42].

According to Tadda [117], correlation systems such as SIEMs can also reduce

the number of false alerts. However, he fails to elaborate on why that may be the

case.

• Sophisticated Attacks - Cybercriminals are increasingly using various sophistic-

ated techniques to avoid detection. The ability to detect stealthy and sophisticated

attacks remains a major challenge for many SOCs. For example, Advanced

Persistent Threats (APTs) attacks cannot be identified by simply collecting the

logs generated by different endpoint devices [92]. SOCs need competent and

well-trained analysts to identify patterns in their network that may signal the sign
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of a sophisticated attack. However, the level of skills required for detecting lateral

movement of APTs is often beyond the abilities of many analysts. With the skills

shortage in the cyber industry [9, 17, 118], sophisticated attacks pose a major

challenge for inexperienced, or junior analysts [49]. Dealing with sophisticated

attacks requires in-depth knowledge and skills on the part of the analysts, which

most SOCs do not have [21].

• Low Visibility into the Monitored Infrastructure - Kokulu et al. [56] state that

one of the major issues facing SOCs today is the lack of complete visibility into an

organisation’s network infrastructure and monitored devices. Many organisations

own a large number of computing devices such as laptops, PCs, routers, switches

and firewalls. These devices can grow exponentially, causing SOCs issues with

maintaining visibility of the network topology, impeding analysts’ ability to

maintain effective cyber situational awareness [43, 53, 56]. An outsourced SOC

is most likely to face this problem, as they may not have the full picture of the

organisation to which the SOC services are offered [74].

• Regulatory and Compliance Requirements - Regulatory and industry com-

pliance can mandate a SOC to retain logs over a period of time [119]. Non-

compliance to regulatory requirements could lead to regulatory liability, financial

penalties and other catastrophic consequences, such as reputational damage,

which may have taken years to build [120]. Given that most organisations would

not like to risk being fined for non-compliance, there is an onus on the business

to provide the SOC with sufficient hardware for log collection. Hardware is

expensive, placing an additional financial burden on the SOC. Also, the data

collected by SOCs may be subject to privacy regulations.

• Analyst Burnout - Information overload and alert fatigue are cited as two of the

primary causes of burnout amongst cyber security analysts [25, 65]. Sundara-

murthy et al. [25] also report that ineffective performance metrics for assessing

the analyst can also lead to frustration, resulting in burnout as they seek to work
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towards management metrics that are not reflective of their overall performance in

a SOC. Some scholars have investigated and suggested strategies for addressing

this challenge. For example, Hull [65] uses a phenomenological interpretive

analysis to explore the experiences of SOC analysts as they experience burnout in

his doctoral thesis. According to Chamkar et al. [39], automation can be used to

reduce analyst fatigue and overall stress as it can be used to perform low-level

security actions and assist analysts in handling the number of alerts they receive.

• Lack of Adequate Performance Metrics for Analysts - SOC managers use

performance metrics to evaluate analysts. Analysts expect objective metrics

that consider several aspects of their work. Yet the evidence from the literature

suggests that there is currently a lack of a systematic approach for measuring

an analyst’s performance. The evidence from the literature reveals that current

performance metrics are inadequate for several reasons. Chamkar et al. [39]

opine that current metrics are inadequate for the following reasons: (1) time-

based metrics do not consider the complexity and the severity of the incidents

and (2) existing performance metrics do not consider several operational tasks

performed by analysts. This study proposes an approach for solving this problem

and filling the gap in the current literature. Chapter 4 of this thesis investigates

and presents, in greater detail, the need for measuring analysts’ performance,

the current performance metrics and measures, and the limitations of the current

performance assessment methods.

Amongst the challenges presented above, the perception gleaned from the literature is

that ineffective performance metrics for analysts negatively affect the morale of analysts,

which in turn negatively affects the operational efficiency of the SOC [25]. In [25], the

authors described this as a vicious cycle and argued that the lack of adequate metrics to

allow analysts to demonstrate their performance effectively also leads to burnout among

analysts. While the other challenges are also important, many scholars have called for

research on designing effective performance metrics for analysts [49, 53, 54]. This
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study therefore focuses on proposing a new method for measuring their performance

to address the gap in the literature and the limitations of the current metrics. This

research contends that in order to understand the different metrics currently available

for assessing an analyst’s performance, it is imperative to provide a clear definition of

the term “metric” as employed by researchers in the field. Section 2.7.1 presents the

definition of the terminology.

2.7.1 Definitions

In the literature, the word metric which is central to this study, is often used interchange-

ably with other terms such as measures and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) by

both researchers and industry practitioners [55, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126]. How-

ever, some researchers in an effort to differentiate these terms provide the following

definitions:

A metric - is defined as a quantifiable measure that is used to track and assess perform-

ance. A metric is derived from one or more measures [127]. A metric is often used to

refer to the measurement of performance.

A measure - is a quantifiable, observable, and objective data supporting a metric [127]. It

is a number that can be used in calculations, such as summation, counting, or averaging

[127, 128].

A KPI - is a measurable value that demonstrates how well a person or a company

achieves key business objectives [129].

Despite the definitions given above, SOC researchers often use the terms metrics,

measures and KPIs synonymously when discussing performance assessment methods

as reported in [28, 31, 52, 55, 130] and do not pursue a rigorous distinction between

these terminologies. A decision was therefore made in this thesis to use these terms

interchangeably, adopting a stance similar to that of other SOC researchers in order to

identify and consolidate the existing methods for measuring an analyst’s performance.
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In Chapter 3, the methodology adopted for designing and proposing a new method for

assessing the performance of an analyst is presented.

2.8 Chapter Summary - Conclusion

This chapter presented background information on SOCs. The chapter discussed a

number of SOC studies that focus on different aspects of a SOC, ranging from models

for building SOCs to models for assessing the effectiveness of a SOC, SOC structures,

and metrics for assessing analysts’ performance. The chapter also discussed the six

SOC generations and how SOCs have evolved since its initial inception in the 1970s to

give readers an appreciation of how SOC has evolved over time. The different types of

SOCs were also discussed, as well as the tier structure used in SOCs, while highlighting

that analysts play a vital role in the overall operation of a SOC and that issues affecting

them could negatively impact the overall operation of the SOC.

While the challenges faced by SOCs were presented in this chapter, the lack of adequate

or effectiveness metrics for analysts, which studies suggest causes low morale among

analysts [25], was seen as a major issue causing researchers to call for a solution

[49, 53, 54]. Measuring analysts’ performance is an important issue because poor

performance from analysts impacts the overall performance of a SOC. The next chapter

presents the methodology adopted in this study to investigate and propose a novel

approach for measuring the performance of an analyst.
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Chapter 3

Methodology and Research Approach

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the research methodology used in this study to investigate and

propose a method for assessing an analyst’s performance. The chapter also presents the

adopted research methods, the selection of study participants, data analysis techniques

and ethical considerations.

As reported in Chapter 2, Section 2.7, one of the main challenges facing SOCs is the

lack of adequate performance metrics for analysts. This is a practical problem that

requires the use of a practical research methodology [131, 132]. A practical research

methodology enables a researcher to design, build and evaluate an artefact in order

to solve a research problem [133, 134] as opposed to a formulative and verificational

research methodology, which seeks to gain insights and improve the understanding of a

problem area [133]. Järvinen [135] posits that the goal of formulative research (also

known as exploratory research) is to identify problems for more precise investigation,

as well as to gain insights and to increase familiarity with the problem area.

3.2 Adopted Methodology and Justification

Several research strategies were reviewed as shown in Table 3.1 in order to determine

the most appropriate approach for the objectives of the study.
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Table 3.1: Different Research Strategies [136, 137, 138]

Research Strategy Main Purpose of the Strategy

Grounded theory Explain a process, behaviour, event or phe-

nomenon.

Case Study Understand a case or bring to light a unique case -

collecting multiple kinds of data.

Narrative Approach Gather participants’ stories with the aim of restat-

ing those narratives.

Ethnography Explore a phenomenon or an event as it happens in

its natural setting.

Transcendental Phenomenolo-

gical approach

Examine participants’ experience and make sense

of the experience from a bias-free perspective.

Interpretative phenomenological

analysis

Examine participants’ thought about a phenomenon

experienced.

Hermeneutic phenomenological

approach

Examine and interpret documents to capture their

underlying meaning.

Phenomenological approach Examine participants’ experience.

Action Research Focus on solving a problem and examine the im-

pact of the research process on practitioners.

Design Science Research Focus on designing an artefact for solving practical

or organisational problem.

Amongst strategies reviewed, the Design Science Research (DSR) [132, 139] and Action

Research (AR) [140, 141] were identified as research strategies that could be used to

investigate and address the research problem. These two strategies are well-suited

for investigating practical and organisational problems [64, 142]. However, there is a
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fundamental difference between DSR and AR, which is mainly around the creation

of an artefact [143]. An artefact is a human-made object designed to solve a practical

problem [144]. Whereas an AR aims to solve a practical problem through social

and organisational change, the DSR seeks to solve a problem by creating an artefact

[142, 145]. Johannesson and Perjons [138] explain that while AR does not need the

construction of an artefact, they argue that if an artefact is presented as a solution in AR,

then it becomes similar to DSR. Similarly, Kumar [64, p.200] states that AR is not a

design methodology but a philosophical perspective that seeks the active involvement

of research participants.

A major strength to the DSR approach is that it can be combined with other research

strategies [138, 146] to explore a research problem in order to create an artefact. In

this study, the DSR process is supplemented by the case study methodology to design,

build and evaluate an artefact that can be used to evaluate the performance of an analyst.

Integrating case studies into the DSR process is similar to the approach presented by

Costa et al. [146]. A case study was used during the problem awareness phase as well

as the evaluation.

3.3 DSR Process

The DSR process proposed by Vaishnavi et al. [132] is used in this research. According

to Vaishnavi et al. [132], the DSR process consists of the following activities:

1. Problem Awareness - Identifying the specific research problem and why a solution

is needed. Vaishnavi et al. [132] state that an interesting problem can come from

various sources. In this research, the problem was initially identified following a

thorough analysis of existing studies on SOCs [49].

2. Suggestion - Vaishnavi et al. [132] state that the researcher must propose a

tentative design that can be used to solve the problem. The tentative design is
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further developed through an iterative process to create new artefacts during

the development phase [132]. In this study, a tentative template containing SOC

functions and performance metrics developed using insight from existing works

[21, 52, 147]. The template was designed using the template analysis technique

[148] and shown in Appendix A. The initial objective was to use the output from

the template to create a framework that can be used to measure the performance

of an analyst.

3. Development - This phase entails creating artefacts for solving the research

problem. Table 3.2 shows the different artefacts that can be created in DSR. This

study proposes the following artefacts: constructs, a framework, a method, and

an instantiation.

Table 3.2: Types of Artefacts [132]

4. Evaluation - This phase involves observing and assessing the effectiveness and

efficiency of the artefact. Offermann et al.[131] state evaluation could be achieved

through the use of a case study or action research (which demonstrates applicabil-

ity in practice), expert survey and laboratory experiments or simulations (used

to compare different approaches). A number of techniques were applied in this

study in order to evaluate the artefacts developed in this research. Amongst them

are: member checks, informed argument, logical proof and the Method Adop-

tion Model (MAM). Chapter 7 of this thesis presents the results of the artefact

evaluation.
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5. Conclusion - Publishing the results. In addition to this thesis, a number of papers

were published as part of this study and as a part of peer-review process, received

recommendations and suggestions for improving the development of the artefacts.

The publications are listed in the introduction chapter under Section 1.5.

Researchers often recommend a cyclical approach to the design process, where the

output from each iteration is used as an input for another cycle of a DSR project to

either improve the designed artefact or create a new artefact that can also be used to

solve the problem. Hevner [149] recommends a three-cycle approach where the output

of the first iteration serves as an input for the second iteration of the DSR process. The

output from the second iteration also serves as an input for the third iteration. At the

end of each iteration, the output must be presented to experts or to the environment

where the problem was identified for it to be evaluated. The results from the evaluation

determine whether additional iterations are needed in this DSR project [149]. Vaishnavi

et al. [132] state that an iterative approach must be adopted in design artefacts until the

artefact is adjudged “good enough” for addressing the existing problem by experts or

users of the artefact.

The adopted DSR process is shown in Figure 3.1. Although Figure 3.1 appears sequen-

tial, the design science project is always executed iteratively, with problem awareness,

suggestion, creation, and evaluation occurring in a circular fashion [132, 138].

Following the five step DSR process, the research activities conducted in this study are

as follows:

1. Defining the problem through a Systematic Literature Review (SLR). This is

presented in Chapter 4.

2. Making initial suggestions on how existing SOC frameworks can be used as the

basis for addressing the identified problem. This is presented in Chapter 5.

3. Conducting interviews with SOC experts to deepen understanding of the problem

and improving the initial templates. This is presented in Chapter 6.
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4. Development of the following artefacts: 1) constructs, 2) a SOC conceptual

framework, 3) the SOC-AAF and the 4) SOC-AAM using an iterative approach.

This is presented in Chapter 6.

5. Evaluating the proposed artefacts. This is presented in Chapter 7.

6. Publish the results as a dissertation and other scholarly articles as discussed in the

introduction chapter under Section 1.5.

Figure 3.1: DSR Process [132]
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3.3.1 Integrating a Case Study into the DSR Process

Yin’s [150] approach to case study design (Figure 3.2) was exploited in this research

and integrated into the DSR. Yin’s case study methodology provided the framework

for defining the research questions, designing the interview questions, obtaining ethical

approval for the study, recruiting participants for the study, and evaluating the proposed

artefacts. It is important to highlight that the phases shown in Figure 3.2 are conducted in

a linear but iterative manner so a researcher can move back and forth between the phases

during the research project [150]. The linear process is as follows: planning, designing,

preparing, collecting, analysing, and sharing. However, Yin [150] acknowledges that

each step requires the researcher to review and reexamine the previous decision, resulting

in a linear but an iterative approach.

Figure 3.2: Case Study Research Process [150]

The ‘plan phase’ of this research involved developing and establishing the research

questions. It also involved conducting a literature review to gain a better understanding

of the problem. During the ’design phase,’ the interview questions in Appendix B and

a preliminary template - (Table 1 - Appendix B) containing the functions of a SOC

were created. As part of the ‘preparation phase’, ethical approval was sought from

the University’s Research Ethics Committee (Approval ID: COMSC/Ethics/2019/063)

before embarking on any empirical data collection. As in any other kind of research,

design science researchers need to address ethical issues [138]. The goal of the ethical

approval was to safeguard participants’ interests and ensure that their participation in
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this study was voluntary and based on informed consent.

The interview questions were developed using insight from existing works and are

grounded on the functions of a SOC as suggested by previous researchers [21, 25, 30,

52, 54]. These functions are discussed in Chapter 5. The questions were then reviewed

by the research supervisory team in order to ensure that they captured the information

needed to answer the research question before contacting and recruiting the participants

for this study. The draft interview questions were also piloted using a SOC manager

and analysts at a SOC that supported this study to check the clarity of the questions and

to ensure that the study participants would understand the questions.

The ‘collection phase’ entailed collecting empirical data from SOC experts. The data

collection methods used in this research are discussed under section 3.4.

The data collected from the study participants was analysed (‘analysis phase’) using

the techniques discussed in section 3.6. The ‘share’ phase entailed the publication and

dissemination of research papers and this thesis.

3.4 Data Collection Methods

In order to address the research problem, a number of research methods were used

as a part of the DSR process. The selected research methods were influenced by

the issues the researcher wanted to investigate. In line with the research aim and

objectives, the researcher wanted to understand, from the perspective of SOC experts,

metrics for assessing the performance of an analyst and how to improve the assessment

method. The researcher also wanted to engage directly with SOC experts to get a deeper

understanding of analyst functions and metrics. The researcher also wanted to work

closely with industry practitioners to build and evaluate a new method for assessing the

performance of an analyst.

Additionally, the selected methods were influenced by the practicality and availability
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of resources, in particular, time constraints and access to data sources and participants.

Interviews, participant observations, document analysis [137], the Analytic Hierarchy

Process (AHP) [68], the Delphi method [151], and surveys [64, 152] were considered

relevant methods that could be used to investigate and address the research questions.

A comprehensive rationale and justification for the utilisation of each method are

outlined below.

3.4.1 Interviews

A one-to-one semi-structured interview [55, 153] was used to solicit SOC experts’

opinions on existing performance metrics and measures for analysts. A semi-structured

interview allows the researcher to ask the interviewee pre-determined questions but

with the flexibility to probe participants with additional questions that were not planned

in advance. The interviews were used to understand the role of analysts, metrics for

assessing their performance and how analysts’ assessment methods could be improved

to capture their performance. Interviews allow participants to describe what is important

to them [154]. The interview data is stored in the following location:

https://git.cardiff.ac.uk/c1854157/interviews-transcripts.git

However, this research acknowledges that interviews have some drawbacks. Firstly,

conducting interviews and analysing the interview data is a time-consuming method

because it requires bringing together statements from different participants and it is

usually difficult to make links between the varied perspectives [154, 155].

Secondly, interviews are also susceptible to bias as interviewees may want to please the

researcher and, as a result, provide answers they believe the researcher wants to hear

[154]. Doody and Noonan [154] suggest that the desire of participants to create a good

impression may lead to participants not answering honestly. To minimise this drawback,

researchers often interview multiple participants to identify common themes rather than

relying solely on a single person [156]. Participants can also be interviewed until the
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point of saturation, where new themes stop emerging from the interview data [56]. This

is an important validation technique in qualitative research [56].

Despite their limitations, interviews have been used by many studies that focus on SOCs

[29, 79, 80]. For example, Hámornik and Krasznay [79] conducted a semi-structured

interview with SOC experts to investigate incident handling processes, roles, and tools

used in a SOC. Similarly, Schinagl et al. [21] also utilised interviews to engage with

SOC experts to design a framework for measuring the performance of a SOC. Goodall

et al. [51] also conducted interviews with analysts to gain an insight into the work of

intrusion detection analysts. The demographic information of the interview participants

is presented in Chapter 6.

3.4.2 Participants Observation

As a part of this study, SOCs were visited to conduct the face to face interviews with

the SOC experts. Visiting SOCs provided an opportunity to observe SOC managers and

analysts at work in their natural environment.

From the researcher’s perspective, having an understanding of analysts’ work processes

and functions was useful in assessing how performance could be measured.

Despite the benefits of observation, some researchers assert that participants can change

their behaviour when they know that they are being observed [157]. The work processes

and functions observed such as monitoring of security alerts on a variety of consoles

and analysing incidents corroborated with the findings in the literature [52].

3.4.3 Documents Analysis

The research also includes document analysis. The document analysis refers to the

examination of materials containing information about the subject of the study [158,

159]. The documents reviewed as a part of this study are analysts’ handover notes and
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SOC work instructions. The goal of the document analysis method [159] was to gain a

deeper understanding of the operation of a SOC as well as the role of an analyst. This

review enables the researcher to gather data to corroborate with data gathered through

other methods.

The document reviews also provided insight into the types of incidents typically handled

by analysts and the priorities assigned to these incidents. This data supplemented what

had been previously identified in the literature and through the interviews to confirm the

initial theme developed from the existing literature.

3.4.4 Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) Method

To achieve the aim of this research, this study introduced the AHP into a SOC in order

to design a new formal approach (the SOC-AAM) for measuring the performance of an

analyst. The AHP was used in this study to propose a weighted approach for measuring

analysts’ performance accounting for the level of importance of an analyst’s function.

The AHP was found to offer a practical framework that can facilitate the collection

of data from SOC experts in order to design a new approach for measuring analysts’

performance.

The AHP can be used to compare objective and subjective criteria and make a judgement

on their relative importance in order to derive weights for the criteria [68]. The AHP

allows for the inclusion of quantifiable and intangible criteria. To the best of the

researcher’s knowledge, this is the first study to introduce the AHP into a SOC setting

and specifically, as the basis for measuring the performance of analysts working in a

SOC.

Some applications of the AHP in the fields of information systems and computer science

are summarised below. Ghanbari and Othman [160] drew on the AHP to propose a

priority-based job scheduling algorithm for cloud computing. Benìtez et al. [161]

drew on the principles of the AHP to develop an algorithm, which they integrated into
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a decision-making network for a water management system. Similarly, Bradie and

Lashkari [162] utilised the AHP to establish the relationship between the lack of security

awareness and computer security risk and the ranking of the risk. Fahmy [163] used

the AHP to ascertain how the reliability of a distributed system can be controlled by

assigning weights to its components. The work by Bodin and Epstein [164] proposed a

model to rank the players of an existing baseball team in preparation for the expansion

draft. Bodin and Loeb [165] used the AHP methodology to assist Chief Information

Security Officers in optimising the allocation of a budget for maintaining and enhancing

the security of an organisation.

The AHP requires that the evaluation criteria and subcriteria be clearly defined and

require the input of experts [166, 167]; thus there is a need to engage with SOC experts.

Chapter 6 provides a detailed description of the constructed artefacts through case

studies with SOC experts.

The AHP is founded on three fundamental principles: (1) decomposition - by dividing

a complex problem into modular components and organising these components into

a hierarchy; (2) comparative judgements - by assigning numerical values to the cri-

teria/elements in the hierarchy based on pairwise comparisons of the relative importance

of each of the criteria; and (3) synthesis of priorities - by combining the judgments to

obtain the criteria weights [68, 168].

After determining the criteria weights, a consistency check is performed to confirm that

the judgement was not made arbitrarily [68]. The objective of the consistency check

is to reduce bias in the pairwise comparison process. If judgements are found to be

consistent, then the proposed weights can be used as the basis for the decision. On the

other hand, if the judgements are inconsistent, Saaty [68] recommends re-evaluating the

judgement. The application of the AHP is presented in Chapter 6.
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3.4.5 Delphi Method

The Delphi method was integrated into the AHP in order to solicit the opinions of SOC

experts during the data collection phase in order to develop a new method for evaluating

analyst performance. Developed by the RAND Corporation in the 1950s, the Delphi

method is a strategy for achieving a consensus judgement from a group of experts or

knowledgeable participants [169]. The Delphi method is a particularly useful method

to employ in situations where there are no standard evaluation criteria [20]. It offers a

controlled way of collecting data from experts through a series of rounds.

However, the Delphi method has some shortcomings. For example, it can be a laborious

and time-consuming method due to the number of rounds and associated feedback

provided to participants for each round.

There are several variations of the Delphi method in the literature, giving researchers

options depending on what they want to investigate [170]. In this research, the decision-

making Delphi technique is used as it follows a structured approach that allows a

group of experts to create a future reality based on the choices that they make [69,

170]. According to Arof [170], the decision-making Delphi method is very similar

to the classical Delphi technique because they follow similar steps. These steps are

summarised in [171] as follows: (1) design the questionnaire and select the Delphi

panel; (2) conduct the first round of the Delphi exercise using the expert panel; (3)

synthesise the opinion provided by the experts from the first round and provide that

feedback to all the members of the panel; (4) request that each member of the panel

reconsider the decision based on the findings from the experts from the first round;

(5) synthesise expert opinion from the second round and reach a consensus; (6) repeat

steps 3 to 4 (if necessary) until a uniform result is achieved on the topic. This six-step

approach was followed in conducting the Delphi exercise.

The application of the Delphi method as a part of the AHP in what this study refers to

as the Delphi-AHP exercise [170, 172] is presented in Chapter 6.
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3.4.6 Survey

The final data collection method used in this study is a survey. The survey design and

application is presented in Chapter 7 under Section 7.3.3.2. The purpose of the survey

was to get feedback from the SOC experts on the SOC-AAM. The survey contained a

series of Likert-scale questions based on the Method Adoption Model (MAM) which

is described in detail in 7 under Section 7.3.3.2. The Likert-scale provided a closed

set of questions which the participants had to response to in order to fit into pre-

defined categories as follows: strongly agree/agree/neutral/disagree/strongly disagree.

Additionally, the survey included on the form some open questions to allow the SOC

experts to express their opinion on what they thought about the SOC-AAM in their own

words.

A survey as reported in the literature offers a cheap, quick and efficient way of gathering

data from a group of people [64]. It is cheap and quick because the researchers do not

have to be present when completing the survey; hence saving on travelling costs and

time.

3.5 Selection of Study Participants

Researchers cite a number of techniques for selecting participants for a study [64, 137,

157]. However, two of the most popular techniques are probability sample and ’non-

probability sample’ (also known as purposive sample) [137, 155]. A probability sample

offers a researcher a true image of the entire population, as members within the research

population have an identifiable chance of being selected. Under a probability sample,

all the people within the study population have an equal chance of being selected to

participate in the study.

On the other hand, a purposive sample involves explicitly selecting participants because

the researcher believes that they have the relevant experience and/or unique insight
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about the issues understudy, for example, through their professional role.

In this study, SOC analysts and SOC managers were ‘purposively’ [173, 174] selected

because they have direct experience on the topic. The chosen analysts and managers

participated in a one-to-one interview, a Delphi exercise, and an experimental case study

to evaluate the SOC-AAM.

3.6 Data Analysis Technique

Braun and Clarke [175] state that if one does not know how a researcher analysed their

data, it would be difficult to comprehend how they arrived at their conclusions or the

assumptions that informed their analysis and subsequently their findings. They further

argue that evaluating the work of those who do not clearly state the techniques they

used to analyse their data and how they can be compared to others on the same topic

will be difficult. With this in mind, a detailed description of the data analysis technique

employed in this study is provided.

Rose et al. [155] state the data collected by a researcher has an implication on the

analysis technique that can be used. However, Green and Thorogood [176] opine that

most researchers usually use a combination of approaches to analyse their data. Since

this study draws on a range of research methods, various data analysis techniques

were utilised. A number of data analysis techniques were applied to the different data

collected in this study, as discussed below.

3.6.1 Analysing the Qualitative Data

To analyse the interview data and the documents reviewed, the thematic analysis tech-

nique was utilised. The thematic analysis method is a well-known data analysis tech-

nique for identifying, analysing, and reporting themes or patterns in data [175]. A

theme is described as anything important about the collected data that facilitates the
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understanding or answering of the research question [177]. A theme represents some

level of patterned response or insight observed within a collected data set [175]. The

themes in this study are the functions of a SOC, the functions of an analyst and metrics

for measuring an analyst’s performance.

It is important to highlight that the thematic analysis technique is a broad category of

methods for qualitative data analysis that seeks to uncover themes within the data set

[178] and as such there are various versions of the thematic analysis method. In this

research, a version of the thematic analysis method referred to as the ‘Template Analysis’

(TA), was used. The TA was developed by King [148] for analysing qualitative data.

The TA was selected because it allows researchers to define a priori themes [178] before

engaging with the study data, unlike other versions of the thematic analysis, such as

the one proposed by Braun and Clarke or Framework Analysis [175]. In using the TA

technique, an inspiration is drawn from Sundaramurthy et al. [179] who used a similar

data analysis technique in their work on SOCs.

Analysing data using the TA technique entails the creation of a coding ’template’ that

summarises and organises the themes identified as significant in a data collection by the

researcher(s) [159]. Once priori themes have been defined, the first step in the analysis

is to read through the qualitative data, making a note of any segments that appear to tell

the researcher something relevant to the research questions. Such segments are coded

as such when they correspond to a priori themes. Otherwise, new themes are defined

and organised into an initial template to include the relevant material.

Using the information from Appendix A which details the initial set of themes, Table 1

in Appendix B was devised and used during the interviews. The themes were developed

based on the information the researcher is interested in identifying from the data. The

initial themes are based on a SOC’s functions and the metrics reported in the literature

for measuring performance under the function. These themes were defined using insight

from existing academic literature and the insight from the SOC documents reviewed

during SOC visits. These themes were subsequently refined following the interviews
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with the SOC experts to create the template in Appendix C. The template in Appendix

C shows the functions of a SOC, the functions of analysts and metrics for measuring

the performance of an analyst under each function (See Table 2 in Appendix C). The

template also includes indicators that can be used to assess the quality of incident

analysis and report, based on the input from SOC experts who participated in this study.

Chapter 6 presents a discussion on the analysis and the findings.

3.6.2 Analysing the Quantitative Data

The data collected using the AHP method along with the Delphi process was analysed

using a well-defined process offered by the AHP framework. The AHP provides a

mechanism for checking the consistency in the decision matrices or the judgements

made by the study participants to ensure that the decisions are sound and not made

arbitrarily [68]. Section 6.5.3 Chapter 6 presents the results of the analysis.

The survey data collected was analysed using statistical testing and discussed in Chapter

7 under Section 7.3.4.

3.7 Validity and Reliability of the Study

The study’s validity and reliability were assessed quantitatively as well as qualitatively.

The quantitative portion of the study was based on hypothesis testing. The survey

instrument was tested for validity and reliability using the Cronbach’s alpha. This is

presented in Chapter 7 under Section 7.3.4.

From a qualitative research perspective, the validity and reliability of the study were

evaluated in terms of (i) credibility, (ii) transferability, (iii) dependability and (iv)

confirmability. These four areas are usually used to assess the validity and reliability of

a qualitative study [64, 66, 155, 180, 181].
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Credibility - Sullivan and Sargeant [66] state that the credibility of a research starts

with a robust review of the existing work. This study began with a thorough analysis

of the existing work through a SLR. Creswell and Creswell [182] also assert that

the credibility of qualitative research involves evaluating the collected research data

to ascertain whether it is believable from the participants’ points of view. Unlike

quantitative research, a qualitative researcher is not seeking for a single truth but rather

to understand multiple realities. Creswell and Creswell [182] explain that both the

researcher and the participant of the study determine the credibility of the study through

accurate reporting of the findings from the viewpoint of the participant and the researcher.

In this research, it is the SOC experts that can judge the credibility of the outcome of the

study since they shared their experiences on how they think an analyst’s performance

needs to be measured.

Qualitative member checks and triangulation were applied to establish the credibility

of this study. Multiple sources of evidence are used to achieve triangulation, includ-

ing interviews with multiple study participants from various industries, observations,

documents reviews as well as a thorough analysis of the existing works on SOCs. The

member check technique, which involves checking with the study participants whether

the researcher’s interpretation of their opinion is accurate, was also used to improve the

credibility of this study.

Dependability - Rose et al.[155] posits that the dependability of a research is about

demonstrating that the findings from the study are consistent and that it could be re-

peated. Sullivan and Sargeant [66] state that dependability and reliability are interlinked.

They opine that a technique for ensuring dependability and reliability is the use of trian-

gulation, in which multiple sources of data are used. Another technique for ensuring

the reliability of the data is to collect data until new themes stop emerging, a process

known as saturation point. Interview data from participants was collected until the point

of saturation.

Transferability - Transferability relates to the extent to which the outcome of the study
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can be transferred to another context. The transferability of a qualitative research,

according to Kumar [64] rests on the researcher as it involves providing enough in-

formation to allow others to assess the relevance of the findings in other contexts.

Transferability is associated with external validity and applicability [64]. To facilitate

transferability, a detailed description of the setting in which the study took place is

presented. Participants’ demographic information is also presented in Chapter 6 to allow

readers to understand the experience level of the participants as well as the industry

within which they operate.

Confirmability - The confirmability of a study, also known as objectivity, denotes the

extent to which the study’s findings are confirmed by others [64]. Confirmability

involves demonstrating that the findings are shaped by the participants and not by the

opinions or the biases of the researcher [155]. In this study, several analysts and SOC

managers were engaged to allow the findings from different participants to be confirmed

by other participants. The information was recorded to avoid misinterpretation of the

interview data. The re-checking of the interview data through member checks was

used for confirmability of the output. Member checking also helps a researcher re-

confirm and clarify any further queries resulting from engaging with study participants

[183, 184].

3.8 Ethical Considerations

This study was carried out in strict adherence to the research ethics policy of Cardiff

University. Ethical approval was sought from the Cardiff University research ethics

committee before embarking on this research (Approval ID: COMSC/Ethics/2019/063 -

See Appendix N). Participants were asked to sign an informed consent form to approve

their participation in this work (See Appendices O, P and Q). To ensure transparency,

the consent form clearly explains the nature of this study to the participants, the study’s

objectives, and the rights of the study participants. Participants expressing interest in the
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study were also made aware that their participation was voluntary and had the choice to

withdraw from the study at any time during the research.

The participants’ identities and the organisations that participated in this research were

all anonymised. To preserve privacy and confidentiality, individual analysts’ opinions

will not be disclosed to one another. Every effort was made to ensure that the study did

not raise any ethical concerns for the participants or involved organisations.

3.9 Chapter Summary - Conclusion

This chapter presented the methodological approach adopted for this research. The

chapter discussed the research methods, the selection of study participants, data analysis

techniques and ethical consideration issues informing this research. The DSR is used as

the main research design and is complemented by the case study methodology [150].

The next chapter presents the first phase of the adopted DSR process. It also presents

a comprehensive investigation of the problem domain with the aim of formulating a

solution to the problem.
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Chapter 4

Exploring Performance Metrics for

SOC Analysts

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a thorough examination of the problem domain. The chapter

investigates current performance metrics and explores the problems with the existing

metrics. The chapter begins with a discussion regarding the need for measuring per-

formance in a SOC and highlights the importance of performance measurement in a

SOC.

4.2 Importance and Purpose of Performance Measure-

ment

Researchers have discussed and documented the importance of performance measuring.

Fekete and Rozenberg [185] state that the long-term survival and competitiveness of

an organisation rests on its ability to measure the performance of the employees and to

scrutinise their contributions in achieving the objectives assigned to them by managers.

According to Gunasekaran et al. [186], individuals working within an organisation

must be held accountable for their individual work performance. Individual work
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performance denotes how much an employee contributes to the overall organisational

goal [187].

Islam and bin Mohd Rasad [60] state that if an employee does a good job, they would

expect this to be recognised by management through a performance assessment process.

They also argue that if there is no assessment, poor performers will believe that their

level of performance is acceptable. Taj and Kumaravel [188] assert that an employee

measurement system enables the evaluation and reward of employees. Brotby and

Hinson [189] opine that where there is no performance evaluation, employees may

assume that their performance is adequate regardless of how they are performing.

Analysts working in a SOC are expected to demonstrate a high level of operational

performance because poor performance could negatively impact the overall effectiveness

and efficiency of the SOC [10, 42, 190]. Given that analysts in many SOCs are expected

to work independently on problems [57], measuring analysts’ performance would

allow those performing well to be acknowledged and rewarded [25, 54, 188]. Fekete

and Rozenberg [185] state that a performance measurement tool could be used to

communicate performance expectations to employees and provide them with feedback.

Onwubiko [52] opines that SOC managers could use performance metrics to motivate

analysts to improve their performance but he fails to elaborate on how the assessment

could be used as a way of motivating analysts. Sundaramurthy et al. [25] mention that

SOC managers could use performance metrics to determine how well an individual

analyst is performing within the team and to check that analysts are getting the job

done [25, 52]. According to Sundaramurthy et al. [25], a top-performing analyst can

expect promotions and other perks associated with contributing to the team’s goals.

Measuring performance could provide opportunities for recognition and identify areas

where they need to improve. The outcome from any performance evaluation could be

used to identify training needs for an analyst [127].

Despite the advantages of using performance metrics, the perception gleaned from the

literature is that current performance measurement methods for analysts are problematic
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and do little to motivate them. This is because researchers suggest that the existing

metrics do not capture the full spectrum of the work expected of an analyst [25, 54, 179].

Sundaramurthy et al. [25] state that the lack of an adequate and a systematic approach

for evaluating an analyst’s performance leads to low morale, a decrease in analysts’

productivity, and lessens their enthusiasm. This is because analysts are unable to fully

demonstrate to their managers their range of work during performance assessment.

According to Sundaramurthy et al. [25], the more reflective an analyst’s performance is

to the performance metrics used, the greater their confidence during their evaluation. A

performance measurement system that is well designed and properly used is vital for

the effective functioning of an organisation [59]. It is, therefore, an objective of this

study to propose an approach for measuring the performance of an analyst taking into

account the diverse work they undertake using the DSR process.

The first step of the DSR process applied in this study as discussed in Chapter 3 (section

3.3) is to use a SLR to investigate the existing performance metrics and to identify the

problems associated with them. The section below presents the SLR.

4.3 Literature Review Methodology

A SLR was conducted to identify relevant articles on SOCs to facilitate the understand-

ing of performance metrics for analysts and their limitations. The literature search

also sought to identify any SOC framework and/or model for measuring an analyst’s

performance.

The review process was driven by the guidelines for conducting SLR suggested in [191].

A SLR is a type of review that collects multiple research studies and summarises them

to answer a research question using rigorous methods [191, 192, 193]. The literature

review is expected to answer the following questions:

• (RQ1) What metrics exist for measuring analysts’ performance in a SOC? What
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are the strengths and limitations of existing metrics?

• (RQ2) What frameworks and/or models exist for measuring the performance of

an analyst? Is there a comprehensive framework, model or method for measuring

performance?

In order to answer the above research questions, articles were selected from the following

five major academic databases: Scopus, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

(IEEE) Xplore Digital Library, Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) Digital

Library, Springer and Elsevier ScienceDirect. These databases were specifically selected

because they are rated amongst the top scientific databases for computer science and

cyber security research and cover many of the top conferences and publications [20,

177, 194]. The selected databases were complemented with searches on le and Google

Scholar to ensure that no important publications (grey literature) were overlooked, as

the topic of SOC is also driven by industry [57]. Moreover, Rose et al. [155] mention

that Google and Google Scholar offer researchers the ability to search across many

academic and other scholarly articles.

The keywords used for the selection of papers were “security operations centre”, “se-

curity operations center”, “security operation center”, “security analyst”, “metrics”,

“performance metric”, “performance metrics” “framework”. The term ”SOC” is not

used to search for papers since it also represents an abbreviation to other terms such as

System on a Chip (SoC), resulting in a significant number of false positives. Table 4.1

presents a summary of the literature review protocol and strategy.

The following criteria were used to select papers for review:

• Papers that have been published in peer-reviewed academic journals, workshops,

or conference proceedings. Knight and Nurse [177] explain that selecting peer-

reviewed articles increases the likelihood of finding and including high-quality

and objective contributions. This is because, in most cases, such papers have been

independently evaluated by subject matter experts.
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• White papers and reports from reputable organisations well-known within the

cyber industry, such as the SysAdmin, Audit, Networking, and Security (SANS)

Institute, and the National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST), as their

contents would have been independently evaluated by subject matter experts in

the field before their publication.

• The search was restricted to literature written in English. No restrictions were

placed on year of publication, as a SOC is a relatively new field, and placing year

restrictions could eliminate important research papers.

• The reference lists of selected papers were also reviewed for additional studies

relevant to this research.

Table 4.1: Review Protocol

Search Date Search Engine Start Date - December 29th 2021

Databases Scopus, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

(IEEE) Xplore Digital Library, Association of Computing

Machinery (ACM) Digital Library, Springer and Elsevier

ScienceDirect

Search criteria English; Search Keywords in Title, Abstract and

Keywords

Search keywords (“security operations centre” OR “security operations

center” OR “security operation center” OR “security

analyst”) AND (“metrics” OR “performance metrics” OR

“performance metric” OR “framework”)

Search methods Keyword search and snowballing.

Inclusion criteria Addresses SOC in general or part of it. Journal or Confer-

ence Paper. Full text of paper available.

In line with the generally accepted SLR process proposed in [191], the title and abstract

of each paper returned by the databases were read to determine the article’s relevance to
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this study. Reviewing the abstracts and titles constituted the first step of the literature

search process. The studies that discussed SOC operations, SOC metrics and perform-

ance metrics were included. The articles that did not have sufficient information on

the subject in the abstract were excluded during stage one. Next, the introduction and

conclusion of papers deemed relevant to this study were reviewed. This step constituted

stage two of the search process. The final step in the review process was to read in full

papers whose introduction and conclusion were deemed pertinent to this research. The

sections below provide answers to the research questions posed.

4.4 Performance Metrics: Strengths and Limitations

This section addresses research question 1 (RQ1): “What metrics exist for measuring

analysts’ performance in a SOC? What are the strengths and limitations of these

metrics?”

A review of the literature reveals that a number of performance metrics (also referred

to as KPIs by some authors) [28, 31, 129] exist for measuring the performance of an

analyst. Sundaramurthy et al. [54] report that some SOCs count the number of incidents

raised by an analyst as a metric to measure their performance and that counting the

number of incidents raised at the end of an analyst shift is used by some SOCs to

determine how well the analyst performed. However, in [179] the authors report that,

by using such a metric, some analysts may choose to raise a large number of benign or

low-priority events in order to impress their managers in comparison to their peers who

are dealing with critical, more challenging and time-consuming incidents [179]. The

authors also report that some SOCs focus on the time it takes an analyst to investigate a

security incident to assess their performance. However, researchers have commented

that a limitation to time based metrics such as the time it takes an analyst to investigate

an event fails to take into account the complexity of the incident and, as a result, does

not present a clear picture of an analyst’s performance [56].
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Sundaramuthy et al. [25] report that some SOCs measure analysts’ performance using

the time it takes them to create a security incident ticket. However, they point out that

analysts are dissatisfied with time-based metrics because some incidents naturally take

longer than others due to their complex nature. They also report that analysts bemoan

that several aspects of their tasks, such as dealing with false positives and tuning them

out, are often not recognised in the evaluation process [39]. This is disappointing

because researchers such as Onwubiko [52] highlight that reducing false positives

is an important activity, as it reduces the volume of alerts presented to an analyst.

Interestingly, Sundaramuthy et al. [25] found that SOC managers do not know what

to measure and find it challenging to devise a useful approach to measure analysts’

performance. They argue for research that defines a meaningful approach that could be

used to assess analysts’ performance.

Sundaramurthy et al. [58] state that an analyst’s performance in a SOC could be based

on the number of incidents detected at the end of a given day. However, they caution

that using such a metric could result in analysts spending less time on an incident to

investigate it in greater detail, as their performance is based on the number of closed

incidents rather than the time spent on it. This problem can be resolved if SOC managers

also assess performance based on the incident analysis performed by an analyst [35].

Schinagl et al. [21] proposed an assessment method for SOCs that includes measuring

analysts’ competencies and experience. They evaluate competence and experience using

a 5-point Likert scale questionnaire (1= unsatisfactory, 2= concerned, 3= suboptimal,

4= satisfactory, 5= desired). The questionnaire is centred around the various aspects

of SOC operations and the experience of analysts. Their assessment output is a spider

diagram generated following an in-depth discussion with analysts working in different

SOCs. Even though the Dutch security community has accepted their model as a model

for building and improving SOC services, specific analysts’ tasks or functions measured

were not explicitly defined in their paper. Also, the authors do not elaborate on how their

ratings were synthesised to achieve the analysts’ overall performance. Furthermore, it
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is unclear whether the most significant aspects of analysts’ functions are captured in

their work as part of their evaluation. Another drawback with their approach is that their

assessment method, in the form of a questionnaire, was based on analysts’ intuition, and

the result is, therefore, likely to differ from one evaluator to another [195, 196]. Also,

another issue with using a self-assessment questionnaire is that people may be inclined

to judge their own performance favourably [197]. As a part of this study, the researchers

were contacted to request further information on the aspects of analysts’ operations

that were measured. Unfortunately, the researchers did not provide this information,

suggesting that the project had ended and the data was no longer available.

Despite the downside to using a self-evaluated questionnaire as a method for evaluating

performance discussed above, McClain [102] also uses a questionnaire based on a

6-point scale to measure the experience of analysts on eight (8) cyber security software

tools. McClain et al. [102] state that analysts reporting a higher level of experience

using these tools outperformed their less experienced counterparts in a training exercise.

Onwubiko [52] presents a number of metrics that could be used to evaluate analysts’

performance. The metrics include the number of incidents detected by a SOC analyst

in a certain period, the number of false positives, and the time taken to raise incidents.

However, as pointed out by Sundaramurthy et al. [29], there are drawbacks to using the

number of incidents raised and the time it takes to raise an incident as a performance

indicator. Furthermore, these metrics do not provide a complete view of an analyst’s

performance, as they may perform different functions in the SOC [25, 54]. It is important

to highlight that these performance metrics are used as standalone and do not allow an

analyst’s overall performance to be captured.

Shah et al. [35, 87] propose measuring analysts’ performance based on the number of

alerts processed by a sensor assigned to an analyst for real-time monitoring. According

to Shah et al.[35, 87], in a SOC where analysts are allocated to specific sensors, analysts’

performance could be assessed based on the number of analysed or unanalysed incidents

at the end of the shift, taking into consideration the volume of traffic sent to that sensor.
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Their approach uses a metric known as the average total time for alert investigation

(avgTTA). TTA represents the sum of the waiting time in a queue and an analyst’s

investigation time of an alert once it arrives in their database. They assume that a

SOC will employ analysts of the same capability in order to compare the effort of

analysts. Unfortunately, most SOCs will not be in a position to employ analysts with

the same capability [29]. Another limitation associated with their approach is that their

assessment method can only be used by SOCs using sensors such as IDS or an IPS.

In practice, however, studies suggest that analysts perform many tasks other than the

monitoring and analysis of alerts [46, 56].

Shah et al. [91] suggest a number of criteria that can be considered when devising

generic performance measures for a SOC. They identify false positive, false negative,

true negative and true positive decisions made by an analyst when investigating an

alert as essential factors. Shah et al. [91] also discussed the average time it takes for

an analyst to respond to an alert presented to them as an approach for assessing their

performance.

The study by Kokulu et al. [56], which focuses on issues faced by SOCs, identified

performance metrics such as the number of incidents raised by an analyst and the time

it takes an analyst to respond to an incident as ineffective because it does not take into

consideration the severity of the incidents to differentiate the efforts of analysts on the

basis of the priority of the incidents they handle. Onwubiko and Ouazzane [72] point

out that cyber security incidents are classified in terms of severity or priority. Kokulu et

al. [56] also point out that the use of time taken to respond to an incident as a measure

causes controversy between analysts and SOC managers, but they fail to elaborate on

this critical point. Kaur and Lashkari [86] also present performance metrics such as

the time taken by an analyst to create and resolve tickets, the number of tickets raised

by analysts, the quality of incident report, the number of incidents, number of alerts

analysed or unanalysed, and average time taken to raise or detect the incident, as some

of the metrics typically used by SOCs.
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Chamkar et al. [39] also present a number of metrics that SOC managers can use to

measure the performance of an analyst. Among the metrics suggested by Chamkar et al.

are: the average time to detect a security incident; the average time to respond including

applying the technical countermeasures and closing the case; the number of processed

and analysed alerts during the analyst’s shift and the number of resolved security issues

or closed tickets by shift. These metrics are similar to those reported by scholars such

as Kokulu et al. [56] and Onwubiko [52].

Onwubiko and Ouazzane [72] discuss several time-based performance metrics used

by SOCs that can be used to evaluate analysts’ performance. Amongst the time-based

metrics is the Mean Time To Detect an incident (MTTD) - also known as Mean Time

To Identify (MTTI). This denotes the average time it takes an analyst to identify an

incident or intrusion. Chickowski [198] mentions that by reducing MTTD, analysts will

give themselves more time to assess the situation and decide accordingly upon the best

course of action. MTTD can be calculated using the formula shown in equation 4.1

[72]:

MTTD =
1

n

n∑
t=1

DEt (4.1)

Where DEt, is detection time, t is time, and n is a finite number of time it takes the

analyst to detect an incident.

Another time-based performance metric suggested by Onwubiko and Ouazzane [72] is

the Mean Time To Know (MTTK). According to the authors, MTTK comprises three

components: triage, isolation and diagnosis. Triage is the time it takes an analyst to

perform an initial assessment to ascertain whether the alert is a false positive or true

positive. Isolation, they explain, denotes the identification of the origin of the attack or

ownership of the source of the problem. Isolation in this context differs from removing

an infected system from a network to reduce the spread of an incident. Diagnosis, which

follows isolation, is the time it takes to conduct further analysis to ascertain the root
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cause and recommend appropriate action. The formula for deducing MTTK is shown in

equation 4.2 [72]:

MTTK =
1

n

n∑
t=1

Tt +
1

n

n∑
t=1

It +
1

n

n∑
t=1

Dt (4.2)

Where Tt represents triage time, It is the isolation time, and Dt is the diagnosis time. t

is time, and n is a finite number of time it takes the analyst to complete each process

successfully.

Another time-based performance metric discussed by Onwubiko and Ouazzane [72] is

the time it takes the analysts to respond to an incident once it has been detected. They

use the term Target Detection Time (TDT) which can be calculated as the delta between

MTTK and MTTD, as illustrated in equation 4.3 [72]:

TDT =MTTK −MTTD (4.3)

In a SOC where analysts are expected to apply a fix to rectify an incident, Mean Time

To Fix (MTTF) an incident can be used to assess the performance of an analyst [72].

The formula for deducing MTTF is illustrated in equation 4.4 [72]:

MTTF =
1

n

n∑
t=1

Ft (4.4)

Where Ft represents the time it takes an analyst to fix or remedy an incident, t is time,

and n is a finite number of time trials.

Mean Time To Verify (MTTV) and Mean Time To Resolve (MTTR) an incident is

another time-based metric suggested by Onwubiko and Ouazzane [72]. MTTV denotes

the average time it takes for an analyst to verify whether existing countermeasures or

remedies applied to an incident have caused it to stop or whether mitigation has been
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successfully applied. MTTR is the average time that it takes from when an incident

is first detected to root cause analysis through to the resolution of the incident. Both

MTTV and MTTR can also be deduced mathematically.

Onwubiko and Onwubiko [31] discuss a number of cyber KPIs that can be used to assess

cyber security return on investment (RoSI). While their work focuses on providing

metrics to measure organisational and national cyber security RoSI, many of their

metrics are similar to those used when evaluating the performance of analysts, for

example, the number of incidents detected [54] and the mean time to respond (MTTR)

to an incident. Nugraha [28] also presents Mean Time to Detect (MTTD), Mean Time

to Respond (MTTR), and Mean Time to Contain (MTTC) as useful metrics that can be

used to assess the performance of SOC personnel.

There are also some subjective measures, such as the use of ‘success stories’ [54] and

the quality of incident analysis and incident report [86]. However, subjective metrics

(qualitative-based metrics) are seen by some writers as unreliable and advocate for them

not to be used [196]. Nevertheless, some scholars, for example Hayden [128, p.35],

take a different view and assert that qualitative-based metrics are equally as good as

quantitative measures if they are based on empirical data.
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Table 4.2 summarises the existing metrics used in a SOC for evaluating the performance

of an analyst.

Table 4.2: Analysts’ Performance Metrics as Reported in the Liter-

ature

Metric Purpose

Mean Time To Detect (MTTD) an

incident [25, 28, 39, 52, 54, 72, 86].

Also known as Mean Time To

Tdentify (MTTI) [72].

It measures the delta between an incident

occurring and a SOC analyst identifying

the incident to raise a ticket. This metric

is used to measure the average time that it

takes for an analyst to identify an incident.

Mean Time To Respond [28, 52, 72]. Measures how long it takes a SOC analyst

to respond to that incident and provide

a mitigation action. In other words, the

average time that it takes an analyst to stop

and remediate a valid security incident.

Mean Time To Know (MTTK) [72]. This metric encompasses triage, isola-

tion, and diagnosis. Triage refers to the

initial assessment performed by analysts

to ascertain the validity of an alert, distin-

guishing between false positives and true

negatives.Isolation pertains to the accurate

determination of the teams that have own-

ership of the source of the problem. The

process of Diagnosis occurs after isolation

and involves conducting a comprehensive

analysis to ascertain the underlying cause

and propose suitable remedies.
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Table 4.2 – continued from previous page

Metric Purpose

Mean Time To Fix (MTTF) [72]. This metric is used to measure the aver-

age time taken to implement appropriate

remedies once the ’corrective actions’ is

known.

Mean Time To Verify (MTTV) [72]. This metric is used to measure the aver-

age time it takes for an analyst to verify

whether existing countermeasures or rem-

edies applied to an incident have caused

it to stop or whether mitigation has been

successfully applied.

Mean Time To Resolve (MTTR) [72]. This metric is used to measure the aver-

age time that it takes from when an incid-

ent is first detected to root cause analysis

through to the resolution of the incident.

Time of Ticket Creation [25, 54, 56,

86].

This metric is used to measure the time it

takes to create a ticket for an incident.

Time taken to Mitigate [56, 72]. This metric is used to measure the time it

takes to mitigate an incident.

False Positives Detected [2, 39, 52,

91].

This metric tracks the number of false pos-

itives reported or identified by an analyst.

The importance of this metric is that it

enables a SOC to improve its tuning and

filtering capabilities.
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Table 4.2 – continued from previous page

Metric Purpose

True Positives Detected [39, 52, 91]. This metric tracks the number of true pos-

itives reported or identified by an analyst.

The importance of this metric is that it en-

ables a SOC to demonstrate the detection

of real incidents.

The number of vulnerabilities detec-

ted [31, 56].

This metric measures the number of vul-

nerabilities identified by an analyst.

The number of incidents closed [54,

56, 86].

This metric tracks the total number of

cases opened against those pending. It is a

useful metric for managers to assess how

well incidents are handled.

The number of incidents detected

[31, 39, 45, 52, 54, 56, 58, 86, 179].

The incidents that are raised amongst

peers can be a useful way of identifying

analysts that need training.

The number of indicators of comprom-

ised detected [31].

This metric tracks the total number of

indicators of compromised detected by an

analyst.

The quality of analysis [35, 91]. This metric is used to measure the quality

of an incident analysis performed by an

analyst.

The quality of an incident report [35,

86, 199].

This metric is used to measure the quality

of an incident report written by an analyst.

The number of alerts/events analysed

[35, 45, 86, 87, 91].

This metric counts the number of alerts

analysed by an analyst.
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It is possible to organise the metrics on Table 4.2 into three categories: 1) metrics that

quantify the duration of time spent by individual analysts on each incident or ticket; 2)

metrics quantifying the number of incidents or tickets processed; and 3) metrics that

rely on subjective assessment, such as the quality of analysis.

The first two categories are objective metrics because they have quantifiable outcomes,

for example counting the number of incidents raised by an analyst. The third category

(subjective measurement), on the other hand, relies on human judgement of some kind.

This can be problematic if there is no standard way of assessing performance when using

subjective metrics. This study will seek to investigate how to define some guidelines in

collaboration with SOC experts to establish standards for assessing subjective metrics.

Also, the engagement with the SOC experts would provide the opportunity to identify

and document metrics that were not captured in the literature.

4.5 Frameworks/Models for Performance Measurement

This section addresses research question 2 (RQ2): “What frameworks and/or models

exist for measuring the performance of an analyst? Is there a comprehensive framework,

model or method for measuring performance?”

Following a thorough and rigorous literature search, no formal framework was identified

for measuring an analyst’s performance. Also, no systematic method for evaluating an

analyst’s overall performance could be identified.

However, the literature search identified the work of Lif and Sommestad [147] which

proposes a model for IDS operators and measurement methods for the human factors

associated with the operations of IDS operators. The work of Lif and Sommestad

[147] is of interest because it is closely related to the work of SOC analysts. Both

IDS operators and SOC analysts support organisations in monitoring, analysing, and

responding to cyber attacks. However, as acknowledged by Lif and Sommestad [147],

the work of IDS operators is only a subset of the activities typically carried out by
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analysts in a SOC. In the literature, there is evidence to suggest that in addition to these

three functions, analysts are expected to perform a range of other functions, such as the

management of vulnerabilities [56] and the application of patches [44]. In other words,

the work of analysts is much more than monitoring, analysing, and responding to cyber

threats.

Lif and Sommestad [147] identify how human factors such as attention, vigilance, auto-

mation, situation awareness, mental workload and multitasking impact the performance

of IDS operators and suggest a number of techniques that could be used to assess these

factors. In this context, human factors refer to how people interact with information,

tasks, and business processes, as well as any associated human weaknesses that may

lead to poor performance or unintentional harm to an organisation [200, 201, 202].

From the researcher’s perspective, the absence of a framework or model for measuring

the performance of an analyst could be attributed to factors such as a lack of clarity or

comprehension of the actual responsibilities and duties of an analyst. Indeed, without

a deep understanding of the functions of an analyst, it would be difficult to design a

framework or systematic approach to measure their performance.

It is also probable that academic researchers have not managed to distil all the intricacies

and variables needed to develop a comprehensive framework for evaluating the effect-

iveness of an analyst. Additionally, it is possible that researchers have not managed to

obtain access to SOCs and SOC experts to engage them in order to develop a framework

for measuring their performance. The development of a framework could be difficult

if researchers lack access to domain expertise or the necessary data required for its

construction.

Furthermore, it is also possible that there has been no demand for a framework because

researchers and practitioners have not had the incentive, resources and time to develop

one.

Despite the above, upon reflection from the researcher’s perspective, the absence of
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a framework or model for assessing an analyst’s performance does not inherently

imply that the development of such a framework is unattainable. This problem can be

addressed by working with SOC experts and having a thorough understanding of any

existing SOC framework and model useful for understanding the operations of a SOC.

Although the literature search did not identify a framework for assessing the performance

of SOC analysts, two SOC frameworks were identified [21, 52]. This study contends

that these two frameworks, along with the model in [147] can be used as the basis for

building a new method for measuring the performance of an analyst. The two SOC

frameworks are discussed in detail in Chapter 5 under Section 5.3.

4.6 Individual Performance Dimensions

As a part of the problem awareness phase, the literature was also searched to understand

the areas of measures when assessing the performance of an analyst. An understanding

of the areas of measures will aid with the suggestion and design of a new approach for

measuring performance.

The search was guided by the research question 3 (RQ3): “What performance dimen-

sions and constructs need to be considered when evaluating analysts’ performance?”

The objective is to identify the existing measurable constructs or dimensions that could

be used to evaluate an analyst’s performance. The term ‘dimension’ in this context

refers to the areas of individual analysts’ work performance [12, 187].

To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, the existing works on SOCs have not dis-

cussed the various areas of individual work performance measures when assessing

an analyst’s performance. To that end, the literature was explored to identify con-

structs or dimensions that could be taken into account when measuring individual work

performance.

A literature review on the areas of individual work performance measures shows that a
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variety of dimensions can be taken into account when assessing human performance in a

work environment. However, most articles are concentrated in the fields of performance

management, and organisational psychology [187]. Researchers such as Xu et al. [203]

and Koopmans et al. [187] have conducted a systematic review on the dimensions of

individual work performance.

According to Koopmans et al. [187], the main dimensions frequently cited by research-

ers to describe individual work performance in various disciplines are task performance,

contextual performance, counterproductive work behaviour, and adaptive performance.

Koopmans et al. [187] define the first dimension, task performance, as the proficiency

with which one performs his or her central job tasks. The second dimension, contextual

performance, according to the authors, refers to individual behaviours beyond his or her

formal prescribed work goals - such as taking on an extra task, showing initiative or

coaching newcomers on the job. Koopmans et al. [187] define counterproductive work

behaviour as individual behaviours that harm the overall well-being of an organisation.

They include behaviours such as absenteeism, being consistently late for work and

engaging in off-task behaviour. The fourth dimension, adaptive performance, refers to

the extent to which an individual adapts to changes in work roles or work systems. It

includes, for example, learning new tasks, technologies, and processes.

Xu et al. [203] conducted a SLR within the process control domain and identified task

performance as one of the main areas researchers focus on when measuring human

performance. In addition to task performance, they also report on workload, situation

awareness (SA), teamwork/collaboration, and plant performance (tools), as well as

other cognitive performance indicators (OCPI), as the core areas of human performance

measures frequently investigated by researchers assessing human performance in a work

environment.

Like Koopmans et al. [187], even though the work by Xu et al. [203] is not within

the domain of cyber security, the dimensions identified is domain-independent and

can be used in different disciplines. For example, situation awareness and cognitive
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performance indicators (such as attention) are studied in many other fields, such as air

traffic control and psychology [204, 205]. Similarly, employee task performance has

also been studied in the fields of management and psychology [187]. Therefore, the

human performance dimensions discussed by Xu et al. [203] can be adapted and used

in the context of a SOC when attempting to measure the performance of an analyst.

The definitions for the areas of human performance measures, suggested by Xu et al.

[203], are as follows: Tasks performance - relates to an operator or team performance on

a specified set of tasks. Koopmans et al. [187] explain that task performance includes

work quantity, work quality, and job knowledge. Workload - refers to the amount of

effort that an operator has to exert during an operation. Situation Awareness - relates to

how an operator or a team perceives, comprehends, and predicts the status of elements

relevant to the current operations. Teamwork/collaboration - is defined as an organised,

collective working method between a group of people or between human-machine teams

to collaborate and produce better quality results. Plant performance - refers to the extent

to which a plant system’s (or a tooling) outcomes, specified by an operator, meet the

operational goals. In the context of a SOC, tools such as an IDS or SIEM represent

systems that can be manipulated by an analyst to achieve their operational goals. OCPI

- denotes constructs and measures that are not captured under the other five areas. OCPI

encompasses the effectiveness of human information processing and metacognition,

which is the awareness and understanding of one’s thought processes.

The perception gleaned from the literature is that SOC managers often evaluate an

analyst’s performance based on the performance of their functions [49, 52, 54]. For

example, SOC managers often use performance metrics such as opening and closing

security incidents that focus on analysts’ tasks to evaluate their performance [54].

However, as discussed in Section 4.4, there are several limitations with these kinds of

performance measures, and as a result, prior works advocate for research that improves

existing assessment methods [25, 54].

Xu et al. [203] posit that most studies that investigate human work performance
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measures tend to focus only on some aspects of the six dimensions, as each dimension

is a major field of research in its own right. Among the dimensions reviewed, task

performance is the only dimension that was present in the work presented by both Xu

et al. [203] and Koopmans et al. [187] in their systematic literature review on human

performance dimensions.

This study recognises that, whereas the other areas are also important, task performance

is often more measurable and objective than other aspects of human performance, such

as counterproductive work behaviour [59]. Both quantitative and qualitative metrics

can be used to assess task performance, making it easier to track progress. Indeed, the

SLR on metrics for analysts shows that SOC managers prefer metrics based on task

performance. Koopmans [59] explains that task performance represents an individual or

team’s performance on a specific set of tasks and objectives.

In a SOC setting, key objectives typically include goals such as the detection and

reporting of attacks, as seen in the literature. Analysts’ performance can be captured

using effective metrics to ascertain how well they achieve set goals or objectives. Task

performance is closely linked to the productivity of a business objective. Also, focusing

on task performance will enable SOC managers to capture each analyst’s contribution

to the SOC’s overall objectives.

Because this study focuses on analyst task performance, other dimensions such as

contextual performance, adaptive performance, and workload would fall outside the

scope of this research.

Even though task performance was selected as the focus of this study, the researcher

recognises that it is just one aspect of overall human performance, and in certain

situations, it may be necessary to measure performance from other dimensions, such

as counterproductive work behaviours including absenteeism, complaining, and doing

tasks incorrectly.

It is important to mention that this study did not seek to investigate the relationship
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between the different dimensions creating an avenue for future work. Future work could

consider investigating the relations between the dimensions and also how to capture

analysts’ performance from other dimensions.

This study argues that since the responsibilities of an analyst sit within the boundary of

a SOC, it should be possible to use the existing SOC frameworks to build a conceptual

framework to understand the operations of analysts and devise a new assessment method.

The next chapter presents analysis of the existing SOC frameworks that would serve as

the foundation of building a new method for measuring an analyst’s performance.

4.7 Chapter Summary - Conclusion

This chapter presented the state-of-the-art information on analysts’ performance metrics.

The evidence from the literature review revealed that, while performance metrics for

analysts are of interest to cyber security researchers, more effort is needed to improve

existing metrics to address the problems identified with current metrics. None of the

papers examined present a systematic method of evaluating an analyst’s performance.

There was a discussion of various dimensions for evaluating individual work perform-

ance. Among these dimensions, task performance was selected as the focus of this

study. It is seen as an important dimension of individual work performance in several

frameworks that measure human performance. Furthermore, focusing on analysts’

task performance will enable SOC managers and supervisors to capture each analyst’s

contribution to the SOC’s overall objectives.

The next chapter consolidates the existing SOC frameworks identified in the literature

and argues that the existing SOC frameworks useful for understanding SOC operations

could be used as the foundation for developing a new approach to measuring an analyst’s

performance.
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Chapter 5

Leveraging the Existing SOC

Frameworks and Studies to Build

Innovative Artefacts

5.1 Introduction

This Chapter focuses on leveraging the existing SOC frameworks and models and using

them as the foundation for building a new approach for measuring the performance of

an analyst. The study argues that the existing SOC frameworks could be used to design

a new approach for measuring an analyst’s performance. The chapter concludes with a

discussion on the challenges to designing metrics for analysts.

5.2 Formation Stage: The Building Blocks of a SOC

Analyst Assessment Method

The search for a framework or model for measuring an analyst’s performance in Chapter

4 revealed that currently, there is no existing framework, model or a systematic approach

for evaluating an analyst’s performance. However, the literature search showed that

some frameworks and models exist for understanding the functions of a SOC and
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improving the services offered by a SOC [21, 52]. This study proposes using the

existing SOC frameworks as the basis for building a new approach for measuring an

analyst’s performance.

Dafikpaku [206] states that a framework is an outline or overview of interconnected

items or activities designed to facilitate an approach to achieving a specific goal. Draw-

ing on this understanding and the motivation to use existing SOC frameworks as the

basis of building a new assessment method for analysts, the existing literature was

searched to identify any SOC framework for understanding the overall functions of

a SOC. Hevner et al. [144] explain that searching and exploring the literature for ap-

proaches that could be used to solve the practical problem is an important aspect of any

DSR project. Guiding the search process were the following sets of research questions:

• (RQ4) What frameworks exist for understanding the functions of a SOC and how

could these frameworks be leveraged to design an approach for measuring the

performance of an analyst?

• (RQ5) What are the challenges to devising effective performance metrics for SOC

analysts?

The methodology used to identify the existing SOC frameworks and models, is similar

to the SLR process described in Chapter 4 under Section 4.3. The following electronic

databases were used for the literature search: Scopus, the Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Xplore Digital Library, the Association of Computing

Machinery (ACM) Digital Library, Springer and Elsevier ScienceDirect. This was

followed by literature searches using Google and Google Scholar. Both Google and

Google Scholar were used with the intention of identifying any grey literature.

The search strings used are: (“security operations centre” OR “security operation centre”

OR “security operations center” OR “security operation center”) AND (“framework”

OR “model” OR “functions” OR “security analyst” OR “challenges”).
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5.3 SOC Frameworks and Models

This section addresses research question 4 (RQ4): “What frameworks exist for under-

standing the functions of a SOC and how could these frameworks be leveraged to design

an approach for measuring the performance of an analyst?”

The evidence from the literature shows that there is no standardised SOC framework.

The absence of a standardised SOC framework has been well documented by cyber

security researchers [21, 30, 50, 52, 57, 94, 207, 208]. Schinagl et al. [21] explain

that the absence of a standardised framework for building a SOC has led to ad-hoc

implementations, resulting in diverse SOC implementations and a high cost. Similarly,

Jacobs et al. [30] noted an absence of appropriate classification schemes for assessing

the efficiency and efficacy of SOCs, which they attributed to the lack of a standardised

SOC framework. The direct consequence of not having a standardised SOC framework

is that SOC implementations and functions differ between organisations, leading to

variations in the role expected of an analyst [51]. Because there is no generally accepted

SOC framework, this study opines that no single framework or model can be used as a

guideline for building an assessment framework for SOC analysts.

Even though there is a lack of a standardised SOC framework, some cyber security

researchers have developed frameworks for understanding the operations of a SOC and

for improving the services offered by a SOC [21, 27, 52]. For example, the evidence

from the literature suggests that in 2015, Schingal et al. [21] proposed what they

called the building blocks for a SOC by modelling the structure of a SOC. In the same

year, Onwubiko [52] also proposed a framework for understanding a SOC’s operations.

However, there were some differences in the SOC functions presented by the researchers.

These differences are discussed in greater detail below.

Following the literature search, the frameworks by Schinagl et al. [21] (see Figure 5.1),

and Onwubiko [52] (see Figure 5.2) were identified as the two main SOC frameworks.

These findings have also been confirmed in a separate study by Majid and Ariffi [27].
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The identification of SOC frameworks addresses Research Question 4 (RQ4), which

seeks to uncover frameworks for understanding the functions of a SOC.

Figure 5.1: SOC Framework Proposed by Schinagl et al. [21]

Figure 5.2: SOC Framework Proposed by Onwubiko [52]

Majid and Ariffi [27] discuss in detail the two SOC frameworks [21, 52] and highlight

the similarities and differences between them (see Table 5.1). The two frameworks

- Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 have in scope a monitoring and analysis capability. This
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Table 5.1: A Framework of a Cyber Security Operation Centre [27]

Description Schinagl et al. [21] Onwubiko [52]

Approach and

Research Methodo-

logy

Conduct a collaboration with

VU University in Amsterdam.

Uses Case Study method pro-

posed by Robert K. Yin

Uses HMG Good Prac-

tice Guide (GPG13) -

Protective monitoring for

HMG ICT Systems as the

basis of the study

Validation Endorsed by the stakeholders

in SOCs that participated in the

study as well as the Netherlands

Cyber Security Community.

Endorsed by representat-

ives of SOCs in London

SOC Functions

Reported in the

Framework

Monitoring Function

Threat of Intelligence Function

Forensic Function

Baseline Security Function

Penetration Test Function

Collection

Analysis

Response and Forensic

similarity is important because many researchers have cited this function as a vital SOC

activity [30, 147]. A description of these functions is presented in section 5.3.1 in Table

5.2.

A notable difference between the two SOC frameworks, pointed out by Majid and Ariffi

[27], is that Onwubiko [52] does not include functions such as the penetration testing

function, the intelligence function, or the baseline function. Onwubiko’s framework’s

primary focus is on the monitoring, log collection function, the analysis function,

and the response function. Onwubiko also mentions functions such as vulnerability

management and the reporting function but does not discuss these functions in detail in

the same manner as he does with the collection function, the monitoring function, the

analysis function and the response function.
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In contrast, the framework proposed by Schingal et al. [21] has almost all the functions

listed by Onwubiko but with additional functions such as the threat intelligence function,

a baseline security function, a penetration testing function and a forensics function.

However, Schingal et al. do not mention the reporting function in their framework even

though this function is well documented in a range of literature as a SOC’s function

[27, 44, 52, 92]. Taqafi et al. [15] also identify the functions suggested by Schinagl et

al. [21] as the main SOC functional domains.

According to Majid and Ariffi [27], a possible reason why Onwubiko does not include

the penetration testing and forensic function is that, in most cases, external third-

party organisations tend to support an internal SOC with these functions. This view

is consistent with the work of Jacobs et al. [30] that classifies penetration testing,

vulnerability analysis and scanning as secondary SOC functions, as opposed to the

primary function of a SOC. Nonetheless, it is important to emphasise that even when

a third-party performs these functions, the SOC service will be delivered through a

Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) offering SOC services [79, 81]. An analyst

may still have a role to play in fulfilling those functions, and therefore, a performance

measurement framework would need to include them [55, 79].

In addition to the two SOC frameworks discussed above, the literature search also iden-

tified the work of Lif and Sommestad [147], which proposes a model for understanding

the operations of Intrusion Detection System (IDS) operators. The model suggested by

Lif and Sommestad [147] is discussed in Chapter 4 under Section 4.5. While Lif and

Sommestad focus on IDS operators, they acknowledge the role of an IDS operator is

a subset of what is expected of analysts working in a SOC. Therefore, their model is

relevant to understanding the operations of an analyst. According to Lif and Sommestad

[147], the primary functions of IDS operators are the monitoring function, the analysis

function and the response function. These three functions also appear in the two SOC

frameworks and are in agreement with previous studies that have sought to understand

the functions of an analyst [46, 56].
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The two SOC frameworks - Figures 5.1 [21] and 5.2 [52] and the three functional areas

reported in the model for IDS operators proposed in [147] are consolidated in this

research to build a list of the functions that one could expect of a SOC. This thesis

uses the term “Global SOC Functions” to denote the consolidated functions [55]. In

this study, “Global SOC Function” refers to the functions that could be offered by any

organisation claiming to offer a SOC service. The consolidated SOC functions were

subsequently validated by SOC experts to ascertain their completeness in terms of the

functions offered by SOCs [55]. The objective is to validate the functions contained

within the current frameworks and enhance them with recommendations from SOC

practitioners.

The reasons for consolidating the frameworks and models are as follows:

• The framework proposed by Schingal et al. [21] is designed using case study

research design as suggested by Robert K. Yin [150]. The authors claim that

their framework is recognised by the Dutch security community as a model for

designing and improving a SOC. The data for developing their framework came

from observations, interviews, and workshops with SOC managers, analysts, and

stakeholders. They also present SOC functions that are not covered by [147] and

[52]. However, unlike Onwubiko, they omit incident reporting activities, which

are considered an important SOC function [27, 30, 44, 52, 92].

• Even though the framework presented by Onwubiko [52] has some similarities

to the framework proposed by Schingal et al., Onwubiko’s work was carried

out in a different context, in that no empirical data was collected from SOC

experts. In fact, whereas Schingal et al. visited SOCs and collaborated with

analysts and stakeholders through interviews and observations to develop their

framework, the framework proposed by Onwubiko was designed by mapping

the activities of a SOC against Her Majesty’s Government (HMG) Protective

Monitoring Controls (PMCs) [209], to illustrate how organisations can monitor

their assets to understand how their IT systems are being used or abused.
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• Finally, the model proposed by Lif and Sommestad [147], is also used due to the

close similarities between the work of IDS operators and SOC analysts. In the

literature, both analysts and IDS operators are expected to support an organisation

to monitor, analyse and respond to cyber threats [147].

The two frameworks and the model, once consolidated and validated by SOC experts,

were used as the foundation for the development of a conceptual framework depicting

analysts’ functions and the functions of a SOC. The conceptual framework was sub-

sequently used to design a systematic method for measuring an analyst’s performance.

5.3.1 Global SOC Functions

The amalgamation of the SOC functions identified in the existing works [21, 52, 147]

resulted in ten functions as shown in Figure 5.3:

Figure 5.3: SOC Functional Areas
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The table below summarises the functions as detailed in the literature.

Table 5.2: Functions of a SOC according to the existing SOC

frameworks

Function Description

The Monitoring Function This is one of the primary functions of a SOC

reported in the literature [21, 147]. Effective

monitoring of an organisation’s network by

a SOC is achieved using security tools such

as SIEM, IPS or IDS, which will trigger an

alert when there are activities that match a

pre-defined signature set signifying malicious

activity [51, 54].

The Analysis Function The trigger of security events marks the trans-

ition from the monitoring function to the ana-

lysis function [52, 147]. The analysis function

is composed of a set of activities designed

to conduct an in-depth investigation into ob-

served abnormal activities, user behaviour,

and incidents seen across an organisational

network [21, 52, 210].
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Table 5.2 – continued from previous page

Function Description

The Response Function To respond to cyber incidents and threats,

many organisations maintain a cyber secur-

ity incident response plan [211]. SOC services

can be used to support businesses to achieve

their cyber incident response strategy [21, 52].

The response function is generally accompan-

ied by analysts’ written reports, which detail

the actions taken to address the reported issue,

as well as the distribution of these reports to

key stakeholders [210].

The Reporting Function The reporting function usually involves noti-

fying key stakeholders about cyber security

incidents and creating an incident report for

relevant stakeholders [27, 212]. Onwubiko

[52] suggests that specific activities and ex-

pectations under the reporting function are

driven by the service level agreements (SLAs)

between the provider of the SOC services and

the organisation that owns or is purchasing the

SOC service.
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Table 5.2 – continued from previous page

Function Description

The Vulnerability Management

Function

The vulnerability management function is

concerned with identifying weaknesses in ap-

plications, services and network systems that

an attacker could exploit to gain access to sens-

itive information [52]. Onwubiko [52] states

that managing vulnerabilities in systems and

preventing their exploitation can be achieved

through an effective vulnerability management

programme offered by a SOC.

The Baseline Security Function Schinagl et al. [21] state that a SOC could be

responsible for maintaining the operational

effectiveness of all the hardware and software

owned by an organisation and the hardening

of these systems under the baseline security

function. System hardening entails identifying

and removing unnecessary services as well as

closing all unused ports to improve the security

posture of the organisation [21]. The baseline

security function also ensures that an organisa-

tion’s systems are patched to the appropriate

level and that all systems running unsupported

operating systems are identified [31].
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Table 5.2 – continued from previous page

Function Description

The Intelligence Function The intelligence function involves the collec-

tion, sharing, and exchanging of cyber threat

intelligence information between organisations

[208]. Whereas SOC functions such as mon-

itoring, analysis, and response are considered

reactive services, the intelligence function is

seen as a proactive activity [52]. Reactive func-

tions do not actively seek to gather cyber threat

intelligence information from various sources

to defend an organisation’s network against at-

tacks [41, 52, 77]. On the other hand, proactive

functions such as the intelligence function and

the penetration testing function take a proact-

ive approach to the defence of an enterprise

network [52].

The Forensic Function The forensic function enables businesses to

identify, preserve, recover, analyse, and present

digital evidence to establish digital crime [74].

This function has a lot of similarities to the

analysis function as it entails the analysis of

logs [21, 74]. However, unlike the analysis

function, evidence collected from the forensic

function could be used to prosecute the perpet-

rators of a crime [74].
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Table 5.2 – continued from previous page

Function Description

The Penetration Testing Func-

tion

The purpose of the penetration testing function

is to simulate cyber attacks on the organisa-

tion’s network to ascertain how the organisa-

tion would react in the event of a real attack by

an adversary [21, 24]. The penetration testing

function enables an organisation to gain a good

understanding of their cyber-risk profile and

to determine what can, or cannot, be breached

[21]. Additionally, it helps organisations to de-

termine the types of sensitive information that

can be obtained once a system’s defences are

breached [24].

The Log Collection Function To detect suspicious activity, SOCs collect se-

curity logs and data related to the systems they

are protecting. Onwubiko [52] presents the log

collection function in his framework and em-

phasises that log collection is a core function

of a SOC. The log collection function offered

by a SOC can also be used by businesses to

meet regulatory and statutory requirements

such as maintaining and archiving logs for a

specific period [119].

The functions of a SOC discussed in the previous section can be used as the basis

for understanding the work of analysts in a SOC and for developing a framework for
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measuring the performance of an analyst.

These functions were presented to SOC experts during one-on-one interviews, and their

opinions on the functions of analysts were solicited.

5.4 Challenges to Devising Performance Metrics

This section addresses research question 5 (RQ5), which investigates the challenges to

developing performance metrics for a SOC analyst.

The evidence from the literature reveals that several factors hinder devising adequate

performance metrics for analysts. Sundaramurthy et al. [25] mention that creating a

useful performance metric is challenging because even SOC managers and stakeholders

do not know what they need to measure to determine analysts’ overall performance.

Another challenge to devising an adequate assessment method for an analyst is that

every SOC is different, and analysts’ expectations vary from one SOC to another [51].

According to Schingal et al. [21], each SOC is unique to the organisation it belongs

to. This viewpoint is supported by McClain et al. [102], who state that different

organisations conceptualise the work of analysts differently. As a result, the functions

expected of the analysts vary from one SOC to the other; assessment methods need to

consider the different functions.

Also, there is currently no agreement on what constitutes an analyst’s core functions

in a SOC [55, 57]. There is also no clear set of criteria on which an analyst’s overall

performance can be based [55, 212]. Even though cyber security researchers have

discussed many of the functions and tasks expected of an analyst [25, 46, 54, 56], the

evidence from the literature is that there is a lack of clear delineation on what constitutes

the real functions of an analyst. In fact, D’Amico and Whitley [212] commented on

the lack of any functional description of analysts’ functions in their work on Computer

Network Defence (CND) analysts.
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Cyber security researchers often list various functions for analysts. For example,

Andrade and Yoo [53] state that it is the responsibility of an analyst to monitor an

organisation’s network, identify threats, and fix vulnerabilities within the monitored

network. However, they do not discuss tasks such as report writing and incident response

activities, as suggested by other scholars [35, 44, 54, 56]. Graf and King [213] limit

an analyst’s tasks to threat identification and mitigation. On the other hand, Aung et

al. [44] mention that analysts’ functions also include finding critical security incidents,

writing reports, and fixing or patching critical vulnerabilities.

Similarly, Kokulu et al. [56] state that analysts are expected to analyse network traffic

and respond to security incidents, but they do not mention functions such as fixing

vulnerabilities. Goodall et al. [51] say that the role of an analyst is to monitor an

intrusion detection system for signs of malicious activity. Shah et al. [35] describe

an analyst’s functions as threat detection, analysis of security incidents, and reporting

of incidents. According to Axon et al. [46], analysts’ responsibilities include threat

detection, triage of alerts, and responding to customer tickets.

The lack of consensus on what constitutes an analyst’s functions means an attempt to

develop an approach that can be used to measure an analyst’s performance globally

can be problematic. It remains unclear how complete the functions suggested in the

literature are or whether the functions mentioned in the existing literature represent the

most significant aspect of analysts’ work upon which their performance could be based.

Islam and bin Mohd Rasad [60] state that an effective evaluation method for employees

should be based upon sets of well-defined criteria that encompass the key aspects

of their work. According to Islam and bin Mohd Rasad [60], if key aspects of an

employee’s function are ignored, employees could treat those aspects as less important.

The problem is that, without identifying the most common and significant aspects of

analysts’ functions, it would be difficult to devise an evaluation method that can be used

to measure analysts’ performance globally. In other words, any performance metric is

likely to be limited to local practice and cannot be used globally if the most common
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and significant aspects of analysts’ operations are not identified. For example, one

SOC may offer a monitoring and detection function along with a reporting function

but may not provide penetration or forensic analysis capability [30]. Likewise, some

SOCs may offer compliance and vulnerability management functions but may not offer

penetration testing or forensic analysis functions [21, 52]. As a contribution to the body

of knowledge, this research formalises the functions expected of an analyst by working

with SOC experts.

Another challenge to devising adequate performance metrics relates to the different tiers

that operate in a SOC [56, 96]. Kokulu et al. [56] and Raimondi et al. [98] point out

that most SOCs operate in tier structures, and analysts working at different tiers will

often be expected to carry out different functions. Similarly, the same observation has

also been made by other scholars [24, 54]. The responsibilities of analysts operating

at different tiers can be blurred, which can cause a hindrance to devising metrics for

analysts working at different tiers. These challenges need to be considered in order to

create an approach that can be used to measure an analyst’s overall performance.

This present study recognises the importance of an assessment approach that considers

the different functions expected of an analyst operating in different SOCs. With this

in mind, a tentative template representing SOC functions and metrics for analysts is

devised (Appendix A) and Table 1 in Appendix B prior to engaging with SOC experts.

The template was constructed using the template analysis technique proposed by King

[148], which allows a researcher to define a priori theme as described in detail in Chapter

3. The tentative template was used during fieldwork involving empirical data collection

from SOC stakeholders. The interview questions for the engagement is presented in

Appendix B. The template consisted of the functions of a SOC from the existing SOC

frameworks and metrics identified in the literature for each function.

The design of the template in Appendix A is based on the use of a hierarchical coding

structure [148]. In this research, the hierarchical model used presents SOC functions at

the top level of the hierarchy. The template seeks to establish the functions of a SOC
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and the responsibilities of an analyst. The next level in the hierarchy seeks to establish

the SOC role responsible for performing the SOC function presented in the hierarchy

above. This is followed by a lower level of the hierarchy that presents a list of metrics

under each function.

The second part of the hierarchy structure on the template has the theme of how to

measure the performance of an analyst at the top. The levels below present the initial

indicators that must be present in a quality analysis and an incident report.

The goal of the template was to simplify the extraction of an analyst’s responsibilities

across SOC functions and to elicit from the SOC experts functions and responsibilities

missing from the template. Also, engaging with SOC analysts is important because an

assessment method that does not incorporate their perspective is bound to face resist-

ance from analysts themselves according to Sundaramurthy et al. [25]. Furthermore,

Sundaramurthy et al. [29] argue that analysts will perceive performance metrics that are

devised without analysts’ involvement as flawed. Islam and bin Mohd Rasad [60] state

that employees (analysts) are more likely to accept the outcome of an assessment if they

are involved in the way it is designed, even if the outcome is adverse. This viewpoint is

supported by Deadrick and Garner [214], who assert that employees will perceive an

evaluation system as fair if they are involved in how it was designed.

Islam and bin Mohd Rasad [60] state that an effective evaluation system must have a set

of well-defined criteria. This study contends that the primary functions of an analyst, as

suggested by SOC experts and found in the existing SOC framework, can be used to

devise a method to measure analyst performance. In other words, the goal is to measure

an analyst’s performance by focusing on the main work of analysts as identified in the

literature and through the study’s engagement with SOC experts. This is in line with the

suggestion by O’Connell and Choong [61], who state that performance metrics must

focus on analysts’ real-life workplace needs.
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5.5 Chapter Summary- Conclusion

This chapter presented a detailed discussion of the existing SOC frameworks and models

that were used as the foundation for developing a systematic method for measuring an

analyst’s overall performance. The chapter also presented the challenges to devising

effective metrics for analysts that could be used in different SOC settings. The next

chapter presents empirical case studies, data analysis and artefacts designed to facilitate

the assessment of analysts’ performance.
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Chapter 6

Case Studies, Data Analysis and

Artefacts Design

6.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a detailed description of the empirical data collected from the SOC

experts, the analysis of the collected data and its findings as well as the artefacts that

were developed. In Chapter 3 the DSR process along with a case study was identified as

the methodology for designing, building and evaluating an artefact to solve the research

problem. The central research question driving the engagement with the SOC experts

was:

(RQ6) How could the performance of an analyst be measured in a systematic manner

addressing the drawbacks of existing methods?

6.2 Iteration 1- Constructs and the SOC Conceptual

Framework

Twelve (12) SOC experts, which comprised eight (8) SOC analysts and four (4) SOC

managers, participated in a one-to-one semi-structured interview. 17% (2 out of 12)

of the participants were female, and 83% (10 out of 12) were male. The participants
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had varying levels of expertise and years of experience working in a SOC; the average

years of experience was over six years. Table 6.1 presents the participants’ demographic

information (Interviewee ID, job title, gender, type of industry and years of experience).

Table 6.1: Interview Participants’ Profile and Organisation

An invitation requesting SOC experts to participate in this research was initially sent to

analysts of the organisation supporting this study. Analysts who expressed interest in

participating in the interview made referrals to other analysts working in different SOC

settings and industries. Invitations were sent to those referrals. As explained in Chapter

3 under Section 3.5, the study’s participants were ‘purposively’ selected because they

had relevant experience and/or unique insight about the issues under study [137].

It is important to point out that the final number of participants (12) was not predeter-

mined at the outset of the study. Instead, the objective was to conduct interviews with

as many SOC experts as feasible until the point of saturation, which refers to the stage

where no new information is being revealed [215]. Achieving a’saturation point’ is an

important validation technique in qualitative research [64, 215], as discussed in Chapter

3. It is also important to acknowledge that, despite reaching ’saturation point’ after nine

interviews, a decision was made to conduct interviews with the remaining experts who

had already indicated their interest in taking part in the study.

To ensure a meaningful discussion with the participants, each participant was provided
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with an interview pack containing participants briefing sheet, a consent form, and a

template describing SOC functions and useful metrics for capturing performance under

each function (See Appendix - O for the interview consent form and the participants

briefing sheet). Table 1 in Appendix B contains the template used as part of the interview.

The template was devised using insight from the existing SOC frameworks and model

[21, 52, 147]. All the interviews were conducted face-to-face, with each interview

lasting approximately an hour.

The objectives of the interview were to (1) identify and validate the functions of

an analyst among the range of SOC functions, (2) identify appropriate metrics for

evaluating analysts’ performance, and (3) investigate how to improve the evaluation

method for analysts.

6.2.1 Discussion of Findings

The interviews were taped and transcribed, resulting in over 100 pages of interview

transcripts. The interviews transcripts can be found in the following location:

https://git.cardiff.ac.uk/c1854157/interviews-transcripts.git

The qualitative NVivo 12 software was used to organise the transcripts. The data was

analysed using the TA technique [148] as described in the methodology chapter. The

TA allows researchers to use direct quotations and paraphrases from the participants’

responses during the discussion of the research findings [148].

The themes developed as a result of the interviews, observations and the document

reviews are presented in Appendix C and the detailed discussion of these themes are

presented below.

The themes are organised into four major areas: (1) the functions of an analyst, (2)

non-analyst SOC functions (additional SOC functions), (3) metrics for analysts and

(4) how the performance of an analyst should be measured. The themes are presented
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below. Direct quotations and paraphrases from the participants’ responses are used

during the discussion of the research findings as a part of the TA application [148].

6.2.2 Theme 1: The Main Functions of an Analyst

The first theme relates to the functions of an analyst. The following were suggested

by participants as the functions of an analyst: (1) monitoring and detection function,

(2) analysis function, (3) response and reporting function, (4) intelligence function, (5)

incident management function, (6) baseline and vulnerability management function, (7)

policy and signature management function and (8) Compliance and Risk Management.

These functions and their descriptions serve as ‘constructs’ regarding the functions of a

SOC analyst [144]. The sections below present the functions as suggested by the study

participants. The suggestions also confirmed and validated the functions identified in

the existing SOC frameworks.

6.2.2.1 Monitoring and Detection Function

The participants described the monitoring and detection function as one of the primary

functions of an analyst. Participants discussed in detail the responsibilities and expecta-

tions of analysts under this function. For example, P5, a SOC manager with fourteen

years of SOC experience, stated “the monitoring and detection function is the main

responsibility of a SOC analyst.” A similar view was expressed by P3, who articulated

that analysts “monitor network traffic and triage accordingly. They then analyse it

and decide where it needs to go.” Triage is the initial check conducted by analysts to

determine whether the alert is a false positive or true negative [72]. Triage also involves

classifying incidents according to their priority or severity level [2, 71].

P2 and P6 indicated that analysts monitor an organisation’s network by observing the

sequences of activities over the network using various tools. According to P10 and
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P11, analysts aim to identify external attackers or privileged users engaging in illegal

activities that contravene the organisation’s security policies.

The findings from the above are in agreement with existing works on SOCs, which

suggest that analysts play an important role in monitoring an organisation’s network

[29, 51, 53]. For example, Onwubiko [52] states that an analyst plays a vital role by

monitoring an organisation’s network in order to detect cyber threats and incidents.

In fact, the description provided by the participants confirmed what Onwubiko [52]

describes as analysis providing “eyes on glass” monitoring of an organisation’s computer

network systems and the applications running on those systems. A recent study by

Mário and Coelho [16] also state that the majority of a security analyst’s time in a SOC

is dedicated to the monitoring and detection of cyber threats.

Participants P10, P11 emphasised the importance of the monitoring and detection

function and argued that an evaluation method for analysts must take their performance

under this function into account.

6.2.2.2 Analysis Function

The Analysis Function is recognised as a core function of a SOC by the SOC frameworks

and the model. This function has also been documented as a SOC activity in [21, 27,

38, 52, 56, 92, 216].

Participants stated that much of an analyst’s work focuses on analysing security events

and logs to identify malicious activity on a network (P1, P2, P4). Participants discussed

in detail how analysts perform their analysis function to identify signs of malicious

activity within the logs. For example, P1, an analyst with eight years of SOC experience

who works for an airline SOC, said, “I definitely think the analysis function is the most

important function. It is also our primary role as security analysts.” Another participant,

P3, a SOC analyst working in the defence industry, stated that “analysts must analyse

all traffic and packets to know what is going on across the organisation’s network.”
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P6 echoed a similar point. P6 articulated that “analysing log files allows analysts to

identify security incidents.” P11 stated, “analysts should be able to analyse an alert to

determine if it is a false positive, false negative, and where it falls in the scope of their

activities". P8 asserted, “the monitoring and detection, the response and reporting, are

all underpinned by good analysis.”

The participants’ descriptions of how an analyst conducts their analysis were also

consistent with D’Amico and Whitley’s [212] discussion of the data triage analysis.

Data triage analysis, which is also referred to as ‘alert analysis’ by some writers

[91, 199], entails examining the details of data sources such as IDS alerts to remove

false positives and identify a real attack. An unexpected finding was that almost all

of the participants favour basing analyst performance on the quality of their incident

analysis.

6.2.2.3 Response and Reporting Function

The participants emphasised the importance of this function and described that the

response and reporting function go hand in hand. P3 commented that “there is no point

in monitoring an organisation’s network if analysts are not going to respond and report

unusual or abnormal network activity.” According to participant P3, monitoring and

detection, analysing network traffic, and responding to cyber threats are very much

interrelated in that you cannot have one without the other. P1 agreed with this point of

view. P1 stated that the response and reporting functions are inextricably linked with

the analysis function because analysts report an incident based on their analysis of an

observed event.

The participants explained that analysts need to respond to security incidents by fol-

lowing their organisational processes in order to reduce the impact of identified threats

(P1, P4, P7). These comments are consistent with suggestions in the existing literature,

which state that analysts are expected to take actions mandated by their local work-

ing processes to mitigate threats [51, 52, 147]. Participants asserted that the response
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function must be accompanied by security incident reports to relevant stakeholders on

incidents (P1, P7, P11). This finding confirms insight from the existing work suggesting

that the reporting function usually involves notifying key stakeholders about cyber

security incidents and creating an incident report for relevant stakeholders [27, 212].

The findings also confirms the work by Zhong et al. [199] who point out that analysts

are expected to produce a timely and high-quality incident report.

6.2.2.4 Intelligence Function

Participants described the responsibilities of analysts in this function, explaining that

analysts are expected to ‘hunt’ for threats and gather threat intelligence from external

sources on a proactive basis (P10, P11, P12). P12 stated that analysts use threat

intelligence from a variety of sources, including vendors and other security agencies, to

re-configure their security solutions in order to protect an organisation’s network. P12

went on to say that analysts rely on cyber threat intelligence information sharing from

trusted parties to spot unusual network activity that may not be obvious. This statement

supports the literature’s view that the intelligence function is a proactive activity carried

out by analysts in anticipation of attacks before they occur [212]. The findings from

the participants also confirms what Majid et al. [208] described in their work as the

intelligence function involving analysts collecting, sharing, and exchanging cyber threat

intelligence information with other organisations.

According to participant P10, analysts are expected to collect information on indicators

of compromise (IOCs) and indicators of attacks (IOAs) from third parties and open

sources to develop use cases that can then be employed to detect malicious activities.

P10’s statement was corroborated by P8, a SOC analyst in the defence industry. "You

can’t monitor and detect emerging threats if you don’t have intelligence feeding your

monitoring and detection tools.” To detect cyber attacks, an analyst is expected to gather

threat intelligence information, create use cases, and feed that information into their

monitoring tools (P5).
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6.2.2.5 Incident Management Function

Another function of a SOC analyst, according to participants P1, P5, and P10, is

incident management. This was surprising because this function is not mentioned in

any of the existing SOC frameworks. However, further insight from interview data

and confirmed by the participants through the member check, revealed that an incident

management function is not a distinct function by itself but rather an activity carried

out as part of the monitoring, analysis, and response to a cyber threat. P1 stated, for

example, that “an incident management function underpins the monitoring, analysis,

and reporting of a cyber threat.” This view from P1 is in-line with the work of

Miloslavskaya [76], who described the activities of incident handling as consisting of

detecting, notification, responding, and reporting. Likewise, Jacobs et al. [30] also state

that incident management is the ability to prepare, identify, and escalate an incident.

Based on the above findings, this study argues that an analyst’s performance under

an incident management function can be derived from their efforts in monitoring,

analysing, and responding to cyber threats. However, further research may be required

to investigate and understand the relationship between these functions.

6.2.2.6 Baseline and Vulnerability Function

Participants stated that an analyst could be expected to perform system vulnerability

scanning to identify weaknesses (P1, P10, P11). They may also be expected to ensure

that an organisation’s systems are baselined by ensuring that computer systems adhere

to a basic security objective. The perception gleaned from the literature is that the

activities of baseline functions are very similar to those performed under the vulnerab-

ility management function [21]. Indeed, the description of vulnerability management

functions by Onwubiko [52] is similar to what Schinagl et al. [21] call the baseline

security function. Schinagl et al. [21] treat vulnerability management activity as a

subset of the baseline and security function.
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Participants also mentioned that as a part of vulnerability management, analysts perform

patching and hardening of systems to address known flaws in the system (P3, P4, P6,

P7). These findings are consistent with the work by Aung et al. [44], who mentioned

that analysts are expected, in some cases, to fix vulnerabilities. Likewise, Andrade and

Yoo [53] also state that analysts are responsible for fixing vulnerabilities.

According to P11, an analyst’s responsibility in the baseline and vulnerability function

is to ensure that an organisation’s network systems are up to date and that patches are

rolled out as soon as the vendor releases them. P11 went on to say, "You should be able

to keep your network up to date; you should be able to patch everything; you should

know what is going on.”

6.2.2.7 Policy and Signature Management Function

Another function of an analyst described by the participants is the policy and signature

management function. The security tools such as SIEM, IDS, and IPS used by SOCs

come with security signatures and policies, also known as “use cases”, that are used to

detect cyber threats. Participants mentioned that analysts play a vital role in maintaining

the use cases and signatures on these technical tools (P8, P10). According to P10, poor

use case and signature management can lead to increased false positives, which puts

pressure on analysts. P10 further explained that analysts must ensure that the signatures

and policies are tuned to reduce false positives that can impede their ability to identify

real incidents.

Both P10 and P11 stated that an analyst’s responsibilities under the policy and signature

management include: maintaining, amending, changing, and creating use cases for

SIEM tools. P4 articulated, “for me, even though it is not something that I do a lot

of, I consider policy management as the most important function of a SOC... because

without correct rules and tuning, it is just not possible, and you are just looking at

false-positives all the time, it’s just noise.”
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Participant P8 articulated, “if you say your policy management is not important, your

monitoring and detection will fail because you are not managing the tools you are using

for the monitoring.” According to P10, “everything the SOC does comes back to policy

management because if you don’t have a policy and don’t have the rules and use cases

to pick up risk, what is the point of the monitoring?” However, surprisingly, existing

frameworks do not discuss signature and policy management.

6.2.2.8 Compliance and Risk Management Function

Participants (P10, P11, and P12) also mentioned compliance and risk management

activity as a function of a SOC. However, none of the existing SOC frameworks

suggested this as a SOC function. Analysis of the interview data revealed that only

participants P10, P11, and P12 mentioned this as an analyst’s function.

P10 asserted that organisations need to understand the legal ramifications of their

activities. P10 (a SOC consultant who works within the financial sector) explained

that within the financial industry, organisations could be audited and penalised for

failing to comply with, for example, data and privacy laws because of the nature of the

information they handle under the European Union General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR) or PCI-DSS.

P11 stated that understanding the risk a business faces is crucial because it allows

analysts to understand where they are contractually required to have use cases. P10

stated, “if analysts do not know a business’s risks, they cannot create effective use cases

to mitigate the risk.”

Participants P10 and P11 explained that a SOC providing compliance and risk manage-

ment functions must collaborate closely with the business to identify where the risk

lies, what can be done to mitigate the risk, and to address any regulatory or statutory

requirements. These views confirm the statement by Miloslavskaya [76], that a SOC

can support a business to identify the risks they face and rank these risks based on the
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Business Impact Analysis (BIA). Similarly, in [217] risk assessment is identified as one

of the functions of a SOC.

6.2.3 Theme 2: Additional SOC Functions

The second theme relates to the SOC functions that are not performed by analysts. Even

though existing SOC frameworks [21, 52] present: (1) penetration testing, (2) forensic

and malware and (3) engineering and log collection functions as SOC functions, the

findings from this study reveal that these functions fall outside the remit of an analyst.

While these functions are not performed by analyst, they are presented here as part of

the study findings to further confirm the functions of a SOC in general.

6.2.3.1 Penetration Testing Function

The participants indicated that their SOC supports penetration testing activity. The

penetration testing function involves simulating cyber attacks against an organisation’s

computer network systems to test its defences and how it will respond when attacked

[21]. However, the participants mentioned that the penetration testing function was

carried out by professionals other than analysts. For example, P10 and P11 stated that

their SOCs employed a specialist team of penetration testers to carry out this function.

When describing the penetration testing function, P10, a SOC consultant at one of the

UK’s largest banks, stated that:

“Analysts do not do penetration testing; instead, we get an outside team to do it. We also

have an internal pentest team who sits alongside the SOC. We carry out regular purple

team activity where they will do testing, where another external team will also come

and do testing, which then feeds back into the framework that you have here because

then they can identify the areas which are at risk, obviously to write new use cases, new

rules, and so on.”
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P11 explained that a SOC needs penetration testers and red teams to work collaboratively

with analysts in order to be able to deal with emerging threats. According to P11, one

way of knowing your vulnerabilities and patching status is through red team and

penetration testing activities. P11 pointed out a distinction between the red team and

penetration testing: the mission of a red team is usually more narrow in focus in

comparison to pentesters. Red teams seek to focus on exploiting a specific vulnerability

using physical or electronic social engineering. Therefore, the penetration testing

function will be excluded from the proposed measurement method because it is not an

analyst’s function.

6.2.3.2 Forensic and Malware Function

Participants (P3, P9, P10, and P12) mentioned the forensic and malware function as

one of the functions of a SOC. According to the participants, the forensic and malware

function entails gathering and preserving evidence relating to malicious activities in

a manner that is acceptable to a court of law (P10, P12). The comments from the

participants were consistent with the view expressed by Miloslavskaya [76], who states

that the forensic capability offered by a SOC can be used to identify, gather, preserve,

recover and present facts related to a cybercriminal incident.

An observation from the interview data is that, even though some authors mention that

analysts could perform a forensic investigation [74], participants suggested that the

forensic and malware capability function is performed by a specialist professional and

not by an analyst. For example, P3 mentioned that the forensic and malware functions

are carried out by a specialist team that works closely with law enforcement agencies. A

similar view was expressed by P10, who articulated that “we have a forensic specialist

in our team who analyses our malware and forensic data.” The suggestions from the

participants on the use of a specialist team to address forensic and malware functions

is aligned with the work by McClain et al. [102], who state that a specialist team is

required to undertake the forensic analysis. This view is also supported by the work of
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Mário and Coelho [16].

The Forensic function is not one of the main functions of an analyst and is a function

typically delivered by a forensic expert. Therefore, this function will be excluded from

the proposed measurement method.

6.2.3.3 Engineering and Log Collection Function

Another SOC function reported in the existing literature [52] and confirmed by the study

participants is the engineering and log collection function. Participant P5 stated that

detecting attacks would be impossible if a SOC did not collect, manage, and maintain

security logs from their network. Onwubiko and Ouazzane [38] state that in order to

collect logs, security tools and endpoint devices, they must first be onboarded into

security information and event management systems by SOC engineers and solutions

architects. The findings from this research support the statement by Onwubiko and

Ouazzane in that participants, for example, P10, reported that it is SOC engineers

and not analysts that conduct the log collection functions. Similarly, the participants

explained that engineering activities such as tuning of systems are the responsibilities

of SOC engineers and not analysts. The consensus among the participants was that

this function is outside the scope of an analyst’s function. As a result, the proposed

evaluation method will not include this function.

6.2.4 Theme 3: Performance Metrics for SOC Analysts

The third theme concerns metrics for analysts. Participants suggested a number of

metrics for measuring the performance of a SOC analyst. The metrics suggested by the

participants can be grouped into two categories: quantitative metrics and qualitative

metrics. The quantitative metrics comprise cardinal numbers and time-based. Whereas

the time-based metrics reflect the time it takes an analyst to perform an activity; cardinal

numbers are based on counting the number of times an analyst performs a particular
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SOC task. A cardinal number is a number that is used to denote how many of something

there are, starting from 1 and increasing sequentially such as 1,2,3,4,5, without fractions

or decimals [196]. In [196], the author opines that good metrics should be expressed as

a number or percentage. The section below describes the different metrics suggested by

the participants.

6.2.4.1 Quantitative Metrics: Cardinal Numbers

The number of incidents raised and/or closed by an analyst was reported by some

participants as a useful way of measuring their performance (P7, P11). However, some

participants expressed reservations about using cardinal numbers such as the number of

incidents raised as an indicator of performance. P1 stated, “I am not entirely sure on

the use of numbers because what happens if there is nothing to raise; how can analysts

be measured on that?” P11 stated that “if you’ve got a very quiet network, analysts

may not raise many incidents.” Nonetheless, researchers [196] state that good metrics

should be expressed as a number or percentage. The numbers they mention should be a

cardinal number - something that counts how many of something there are.

Some of the participants also opined that measuring analysts’ performance solely on the

number of incidents raised or closed does not give the full picture of the work expected

of an analyst (P1, P4). This finding is similar to what has been reported in the literature

[56]. P4 commented, “every situation is different. Measuring analysts’ performance

solely on numbers doesn’t provide the whole picture, but it is a starting point, as

there are other tasks that they do.” The concerns and reservations from some of the

participants call for the need to explore other ways of measuring analysts’ performance

besides the use of cardinal numbers.

Even though some of the participants expressed concerns about using cardinal numbers

as an indicator of an analyst’s performance, others, such as P6 and P11, believed that

one cannot remove numbers as a measure of an analyst’s performance. P6 stated that
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“you don’t want a small group of analysts doing a huge proportion of the work and others

doing very little.”

While the use of cardinal numbers as an indicator of performance seems to be a

straightforward metric, Jaquith [196, p. 22] opines that metrics based on cardinal

numbers are good metrics. Jaquith contends that metrics that are not expressed in

numbers do not qualify as good metrics [196, p. 24]. However, scholars such as Hayden

[128, p.35] oppose such an assertion. Hayden [128] states a metric does not have to be

a number to qualify as a good metric. From Hayden’s perspective, qualitative metrics

are equally as good as quantitative metrics if they are based on empirical observations

and experience. This study takes the position of Hayden [128] and argues that both

qualitative and quantitative metrics can be used to evaluate performance if it is based on

empirical observation and experience.

6.2.4.2 Quantitative Metrics: Time-based

The participants also suggested a number of time-based metrics for analysts. P11 stated

that an analyst’s performance could be assessed based on how long it takes for him/her

to open an incident from a system and how long it takes them to investigate an incident.

P1 also mentioned the time it takes an analyst to investigate an incident as a useful

metric.

P1 and P3 mentioned the time to detect as a useful metric when seeking to measure

performance. Another time-based metric suggested by the participants was the time

taken to mitigate an incident. This metric is used to determine how quickly an analyst

implements, or recommends, a mitigation action that can stop or slow down an active

threat. P12 also mentioned “time to response” as a metric for measuring the amount

of time it takes for an analyst to confirm that an incident has been investigated and

mitigated [72].

According to P8, one advantage of using time-based metrics is that managers can know
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how quickly analysts are reacting to incidents. However, P8 argued that “if an analyst

is taking too long to respond to things, you can’t tell them to respond faster if they are

overloaded.”

While participants mentioned time-based metrics, the consensus among the interviewees

was that time-based measures are often misleading and should not be used to indicate an

analyst’s performance because there are too many factors beyond an analyst’s control.

This statement has been reported by other scholars such as Chamkar et al. [39]. For

example, P10 commented that a complex incident could take a lot of time. Similarly,

P2 stated, “the time taken to perform an activity has so many variables. There could be

external factors. I wouldn’t judge analysts based on how quickly they raise an incident.”

Likewise, P4 stated “time-based metrics do not consider the type of incident.” P7 opined

that metrics such as “time of ticket creation doesn’t give the full picture.” These findings

are also consistent with the statement made by Vielberth et al. [57] that the analysis

work of analysts can take minutes or hours to complete.

The problem with time-based metrics suggested by the participants is consistent with

what has been documented in prior work relating to time-based metrics [72, 91]. For

example, Onwubiko and Ouazzane [72] point out that the time taken to detect an

incident can be affected by several factors, such as monitoring system configuration

or the processing power of the sensors sending the alerts. Shah et al. [91] also take

a similar view and emphasise that time spent by analysts would vary between shifts,

depending on the variation in alert arrival time.

6.2.4.3 Qualitative Metrics

Five participants also suggested a number of subjective metrics, such as the quality

of incident analysis and the quality of an incident report (P5, P6, P7, P10, P12). P4

asserted, “quantitative-based metrics such as the number of incidents raised by an

analyst alone does not take into account the level of analysis you have to go into. It’s

the quality of the work you do as well; the write-up and everything.” These statements
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are in alignment with the work by Kokulu et al. [56], who suggest the limitations of

quantitative metrics.

Another problem associated with qualitative metrics, such as the quality of analysis,

is that understanding of what the term “quality” means will vary from one person to

another. According to P1, the only way to establish the quality of incident analysis is to

check the report they produce. P11 said, “nobody can see what is going on in the mind

of an analyst, or anybody else unless they report it.” P11 mentioned that the quality of

analysis should be based on the way they are reporting their analysis. This research

argues that guidelines can be provided to address this issue.

6.2.5 SOC Conceptual Framework

The constructs were organised into the SOC conceptual framework shown in Figure

6.1 based on the insights from the analysis of the interview data. The framework was

validated by the SOC experts (see Chapter 7) as a useful framework that can be used

to develop an approach for capturing the performance of an analyst. The framework is

presented in [55]. The term “Global SOC functions" is used in research to represent the

eleven functions, as these represent the services that can be expected from a SOC based

on insight from existing research [21, 27, 52] and the findings from this empirical study.

The top half of the Figure 6.1, shown in the red dotted lines, represents the primary

functions of a SOC. Studies also suggest that these are the most critical areas of a

SOC [208]. The red arrow between the yellow and pink boxes indicates that the

monitoring and detection activity is immediately followed by responding and reporting.

Underpinning the “monitor and detect”, “respond and report” is the “analysis function”

shown in the grey box. The metrics reported by participants as relevant to the assessment

of analysts are represented in the orange box (qualitative and quantitative-based metrics).

The purple box within the red dotted lines illustrates the main metrics suggested by

participants as vital to capturing the performance of analysts in a SOC. The functions in
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Figure 6.1: SOC Conceptual Framework [55]

the red boxes at the bottom half of the framework are functions that are not performed

by analysts but by a specialist team.

6.3 Iteration 2 - Development of the Security Opera-

tions Centre Analysts Assessment Framework (SOC-

AAF)

6.3.1 SOC-AAF

The SOC conceptual framework from iteration 1 was used to design the SOC-AAF

(Figure 6.2). The SOC-AAF contains only the functions of analysts as suggested by the

participants. Two criteria were used for the design of the SOC-AAF:

1. The SOC functions included in the SOC-AAF must either be present in the

existing SOC frameworks [21, 27, 52, 208] and validated by the study participants

as a function of an analyst; or it must be a SOC function performed by an analyst
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function that is not in the existing frameworks but are suggested by the study

participants.

2. The function must have metrics for measuring an analyst’s performance based on

the findings from the existing literature or recommendations from the research

participants.

Both criteria must be true to be included in the SOC-AAF.

The SOC-AAF maps various metrics to the analysts’ functions suggested by the parti-

cipants. It is important to point out that SOC functions such as penetrating testing, which

analysts do not perform are not shown in the SOC-AAF. Also, the incident management

function is not present because it underpins the monitoring, analysis and reporting

function and is not a separate function per se based on this study’s findings. Also,

the literature review did not identify metrics for the compliance and risk management

function and the participants did not mention any specific metric that could be used to

measure performance under this function. To that end, this function is not included in

the SOC-AAF.

Under the SOC-AAF, while an analyst’s performance can be individually assessed under

each function, as shown in (see Figure 6.2), it does not allow for the aggregation of the

overall performance. This limitation necessitates the need for a third iteration of the

DSR process to find a way of solving this problem.
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Figure 6.2: SOC-AAF
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6.3.2 Theme 4: How should the performance of analysts be meas-

ured?

When asked about their view on how they believe an analyst’s performance should

be measured in order to address RQ6, 10 out of the 12 participants advocated for

performance to be based on the quality of incident analysis and the associated report

rather than quantitative metrics such as the number of incidents raised or closed. P2,

a SOC manager in the defence sector, stated, “I would certainly not measure analysts

based on the number of tickets they raise. I would go for quality, not quantity, but I

would be suspicious about someone who doesn’t raise anything; I would wonder what

we are paying them for.” This is an intriguing statement because, on the one hand,

the manager does not want to use numbers as a measure, but they do want to know if

someone is not raising any incidents.

P3 also suggested that the quality of an analyst’s incident analysis be used to assess

their performance. P3 commented, “it comes back to quality checks on the analysis

performed by an analyst. A step-by-step check. That is the only way you can measure the

performance of an analyst.” P8 also expressed a similar viewpoint. P8 stated, “quality

of analysis to me is the most important thing. It’s no good if someone is working on

twenty incidents a day, of which none of them is particularly good quality.” Likewise,

P7 articulated, “I will measure the quality of the analysis based on the report, primarily

because that is where you express your thought process. I cannot jump into another

analyst’s head, and in that sense, the report should be a reflection of their thinking. The

quality of the analysis will be reflected in the quality of your report because it is your

report that tells us your thoughts.”

P6 believed that it is difficult to measure an analyst’s performance but suggested that

“the most important thing about any measure must come down to the quality of their work.

The quality of the work outweighs the quantity.” P10 suggested that rather than just the

output of what they are doing, they should be measured on the quality of their analysis:

“I think analysts should be measured on the quality of their analysis.” The consensus
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amongst participants regarding measuring analysts based on the quality of their analysis

reflects the fact that this is the area that takes up most of an analyst’s time.

Even though the consensus among the participants was for the evaluation of an analyst’s

performance to be based on the quality of their analysis, some participants explained

that cardinal numbers based on the number of times an analyst performs an activity

should not be disregarded (P6, P11). However, participants recommended that there

is a need to differentiate the priorities of the alerts or activities being dealt with by the

analysts. P10 explained that analysts can be assessed based on the number of alerts that

they detect, close and how they are dealt with - whether they have dealt with critical

ones, high ones, medium ones or low ones. These classification and severity levels

are also reported in the literature [35, 71, 72]. Also, P10 mentioned that an analyst’s

performance could be based on the number of use cases amended and the number of

use cases created under the policy management function. P11 also suggested that when

measuring an analyst’s performance, consideration needs to be given to the number of

false positives that the analyst has actioned. This position is also supported by P10, who

advocates for false positives to be taken into consideration. Another suggestion by one

of the participants was to use a weighted approach (P7); weights could be assigned to

analysts’ tasks in a SOC and then used to measure their performance.

Despite the strong agreement between SOC managers and analysts for analysts’ per-

formance to be based on the quality of incident analysis and quality of incident report,

P12, a cyber incident director and head of security operations, stated, “the issue with

the quality check is that it is time-consuming, particularly if the SOC is a busy SOC and

they have multiple tickets, and you’ve got a day job.”

Participants described what they considered to be a good analysis and listed a number

of indicators that an analyst must look out for to achieve a "good quality analysis.”

Given the strong preference from the participants to measure analysts based on the

quality of their incident analysis and the quality of their reports, the literature was

searched to ascertain whether there is existing work that addressed how to evaluate
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analysts’ performance based on the quality of their analysis and the quality of their

incident reports. The section below presents the findings on the quality of the analysis

and the quality report.

6.4 Guidelines for Assessing Quality of Incident Ana-

lysis and Report

One cannot play chess without knowing the rules.

Ben-Asher and Gonzalez [40]

The problem with evaluating performance based on the quality of analysis and the

quality of an incident report is that the term “quality” is subjective. The definition of

“quality” will differ from one person to the next [55]. Such activity cannot be measured

unless it is properly defined [41]. This study proposes a guideline that can be used

to assess the quality of an incident analysis. Establishing guidelines for assessing

the quality of incident analysis and the quality of their report will enable both SOC

managers and analysts to have a common agreement on what constitutes a quality

analysis and report.

According to Alharbi [43], the overarching aim of an analyst when conducting an

analysis is to ascertain whether it is a malicious activity and report it as a false positive

or true positive. If it is a false positive, an analyst would typically recommend action

such as tuning the signature out or amending it to improve the detection [199]. This

viewpoint is supported by Feng et al. [42], who posit that analysts investigate an alert

to decide if it is a genuine incident (true positive) or not (false positive). Similarly,

Crémilleux et al. [97] state that an analysis of a security event should result in a

determination of whether it is a true incident or a false positive.

Even though security researchers have suggested several questions that analysts should
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consider when analysing security incidents, these studies fall short of providing a formal

guideline that SOC managers and analysts can use to determine the quality of analysis

and associated incident report [71, 76, 179]. For example, both Mutemwa et al. [71]

and Miloslavskaya [218] emphasise the importance of an analyst’s analysis addressing

the “who”, “where”, “when”, “what”, “why”, and “how” - (5W1H). Miloslavskaya

[76] states that quality analysis ought to answer fundamental questions relating to: who

the malicious person is (sources of alert); what actions have been taken; where the

attacks originate from; and when the incident was identified, which relates to timestamp

questions. Sundaramurthy et al. [179] also suggest similar criteria. Mutemwa et al. [71]

mention the 5W1H but do not discuss in any detail what constitutes the 5W1H.

Using the insights gained from the interviews and suggestions from existing literature

[71, 76, 179, 219, 220], the 5W1H was used to create a guideline that can be used to

assess the analysis/report produced by analysts. The proposed guidelines (see Table 6.2)

are intended to provide cues for analysts to aid them in their analysis and help others

understand how they reached their conclusion in determining whether an alert is a false

positive or true positive. Furthermore, this guideline will be useful to both experienced

and novice analysts who, studies suggest, struggle with the complexities of security

incident analysis tasks [2].

The proposed guidelines (See Table 6.2) was presented to a Delphi panel of SOC experts

to solicit their opinion on the guidelines and also to elicit their view on additional cues

in order to improve it. The results of the Delphi study, as well as the final guidelines,

are presented in Section 6.5.4 in Table 6.13.
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Table 6.2: Initial Proposed Guidelines for Assessing the Quality of Incident

Analysis and Incident Report.
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6.5 Iteration 3 - Development of the SOC-AAM

6.5.1 Applying a decision-making model to devise a new evaluation

method

The SOC-AAF developed in iteration 2 of the DSR process was used to develop the

SOC-AAM, which offers a systematic approach for measuring the performance of an

analyst. The SOC-AAF, as discussed in Section 6.3, consists of the main functions

of an analyst and metrics for assessing their performance based on the findings from

this study. The SOC-AAM uses the functions and metrics presented by the SOC-AAF

and applies the AHP framework to assign weights to the functions of an analyst. The

weights are then used as the basis to measure the performance of an analyst.

In order to build the SOC-AAM, the Delphi method was used alongside the AHP to

get SOC experts to assign priorities (weights) to the functions expected of an analyst as

presented in the SOC-AAF. The Delphi method was also used to solicit the opinions

of the experts on the indicators that can be used to assess the quality of an analyst’s

incident analysis and the quality of their incident report. As reported in Chapter 3, the

Delphi technique uses multiple rounds of expert engagement to reach consensus on a

subject. Two rounds of the Delphi were applied in this study.

6.5.2 Round 1 of the Delphi-AHP Process

During Round 1 of the Delphi-AHP exercise, participants were given a questionnaire for

the pairwise comparison exercise. The idea of the pairwise comparison was to compare

two functions at a time on the basis of their relative importance in order to assign weight

to them. This process is discussed in detail in the sections below. The questionnaire

was created using a spreadsheet and distributed through email to the Delphi research

participants, an approach similar to that suggested by Gordon [151].
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The questionnaire also contained a table detailing some indicators for assessing the

quality of incident analysis and incident report. The participants were requested to

provide feedback on the indicators and to provide further suggestions. A copy of the

questionnaire (AHP template) used for the Delphi study and the instructions for the

panel on how to complete the template are stored in the links below:

https://git.cardiff.ac.uk/c1854157/delphi-exercise-the-ahp-template.git

https://git.cardiff.ac.uk/c1854157/delphi-exercise-instructions-for-completing-the-ahp-

template.git

Table 6.3 shows the panel of experts that participated in this study. An invitation to

recruit SOC experts to participate in the Delphi study was sent to all the participants

that took part in the interviews, as well as analysts that were referred to the researchers

by those experts that had already expressed interest. Among the twelve interview

participants (see 6.1, only four responded and agreed to participate in the Delphi study.

Those who could not participate cited busy schedules and workloads. An additional

four SOC experts who did not participate in the interviews agreed to participate in the

Delphi study, resulting in a total of eight participants.

Table 6.3: Delphi Panel Participants’ Profile and Organisation

The AHP technique adopted in this study for establishing the weights for the different

functions is similar to the approach suggested by Islam and bin Mohd Rasad [60]. In

[60], the authors outlined four steps under the AHP that could be used to evaluate the

performance of employees using the AHP framework. These steps are:
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i Identify the criteria, subcriteria and employees to be evaluated and construct the

AHP model/hierarchy;

ii Construct an n× n pairwise comparison matrix for the criteria.

Calculate the weights of the decision criteria by computing the normalised prin-

cipal eigenvector of the matrix [221]. This vector gives the weights of the criteria

[60, 222, 223]. Construct a pairwise comparison for the subcriteria and calculate

the weights in a similar manner. The weights of the subcriteria are multiplied by

their respective parent criterion;

iii Divide each subcriterion into intensities or grades, such as high, medium, and

low. The intensity allows one to determine the quality of an alternative for that

criterion [68]. Priorities are assigned to the intensities by conducting a pairwise

comparison. The priorities of the intensities are multiplied by the weight of their

parent subcriterion;

iv Finally, take each employee and measure their performance intensity under each

subcriterion, then add the global priorities of the intensities for the employee.

Repeat the process for all the employees.

In this research, step (iii) is replaced with the inherent intensities of the metrics: the

individual metrics achieved by an analyst under step (ii) are also used as the distinguish-

ing factor rather than creating a new set of intensities [69]. As explained by Saaty [68,

p.136], the purpose of intensities is to distinguish the quality of an alternative for that

criterion. Since most of the metrics under the subcriteria (see Figure 6.3) are already

serving as a distinguishing factor (for example, incidents processed by analysts are

categorised as high incidents, medium incidents and low incidents [35, 72]), this study

contends that there is no need for additional intensities to be created. Also, no intensities

are created under the intelligence function, the policies and signatures management

function, and the baseline and vulnerability management function because the metrics

under these functions are deemed sufficient to capture the performance of an analyst,
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based on the findings from the engagement with SOC experts [55]. This strategy is

similar to the work of Vargas [222], who did not use intensities. In step (iv), each analyst

is measured against each metric, and the total of the metrics is used to determine their

overall score.

6.5.2.1 A Hierarchical Model for Measuring the Performance of an Analyst

A hierarchical model shown in Figure 6.3 was constructed and used as the foundation for

devising an assessment method for analysts. Creating a hierarchy simplifies the problem

and aids in the identification of criteria and subcriteria to be used. The functions are

represented as the criteria and the metrics or KPIs as the subcriteria.

1. The first level of the hierarchy represents the goal or focus of the problem,

as shown in Figure 6.3. The goal in this research is to measure the overall

performance of an analyst.

2. The second level of the hierarchy represents the criteria needed for the evaluation

process - Figure 6.3. In this study, the criteria are the functions expected of the

analyst deduced from the empirical interview data collected from SOC experts

and a thorough analysis of existing literature [21, 30, 52, 147].

3. The third level of the hierarchy represents the subcriteria for each respective main

criteria - Figure 6.3. In this research, the metrics associated with each of the

functions are used as the subcriteria.

4. The final level represents the analysts who are evaluated one at a time with the

criteria and subcriteria defined above. The word “alternatives” is often used in

the AHP hierarchy to denote the final level [168].

As a part of the Delphi-AHP exercise, the participants were requested to conduct a

pairwise comparison exercise using the AHP framework in order to assign weights
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Figure 6.3: SOC Analysts’ Assessment Criteria and Subcriteria
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to the functions. A pairwise comparison matrix A was constructed and given to the

participants. The comparison matrix was subsequently used to compute the weights for

the criteria and subcriteria. The matrix A is an n× n real matrix, where n is the number

of evaluation criteria or subcriteria being considered. Let aij be a pairwise comparison

that the decision-maker makes between two criteria i and j. Each entry aij of the matrix

A represents the importance of the ith criterion relative to the jth criterion. Note that,

aij denotes the entry in the ith row and the jth column of matrix A. If aij > 1, then

the ith criterion is more important than the jth criterion, whereas if aij < 1, then the

ith criterion is less important than the jth criterion. If the two criteria have the same

importance, then the entry aij will be equal to 1 [68]. In AHP, the entries aij and aji

satisfy the constraint: aij · aji = 1 and aii = 1 for all i because when you compare

a criterion against itself, the expected outcome is of equal importance. If aij = 1, it

means that the decision-maker regards element i and j as equally important.

The participants rated the relative importance between two criterion at a time. This was

done using a numerical scale ranging from 1 to 9, shown in Table 6.4 as proposed by

Saaty [68]. When aij = 3, 5, 7 and 9 the decision-maker(s) regards element i as being

moderately more important, strongly more important, very strongly more important, and

extremely important, respectively, to element j. Saaty [68] suggests that an intermediate

value (2, 4, 6, 8) can be used if the decision-maker seeks to compromise.

Table 6.4: Saaty’s Scale of Relative Importance [68]

Once the matrix A has been constructed, the priority vector (or weights) for the criteria

[60, 161] was computed. The strategy for calculating the weights starts by deriving

from the matrix A a normalised pairwise comparison matrix (Anorm) by making the
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sum of each column equal to 1 [221]. Equation 6.1 is used for the computation. Each

entry aij of the matrix Anorm is computed, using Equation 6.1.

aij =
aij
n∑

i=1

aij

(6.1)

Finally, the criteria weight vector (w) is calculated by averaging the entries on each row

of Anorm using Equation 6.2 [221, 224].

wi =

n∑
j=1

aij

n
(6.2)

6.5.2.2 Checking the Consistency of the Decision Matrices

A consistency check is performed to ensure that the values assigned in the comparison

matrix and the resultant weights or priorities were not done arbitrarily [68, 221]. The

AHP provides a technique for checking the consistency of the choices made by the

decision-maker [172]. The concept of a consistency check is straightforward. If

one prefers summer twice as much as spring and spring twice as much as winter, in

mathematical terms, the preference of summer to winter would be 4. If the decision-

maker assigns any other value, there would be a certain level of inconsistency in the

judgement [68]. However, Saaty acknowledges that since the judgements are made

using subjective preferences, it is unlikely one can completely avoid some level of

inconsistency. The AHP, therefore, allows for a certain level of inconsistency in the

judgement.

The AHP calculates the consistency ratio (CR) to ascertain whether the judgements

made are at an acceptable level of consistency. The (CR) is calculated by comparing

the consistency index (CI) of the matrix A versus the consistency index of a randomly
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generated matrix - Random Index (RI). (CR) can be calculated using Equation 6.3

[68].

CR =
CI

RI
(6.3)

In Equation 6.3, RI denotes a Random Index. RI is when the values are entered

randomly without any thought process. If the values are randomly assigned, one would

expect it to be inconsistent [68]. Table 6.5 shows the values for RI [68].

Also, the CI in Equation 6.3 is calculated using Equation 6.4, where (λmax) represents

the maximum eigenvalue of the decision matrix A and n is the number of compared

criteria [68]. If A is absolutely consistent, then λmax = n [222].

CI =
λmax − n

n− 1
(6.4)

Table 6.5: Consistency indices for a randomly generated matrix

It is generally accepted that if the consistency ratio CR of the decision matrix is less

than 10%, then the judgement is acceptable and can therefore be used [161].

After calculating the main criteria, a similar calculation is performed for all of the

subcriteria to determine local priorities (subcriteria weights). Once the local priorities

of the elements of the various subcriteria have been calculated, they can be aggregated

to obtain the final weights [222].

6.5.3 Analysing the Output from Round 1

The response from each participant regarding the AHP pairwise comparison was checked

to ascertain whether their values and results satisfied the rule of reciprocity and were
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also aligned to the AHP consistency index [225]. The rule of reciprocity dictates that if

criteria A is more important than B, then B has to be less important than A. The output

for all eight participants for each of the criteria and subcriteria was consistent and had

CI of < 10%. The results of each participant are shown in Appendix D to J.

The geometric mean values were calculated using the responses of all participants. The

geometric mean values were then used to create a comparison matrix for the group [68].

The consistency index of the group’s decision was then checked to ascertain whether

the group’s judgment was consistent and met the AHP acceptable standards. Given that

a questionnaire was used to solicit the opinion of experts regarding the weights that

should be assigned to the different functions and metrics, the researcher was mindful

of the possibility of not obtaining a group consensus consistent with the AHP standard

given differences in opinion. Saaty [68, p. 270] mentions that when questionnaires

are used, there are times when the outcome from the group may be inconsistent, yet it

“provides an overall representation of the judgement of the group.”

6.5.3.1 Decision Matrix for the Main Criteria

Figure 6.4 illustrates the main criteria for evaluating an analyst’s performance. A

pairwise comparison matrix was constructed to derive the weights criteria for evaluating

an analyst’s performance. The pairwise comparison matrix from each of the participants

is shown in Appendix D. The analysis of the data from the panel in Round 1 shows

a consensus from the group that is consistent with the AHP standard of < 10%. The

resultant weights for each of the functions are shown in Table 6.6, along with the CR.
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Figure 6.4: Main Criteria

Table 6.6: Pairwise Comparison Matrix for the Main Criteria, Weights and CR

The weights for the subcriteria were determined in the same way that the weights for the

main criteria were determined: by computing the geometric mean of the pairwise values

suggested by each participant and constructing a comparison matrix, as described above.

For each comparison matrix, the CR was also calculated to ascertain the consistency of

the judgement.

6.5.3.2 Decision Matrix for the Monitoring and Detection Function Subcriteria

The subcriteria for the monitoring and detection function are depicted in Figure 6.5. A

pairwise comparison matrix was constructed for the monitoring and detection function

criteria, as shown in Table 6.7, using the criteria metrics. The resultant weights for

criteria based on the group’s judgement are deduced along with the consistency index

as shown in Table 6.7. The individual responses from the participants are shown in

Appendix E.
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Figure 6.5: Monitoring and Detection Function Criteria

Table 6.7: Weights and Consistency Ratio (CR) for the Monitoring and Detec-

tion Function Subcriteria.

6.5.3.3 Decision Comparison Matrix for the Analysis Function Subcriteria

The criteria shown in Figure 6.6 were used by the experts to construct a pairwise

comparison. Individual responses from the participants are shown in Appendix F. The

results of aggregating the geometric mean values and using them to build the group

comparison matrix generated the weights and the consistency index are shown in Table

6.8.
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Figure 6.6: Analysis Function Criteria

Table 6.8: Weights and Consistency Ratio (CR) for the Analysis Function

6.5.3.4 Decision Comparison Matrix for the Response and Reporting Function

Subcriteria

Figure 6.7 illustrates the subcriteria for the Response and Reporting function. Again,

as with the previous subcriteria, a pairwise comparison matrix was constructed for the
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Response and Reporting function criteria, as shown in Table 6.9 using the geometric

mean values from individual values provided by the experts. The individual responses

are shown in Appendix G. Table 6.9 shows the resulting weights and the consistency

index based on the group’s judgement.

Figure 6.7: Response and Reporting Function Criteria
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Table 6.9: Weights and Consistency Ratio (CR) for the Response and Reporting

Function.

6.5.3.5 Decision Comparison Matrix for the Intelligence Function Subcriteria

Figure 6.8 depicts the subcriteria for the intelligence function. A pairwise comparison

matrix was constructed using the geometric mean of the individual pairwise comparison

values provided by the experts. The individual responses are shown in Appendix H. The

resultant weights and the consistency index from the group’s judgement are shown in

Table 6.10.

Figure 6.8: Intelligence Function Criteria
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Table 6.10: Weights and Consistency Ratio (CR) for the Intelligence Function

6.5.3.6 Decision Comparison Matrix for the Baseline and Vulnerability Function

Subcriteria

Figure 6.9 illustrates the subcriteria for the Baseline and Vulnerability function. A

pairwise comparison matrix was constructed for the Baseline and Vulnerability function

criteria using the geometric mean values from the individual expert judgement. Table

6.11 shows the resulting weights and the consistency index.

Figure 6.9: Baseline and Vulnerability Function Criteria
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Table 6.11: Weights and Consistency Ratio (CR) for the Baseline and Vulnerabil-

ity Management Function.

6.5.3.7 Decision Comparison Matrix for the Policies and Signature Management

Subcriteria

The subcriteria for the Policies and Signatures Management function is depicted in

Figure 6.10. A pairwise comparison matrix was constructed for the policies and

signature management function subcriteria using the geometric mean values provided

by each expert. Individual responses are shown in Appendix I. The resultant weights

and the consistency index are shown in Table 6.12.

Figure 6.10: Policies and Signature Management Function Criteria
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Table 6.12: Weights and Consistency Ratio (CR) for the Policies and Signature

Management Function.

In addition to the weights, the indicators for assessing the quality of incident analysis

and the quality of their report were also established. Following the two rounds of the

Delphi study, the indicators identified in Table 6.13 were reported by the participants as

the most important areas that must be reported by analysts as part of quality analysis

and in their reports. These indicators can help assess the quality of an incident report

written by an analyst.
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Table 6.13: Quality of Analysis and Quality Report Indicators
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6.5.4 Round 2 of the Delphi-AHP study and Final Ranking

The purpose of Round 2 was to see if the experts agreed with the group consensus

reached in Round 1 or if any participants wanted to change some of the values derived

from the group judgement. Furthermore, Round 2 allowed the experts to make any

changes to the criteria weights or to recommend comments on the criteria for assessing

the quality of the analysis and incident report.

The outcome of Round 2 revealed some interesting results in that none of the participants

changed the outcome of the first round. The weights for the criteria and subcriteria from

the two rounds were synthesised to produce a set of overall weights (also known as the

"global weights") by multiplying the weight of each criterion by the weights of their

respective subcriterion [222]. The output of the calculation is shown in Table 6.14.
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Table 6.14: Final Weights for Analysts’ Functions and Met-

rics/KPIs

Criteria and

Subcriteria

Criteria

Weights

Subcriteria

Weights

Global

weight = the

weight of each

criterion(×)their

respective sub-

criterion

weight

Global

Weights(×)100

Monitoring and

Detection Func-

tion

0.2494

Number of Mis-

configuration

Detected over a

rolling period

0.0507 0.0126 1.2640

Number of Crit-

ical Incidents

Detected over a

rolling period

0.2001 0.0499 4.9901

Number of High

Incidents Detec-

ted over a rolling

period

0.1390 0.0347 3.4677

Number of Me-

dium Incidents

Detected over a

rolling period

0.0972 0.0242 2.4249
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Table 6.14 – continued from previous page

Criteria and

Subcriteria

Criteria

Weights

Subcriteria

Weights

Global weight

= the weight

of each

criterion(×)

their respect-

ive subcriterion

weight

Global

Weights(×)100

Number of Low

Incidents Detec-

ted over a rolling

period

0.0442 0.0110 1.1013

Number of Use

Case Incidents

Detected over a

rolling period

0.1262 0.0315 3.1470

Number of Zero

Day Incidents

Detected over a

rolling period

0.3427 0.0855 8.5479

Analysis Func-

tion

0.2450

Quality of Ana-

lysis

0.4427 0.1084 10.8440

Number of Crit-

ical Priority

Alert Analysed

over a rolling

period

0.1091 0.0267 2.6716
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Table 6.14 – continued from previous page

Criteria and

Subcriteria

Criteria

Weights

Subcriteria

Weights

Global weight

= the weight

of each

criterion(×)

their respect-

ive subcriterion

weight

Global

Weights(×)100

Number of High

Priority Alert

Analysed over a

rolling period

0.0974 0.0239 2.3866

Number of Me-

dium Priority

Alert Analysed

over a rolling

period

0.0640 0.0157 1.5667

Number of Low

Priority Alert

Analysed over a

rolling period

0.0416 0.0102 1.0180

Number of In-

house Use case

Analysed over a

rolling period

0.0910 0.0223 2.2288
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Table 6.14 – continued from previous page

Criteria and

Subcriteria

Criteria

Weights

Subcriteria

Weights

Global weight

= the weight

of each

criterion(×)

their respect-

ive subcriterion

weight

Global

Weights(×)100

Number of Zero

Day Incidents

Analysed over

a day rolling

period

0.1544 0.0378 3.7817

Baseline and

Vulnerability

Function

0.1084

Number of

Patches Applied

over a rolling

period

0.3873 0.0420 4.1982

Number of

Patches Rolled

back over a

rolling period

0.1698 0.0184 1.8410

Number of Vul-

nerabilities Dis-

covered over a

rolling period

0.4429 0.0480 4.8004
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Table 6.14 – continued from previous page

Criteria and

Subcriteria

Criteria

Weights

Subcriteria

Weights

Global weight

= the weight

of each

criterion(×)

their respect-

ive subcriterion

weight

Global

Weights(×)100

Intelligence

Function

0.1302

Number of Use

Cases Created

over a rolling

period

0.3873 0.0504 5.0432

Number of In-

dicators of Com-

promised (IOCs)

implemented

over a rolling

period

0.4429 0.0577 5.7666

Number of In-

dicators of Com-

promised (IOCs)

shared over a

rolling period

0.1698 0.0221 2.2116

Response and

Reporting

Function

0.1769
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Table 6.14 – continued from previous page

Criteria and

Subcriteria

Criteria

Weights

Subcriteria

Weights

Global weight

= the weight

of each

criterion(×)

their respect-

ive subcriterion

weight

Global

Weights(×)100

Quality of Incid-

ent Report

0.3641 0.0644 6.4403

Number of False

Positives Repor-

ted over a rolling

period

0.0468 0.0083 0.8276

Number of True

Critical Incident

Closed over a

rolling period

0.1090 0.0193 1.9277

Number of True

High Incident

Closed over a

rolling period

0.0995 0.0176 1.7594

Number of True

Medium Incid-

ent Closed over

a rolling period

0.0648 0.0115 1.1455
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Table 6.14 – continued from previous page

Criteria and

Subcriteria

Criteria

Weights

Subcriteria

Weights

Global weight

= the weight

of each

criterion(×)

their respect-

ive subcriterion

weight

Global

Weights(×)100

Number of True

Low Incident

Closed over a

rolling period

0.0516 0.0091 0.9129

Number of In-

house Use Case

Incidents Closed

over a rolling

period

0.0781 0.0138 1.3817

Number of Zero

Day Closed over

a rolling period

0.1862 0.0329 3.2930

Policies and

Signature Func-

tion

0.0901

Number of Use

Cases Created

over a rolling

period

0.2500 0.0225 2.2527
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Table 6.14 – continued from previous page

Criteria and

Subcriteria

Criteria

Weights

Subcriteria

Weights

Global weight

= the weight

of each

criterion(×)

their respect-

ive subcriterion

weight

Global

Weights(×)100

Number of In-

dicators of Com-

promised (IOCs)

implemented

over a rolling

period

0.5000 0.0451 4.5053

Number of In-

dicators of Com-

promised (IOCs)

shared over a

rolling period

0.2500 0.0225 2.2527

Total Weight 1 100
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6.6 SOC-AAM Template

The weights presented in Table 6.14 are used in this research to create the SOC-AAM

(Table 6.15). The SOC-AAM was tested and evaluated as part of an experimental case

study in Chapter 7. The performance score for one of the analyst’s that participated

in this study is shown in Table 6.16 and used to illustrate the composition of the SOC-

AAM. All the performance scores from the experimental case study can be found by

following the link below:

https://git.cardiff.ac.uk/c1854157/analysts-performance-scores.git
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Table 6.15: SOC-AAM: Assessment Template
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Table 6.16: Demonstration of the SOC-AAM
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The SOC-AAM (Table 6.15) contains six criteria and 31 subcriteria. The terms criteria

and subcriteria are used as a part of utilising the AHP framework [167, 226] in this

study (see Figure 6.3). The criteria are the analysts’ functions and the subcriteria are

the KPIs/metrics for measuring their performance under each function as discussed in

Section 6.5.2.1.

The weights for the subcriteria under the criteria are employed during the performance

measurement. It is important to note that the criterion weight is simply the summation

of the subcriteria weights for each criterion, respectively.

The steps to using the SOC-AAM as a performance measurement tool are detailed

below. The process is facilitated by an Excel spreadsheet that automates all calculations.

A copy of the SOC-AAM can be found here:

https://git.cardiff.ac.uk/c1854157/the-soc-aam.git

Below presents how the performance scores in the SOC-AAM is computed.

1. In the SOC-AAM (Table 6.16), let Cij = (ci1, ci2, ci3 · · · , cij); represent the first

column of the Table; where i represents a criterion; 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 (as there are

six criteria in the SOC-AAM); j denotes a subcriterion under the ith criterion;

1 ≤ j ≤ Ni and Ni denotes the total number subcriteria for the ith criterion. For

example, c11 represents the first subcriterion for the first criterion; c12 represents

the second subcriterion for the first criterion, c13 represents the third subcriterion

for the first criterion, and so on and so forth. In Table 6.16, the cells representing

the criteria are colour-coded blue and those representing the subcriteria colour-

coded in grey.

2. Let Wij = (wi1, wi2, wi3 · · · , wij) represent the second column of the SOC-

AAM (Table 6.16); where wij represents the weight for the jth subcriterion of

the ith criterion. The weights are deduced in Section 6.5.3 and presented in Table

6.14.
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3. Let Mij = (mi1,mi2,mi3 · · · ,mij) represent the third column of the SOC-

AAM (Table 6.16); where mij represents a value or cardinal number [196] based

on counting the number of times an analyst performs a task represented by the

jth subcriterion of the ith criterion. For example, an analyst that has closed 2

medium incidents, would be assigned a value of 2 under the number of medium

incidents closed.

4. In the fourth column (Table 6.16), an analyst’s total score (S) for the jth subcri-

terion of the ith criterion is computed in as S = wij ×mij .

5. The fifth column (Table 6.16) represents the team’s scores for each subcriterion.

Let Tij = (ti1, ti2, ti3 · · · , tij); where tij denotes a value or cardinal number [196]

achieved by the team for the jth subcriterion of the ith criterion.

6. Finally, the sixth column (Table 6.16) denotes the team’s overall score (O) for

the jth subcriterion of the ith criterion. This is computed as O = wij × tij .

An analyst’s overall performance score (X) is computed using Equation 6.5 below:

X =
6∑

i=1

Ni∑
j=1

S (6.5)

The team’s overall performance score (O) is computed using Equation 6.6:

Y =
6∑

i=1

Ni∑
j=1

O (6.6)

An analyst’s percentage contribution (Z) to the team is computed using Equation 6.7:

Z = 100× X

Y
(6.7)
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The SOC-AAM contains two qualitative subcriteria (the quality of analysis and the

quality of incident report) that must be scored by a SOC manager or the technical

lead. As a part of the evaluation process, a SOC manager needs to review a randomly

selected report written by an analyst during an assessment period and assign a score

value between 1 to 7 (where 1 is the lowest and 7 is the highest), depending on how

many of the seven quality indicators the analyst has addressed in the report (see Figure

6.13). Prior work [55] found that the quality of incident analysis is often reflected in the

report written by an analyst [55]. Therefore, the manager could assign the same score

to both the quality of incident analysis and the quality of incident report. Alternatively,

she or he could choose to assign a different score for the quality of analysis up to a

maximum of 7. However, this does not suggest that the quality of analysis is the same

as the quality of the report because the research participants assigned different weights

for the quality of analysis and the quality of the report.

The steps for evaluating analysts’ performance are outlined below and reported in [69]:

• Step 1: The evaluator enters the total number of analysts in the team into the

SOC-AAM tool. This will calculate the maximum team score for the quality of

analysis and the quality of their report (Note: Each analyst can achieve only a

maximum score of 7 for the quality of their analysis and a maximum score of 7

for the quality of their report, based on the seven indicators as stated earlier; the

overall team score is, therefore, 7, multiplied by the number of analysts for each

of the two functions);

• Step 2: If an analyst produces a report during the evaluation period, the SOC

manager or technical lead must analyse it and provide a quality score based on a

value between 1 to 7 for the report.

• Step 3: The evaluator must enter the scores (based on a cardinal number) for the

remaining functions. Once the evaluator has entered all the scores, the SOC-AAM

tool will automatically compute an analyst’s overall performance score as shown
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in Equation 6.5. Where there are no scores for a particular subcriteria, that should

be left blank. For example, in a SOC where analysts do not create use cases, the

KPI score value for use cases is simply left blank.

• Step 4: In order to compare an analyst’s performance against their peers, the

team’s total scores for each function must be entered for the evaluation period.

The team’s performance is computed automatically using Equation 6.6. Once

completed, the score for individual analysts would be displayed as a percentage

(see Equation 6.7) to reflect their individual contribution to the overall team’s

effort for a reporting period.

Chapter 7 presents the evaluation of all the artefacts designed in this research.

6.7 Chapter Summary - Conclusion

This chapter presented the functions of analysts as well as metrics for measuring

their performance. The chapter also presented the following artefacts: constructs,

frameworks, a method and an instantiation of the method. Whereas constructs describe

the functions of a SOC and metrics/KPIs for capturing their performance, the SOC

conceptual framework presented the functions of a SOC as identified in the existing

SOC frameworks validated by the participants as well as functions suggested by the

participants. The SOC-AAF presents the functions of an analyst from the list of SOC

functions and the metrics for measuring an analyst’s performance. The SOC-AAM

presents a systematic approach for measuring the performance of an analyst.

The next chapter presents the empirical evaluation of the proposed artefacts and instan-

tiation of the SOC-AAM.
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Chapter 7

Evaluation of the Designed Artefacts

7.1 Introduction

Evaluation is an important step in a DSR process as it provides essential feedback on

the utility of the design [138]. This chapter presents the evaluation of the artefacts

created in Chapter 6 of this thesis. There were three iterations of the design process,

as illustrated in Figure 7.1 with each iteration producing an artefact. This approach is

consistent with a typical DSR process, which requires a researcher to create a viable

artefact through an iterative process to solve the identified problem until the proposed

solution and its results are deemed satisfactory by users of the artefact or experts in the

domain [132, 227].

The first iteration resulted in the development of constructs and the creation of a SOC

conceptual framework for understanding the functions of a SOC and the metrics for

capturing an analyst’s performance. The constructs and the SOC conceptual framework

were used as an input for the second iteration.

The SOC-AAF was created during iteration 2. The SOC-AAF focuses on only the

functions of an analyst and maps the analyst’s functions to various metrics.

The third iteration was the creation of a systematic method for measuring an analyst’s

performance that incorporates the proposed guidelines for assessing the quality of an

incident analysis and incident report developed in iteration 2.
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Figure 7.1: DSR Process and Resultant Artefacts
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7.2 Reflection on the guidelines for conducting a DSR

This study found it necessary to ensure that the entire research process adhered to the

widely applicable guidelines for conducting a DSR [144]. A discussion of how this

study adheres to the DSR guidelines is provided below. According to Hevner et al.

[144], a DSR must comply with the following seven guidelines:

Guideline 1: Design as an Artefact - Hevner et al. [144] state that the first goal

of a DSR is to produce an artefact. An artefact, as mentioned in chapter 3, is a

human-made object designed to solve a practical problem [132]. There are numerous

artefacts in the literature. These include constructs, models, methods, instantiations,

frameworks, architecture, design principles, mathematical formulae, and design theories

[132, 144, 228]. The artefacts created in this study are constructs, a framework, a

method, and an instantiation.

Guideline 2: Problem Relevance - According to Hevner et al. [144], the second

objective of a DSR is to develop a solution to a problem that is meaningful and rel-

evant to a business. There are several justifications in the literature for devising a

systematic method for measuring the performance of an analyst [49, 54]. For example,

existing literature reports how a lack of a systematic approach to measuring analysts’

performance frustrates both SOC managers and analysts working in a SOC [25]. This

study, therefore, proposes a method for systematically evaluating the performance of

an analyst, based on multiple functions. In addition, there is evidence in the literature

suggesting that both novice and experienced analysts suffer from the complexity of

security incident analysis tasks [2]. To the best of the researchers’ knowledge, there is

no formal guideline for supporting analysts conducting their analysis function. This

study proposes a guideline that can be used by an analyst during analysis and also to

assess the quality of an incident analysis and the presentation of their report.

Guideline 3: Design Evaluation - Once an artefact has been built/designed, the next

objective is to evaluate it [229]. Hevner et al. [144] posit that designed artefacts must
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be evaluated to demonstrate their efficacy. The purpose of evaluation, as explained by

Johannesson and Perjons [138] is to determine how well a designed artefact solves the

issue at hand. Various techniques exist for evaluating artefacts in DSR. The evaluation

techniques applied in this study are (1) respondent validation (qualitative member

checks) through interviews, (2) logical proof of the AHP decisions to determine the

consistency of the judgement, (3) informed argument, and (4) the application of the

Method Adoption Model (MAM) through a case study.

Guideline 4: Research Contributions - The fourth goal of a DSR is to produce a

verifiable contribution [144]. This study contributes both academically and practically

to the body of knowledge. The study proposes a formal framework that can be used as

an educational tool to understand the functions of a SOC and the role of analysts. This

framework can also be leveraged by other security researchers interested in learning

more about a SOC.

Another contribution is the proposed systematic approach for measuring an analyst’s

performance. The proposed method represents a shift from the traditional method of

evaluating analysts’ performance, which does not take into account multiple aspects of

their work. This research also provides a novel guideline for assessing the quality of an

incident analysis and report by analysts, which is incorporated into the measurement

method.

Guideline 5: Research Rigour - The fifth guideline is the application of a rigorous

research process based on existing theories, constructs and experiences to design an

artefact [144]. Johannesson and Perjons [138] assert that the DSR must utilise rigorous

research methods. This study uses the existing SOC frameworks and models to build

a systematic approach for measuring an analyst’s performance. Additionally, the re-

search draws on well-established research methods (interviews, participant observation,

document reviews, the Delphi method and the AHP).

Guideline 6: Design as a Search Process - The sixth objective of the DSR is to

search for and investigate potential solutions that can be used to solve the practical
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problem identified [144]. This research explored various literature on SOCs to identify

any framework or model that can be used to design an approach for measuring an

analyst’s performance. Having established the functions of analysts and the metrics

for measuring an analyst’s performance, a thorough search of existing theories was

conducted to identify a systematic way of integrating the different metrics. The AHP

was identified as a useful framework that can be used to synthesise subjective and

objective metrics to measure the overall performance of an analyst. To the best of the

researcher’s ability, this study is the first of its kind to re-contextualise the AHP into a

SOC setting and specifically to measure an analyst’s performance.

Guideline 7: Communication of Research - The final objective of a DSR, accord-

ing to Hevner et al.[144], is to communicate the output via scholarly publication to

researchers and practitioners in the field [138]. Johannesson and Perjons [138] state

that disseminating the results allows other researchers to evaluate the artefact and build

on it. They say that a researcher needs to communicate the output of DSR to both

technology-oriented and management-oriented audiences. The output of this research

was shared with academics and practitioners in the field of SOC during cyber security

conferences, workshops and poster day events. Additionally, a number of research

articles were published as part of this research [24, 49, 55, 69].

7.3 Evaluating Proposed Artefacts

Peffers et al. [230] reviewed 148 DSR papers and identified eight common evaluation

methods for designed artefacts. Amongst them are case studies, field studies, experi-

ments, simulations, informed arguments, focus groups, interviews, and logical proof

[138, 230]. Table 7.1 shows the evaluation approaches used in this study.
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Table 7.1: Adopted Evaluation Technique
Artefacts Adopted Evaluation Technique

Constructs Interviews and the application of

the qualitative member check

The SOC Conceptual Framework

and the SOC-AAF

Interviews and informed argument

The SOC-AAM Logical proof using the AHP con-

sistency index and the application

of the Delphi method

An instantiation of the SOC-AAM A case study and the application

of the Method Adoption Model

(MAM)

7.3.1 Iteration 1: Evaluation of the Constructs and the SOC Con-

ceptual Framework

The constructs from Chapter 6 were evaluated using the member check technique during

the interviews. The member check technique (also known as respondent validation)

involved showing the study participants the output from the interview data or sections of

the recorded data to check for accuracy and resonance with their experiences [183]. The

responses from the participants are then recorded to validate the information captured

by the researcher as part of the interview.

The interview results were used to create constructs, consisting of the functions of

a SOC and the responsibilities of an analyst. The SOC experts participating in the

interviews were requested to comment on the constructs in terms of their coverage of

the functions of a SOC, the functions of an analyst, and the main metrics for measuring

an analyst’s performance. Presenting the constructs to participants offered them the

opportunity to confirm or reject certain parts of the framework. As stated in Chapter 6
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Section 6.2.5, the constructs were organised into a SOC conceptual framework shown

in Figure 6.1 and was presented to the interview participants. The participants were

asked to comment on the constructs and the proposed SOC conceptual framework using

the following question:

Question: The template/framework is intended to represent the functions of a SOC,

identify the functions of an analyst and performance metrics for analysts. In your

opinion, is there anything that you would like to add in terms of the functions or areas

of measure?

As reported in Chapter 6 under Section 6.2.1, the thematic analysis is used to analyse the

interview data. Under thematic analysis direct quotes and paraphrasing from interview

data are used to report and support the findings from a study [231]. Aronson [231]

states that using direct quotes and paraphrasing also increases the credibility of the

study’s findings. Table 7.2 presents the feedback received from the participants on the

constructs.

Table 7.2: Perceived Completeness of the Constructs and Concep-

tual Framework

Participant Response

Participant 1 I can’t think of anything else in terms of the SOC functions.

Maybe a containment function? But I suppose that will

come under incident management. I don’t think there is

anything else you can add to your framework.

Participant 2 Unless it is part of the intelligence function or part of the

response, interaction with other organisations like the 5 Eye

community, which is one of our functions...But generally,

your framework is good.
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Table 7.2 – continued from previous page

Participant Response

Participant 3 If you are looking at the activities of a SOC, I think you’ve

covered everything that our SOC carries out. I don’t think

there is anything out there that we could do. It does look

complete and mirrors the separate departments in our SOC.

Participant 4 Most SOC functions fall under one of those categories any-

way. I think your framework covers all the areas that can be

measured.

Participant 5 Your framework covers all SOC functions. Obviously, the

monitoring and detection function and the analysis function

are the two major ones. The framework is pretty good and

covers all the functions of a SOC.

Participant 6 You have covered a lot of the basics. Nothing that shouts

out. I don’t think there is anything that we do in our SOC

that is not in this framework. I think it’s all covered.

Participant 7 It is very foundational. I don’t think there is anything out

there that jumps out that is not covered. Yeah, I think the

framework covers it very well.

Participant 8 I don’t think there is anything else. For a SOC itself, it cov-

ers it.

Participant 9 I can’t see anything from the top of my head, depending

on what you are offering to the customer, but to be honest,

I think you’ve got it covered, what should be offered as a

service and the functional areas that should be covered.

Participant 10 I think these are the main functions of a SOC.

Participant 11 To be honest with you, you do have the full spectrum there.
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Table 7.2 – continued from previous page

Participant Response

Participant 12 On the functions, I believe your framework covers almost

everything.

The above feedback from the SOC experts who took part in this study shows that

participants believe the constructs cover the functions of a SOC and the work of an

analyst. The responses from P4, P5, P6, P8, P9, P10, and P11, in particular, indicate

that an organisation providing a SOC service will provide one of the functions outlined

in Figure 6.1.

7.3.2 Iteration 2: Evaluation of the SOC-AAF

In collaboration with the interview participants, the constructs were used to create the

SOC-AAF as discussed in Section 6.3. The SOC-AAF consolidates analysts’ functions

and maps each function to a range of metrics reported in the literature and those

suggested by the participants. The criteria used for designing the SOC-AAF is presented

in Section 6.3.1

The SOC-AAF was evaluated using informed argument [230, 232]. The adopted

evaluation process in this iteration is similar to the strategy reported in [233, 234] which

relies on informed argument. An informed argument is the process of using existing

relevant research and literature to build a convincing argument for the artefact’s utility

[232]. Hevner et al. [144] posit that the existing knowledge base can be used to build

an informed argument regarding the usefulness of an artefact.

However, relying on an existing knowledge base or utilising the existing literature to

build an argument on the utility of an artefact is akin to using secondary data sources and
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thus has some disadvantages. For example, Rose et al. [155] opine that because existing

works were designed and intended to find answers to a different problem, they may not

answer the researcher’s specific research questions or contain specific information that

the researcher desires. Nonetheless, as reported in [64] existing works can still be useful

in helping researchers answer certain research questions and test some hypotheses. In

addition, secondary data sources provide a time-efficient and easily accessible source of

information for research [64, 235].

The SOC-AAF was evaluated using the criteria used by Albluwi [234] to evaluate

his framework for performance evaluation of Computer Security Incident Response

(CSIR) capabilities. Albluwi’s [234] work is relevant because of its similarities to

the activities of a SOC. Albluwi’s [234] evaluated his CSIR framework against three

attributes: comprehensiveness, flexibility, and compatibility. In this study, these three

items were complemented with additional attributes suggested in [236] as the criteria

for a good enterprise framework. Since a SOC and the role of analysts fall within an

enterprise activity [28], this study opines that a framework built for a SOC, or for that

matter analysts, can be evaluated against enterprise framework attributes. The additional

attributes complementing the attributes proposed by Albluwi are assessing the simplicity

of the framework and its practicality [237].

The SOC-AAF was therefore evaluated against the following attributes: (1) Simplicity,

(2) Comprehensiveness, (3) Flexibility, (4) Compatibility, and (5) Practicality:

• Simplicity - This attribute indicates that the framework is simple to understand

and easy to use [238]. Indeed, according to the DSR process, artefacts need to be

evaluated for their simplicity, understandability and ease of use [229, 238]. The

SOC-AAF is simple and easy to understand. This is because the constructs used

within the framework resonates with SOC practitioners and SOC researchers. It

is also simple because it is based on the functions of a SOC and the functions

that an analyst is expected to perform as reported by the participants and as such

practitioners can easily understand it and relate to it. Many of these functions can
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also be found in the existing SOC frameworks [21, 52].

• Comprehensiveness - While there is no clear definition or outline of what con-

stitutes comprehensiveness of a framework [234], some scholars argue that a

comprehensive framework must be detailed and must include pertinent constructs

congruent with the domain [237, 239]. In this study, the SOC-AAF was de-

veloped following a thorough analysis of the literature and through engagement

with SOC experts. Engaging with the literature and practitioners was to ensure

that the relevant constructs required to capture the performance of an analyst

were documented. The SOC-AAF covers the most common functions expected

of an analyst according to the study participants [55] and as reported during

the evaluation of the Iteration 1. The comprehensiveness and completeness of

the overall method was also evaluated by the SOC experts. The existing SOC

frameworks also contain the functions in the SOC-AAF [21, 52].

• Flexibility - Flexibility denotes the framework’s applicability and adaptability

to the operations of different SOC settings [240]. The flexibility argument is

based on participants’ suggestion that the framework contains all the major SOC

functions, thus it offers a flexible means of representing the range of analysts

functions in different SOCs. SOC system designers can also use aspects of the

framework in their research where analysts are not accessible to them.

• Compatibility - This means the framework can coexist with other SOC frame-

works [241]. The SOC-AAF is grounded in existing works and more specifically

the existing SOC frameworks. To that end, it is compatible with existing SOC

frameworks when trying to understand the functions of a SOC. As with the exist-

ing frameworks the SOC-AAF can also be used to explain the functions of a SOC

albeit it focuses is on the functions performed by analysts. The SOC-AAF also

presents a range of metrics for measuring the performance of an analyst.

• Practicality - This implies that the framework can be put into practice successfully

[237]. The SOC-AAF is a practical framework that supported the researcher’s
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efforts to design a method for measuring the performance of an analyst. The

SOC-AAF aids in identifying the key areas of measurement for analysts to achieve

the overall aim of this project.

7.3.3 Iteration 3: Evaluation of the SOC-AAM

The SOC-AAM was presented to SOC practitioners for an empirical evaluation. It is

important to note that the guidelines for assessing the quality of incident analysis and

the quality of an incident report that comes with the SOC-AAM were evaluated as part

of the Delphi study by the experts. Peffers et al. [230] assert that the Delphi method

is an effective evaluation method because it allows experts to provide their individual

opinions on a topic.

The evaluation of the SOC-AAM was in two parts: a preliminary evaluation and

an extensive evaluation. The preliminary evaluation was a rapid test to determine

the feasibility of using the SOC-AAM as an evaluation tool in a SOC; it was also an

opportunity to determine the feasibility and suitability of using a weighted approach to

evaluate an analyst’s performance. Furthermore, the preliminary evaluation provided

preliminary feedback for improvement. A questionnaire based on the MAM was used

in an extensive evaluation involving more participants and different SOCs to assess

the efficacy of the SOC-AAM in four dimensions (perceived usefulness, ease of use,

intention to use, and completeness).

7.3.3.1 Preliminary Evaluation of the SOC-AAM: Experts’ Feedback

During the preliminary evaluation, the SOC-AAM template (Table 6.15) was presented

to the SOC supporting this study for an initial assessment. To protect the identity of

the organisation and analysts that took part in the preliminary evaluation, the particip-

ating organisation SOC is referred to as ‘Corp1-SOC’. Corp 1-SOC provides security

monitoring and response services to a multinational aerospace organisation that designs,
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manufactures and sells commercial and military aircraft. They also offer SOC services

to other organisations in the form of an MSSP.

Following a meeting with the Corp1-SOC management team, two senior analysts and the

SOC manager agreed to evaluate the usability of the SOC-AAM and provide feedback.

The participants were given a participant information sheet that explained the objective

of the study, their rights; and the option to participate in the study or not. The analysts

and their managers were given a demonstration of the SOC-AAM, using hypothetical

values or metrics scores as per the SOC-AAM design. As an example, where an analyst

has closed two high priority incidents and opened three medium priority incidents,

scores of 2 and 3 will be allocated respectively in the SOC-AAM under the appropriate

fields in the SOC-AAM. Following the demonstration, the analysts were free to either

enter their achieved metrics as they accomplished them or collect that information from

their ticketing systems at the end of their shift cycle to complete the SOC-AAM. The

two analysts decided to enter their metrics as they achieved them. The testing lasted for

approximately 5 hours; and at the end of the exercise, the participants were requested to

submit their Excel spreadsheets to their manager and the researcher. The manager also

used the information from the team’s ticketing system to populate the SOC-AAM in

order to evaluate the performance of the team members.

At the end of the testing, the participants were given a short open-ended questionnaire in

which they were requested to provide feedback on the general usability and usefulness

of the weighted approach [229]. The participants were also requested to share their

thoughts on using the SOC-AAM tool. There were two questions capturing the opinion

of the participants:

Question 1 (Q1): Can you please comment on the general usability and usefulness of

the attached assessment method?

Question 2 (Q2): Can you please summarise your experience and overall thoughts on

the assessment framework?
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The overall preliminary feedback obtained from the SOC manager and analysts who

tested the SOC-AAM tool suggests that the SOC-AAM is useful and easy to use. The

feedback received are as follows:

Analyst 1:

Q1: This is a very helpful tool, and I had no trouble using it. Once you get used to the

layout, it is actually pretty easy to use. Worked well.

Q2: From a senior analyst perspective, the spreadsheet is easy to understand, and

the data required from analysts, or a manager also looks straightforward to me. This

framework can easily be used to compare the performance of two people.

Analyst 2:

Q1: I found this tool fairly useful, thanks to the inclusion of the readme.

Q2: I found it to be very user-friendly, and the quality of analysis guideline contains a

wealth of information. I am satisfied with it as a tool for assessing performance because

it allows you to compare the performance of team members.

The SOC manager:

Q1: In my position as the SOC Service Delivery Manager, I often collate statistics on a

regular basis. I have reviewed the reporting tool created by Enoch, which demonstrates

individual analysts and combined Team performance totals. I believe that this will be

useful as not only a time saving exercise for Managers to report on the performance

statistics, but will also be able to identify strengths and weaknesses for individuals or

the team as a whole, which in turn will help to identify areas where training will be

beneficial.

I found this tool easy to use and to work with, once verbally explained. I would suggest

that an extra tab should be added with a set of instructions, to cover the ‘Single Point

Of Failure’ aspect, as in if the monitoring or reporting has to be taken over by someone

who is unfamiliar with using the spreadsheet.
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The ‘Criteria For Quality Analysis’ would also be handy to give to the Team members.

The individuals would be aware of exactly what they are being assessed on and also the

areas they need to keep in mind when working on tasks.

Q2: My overall thoughts are that this would prove to be a useful tool for reporting,

identifying areas of training and focus on performances of the team.

I can see that a lot of hard work and thought has gone into the spreadsheet which has

taken in all aspects of the SOC environment which a Manager would find extremely

useful.

However, due to the small sample size, more detailed testing was conducted using the

MAM [242, 243]. As a result, additional testing (extensive testing) was carried out.

The testing took place at two different organisations over a four-month period. One

of the organisations was Corp1-SOC (used for the preliminary testing), and the other

is referred to as Corp2-SOC to anonymise the organisation. Corp1-SOC provides a

24x7 security monitoring and response service for its own organisation and also offers

a Managed Service Security Provider (MSSP) to a number of other organisations in

the United Kingdom and across Europe. Twelve analysts from Corp1-SOC, the team

manager, and the technical lead (who is also a deputy manager) took part in the study

without any reward for participation.

Corp2-SOC is responsible for providing internal SOC service at a large telecommunica-

tion firm in Norway. The manager at Corp2-SOC, along with two analysts, participated

in the testing and evaluation of the SOC-AAM.

Full details for the performance assessment scores from the testing can be found by

following the link below:

https://git.cardiff.ac.uk/c1854157/analysts-performance-scores.git

The SOC managers and analysts were requested to evaluate the SOC-AAM and its

overall utility based on their professional judgement using the MAM. The MAM is a
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theoretical model for evaluating a designed method. The section below presents the

findings from the extended testing.

7.3.3.2 Extensive Evaluation via the Application of the Method Adoption Model

The extended evaluation was guided by the MAM, which is derived from the Method

Evaluation Model (MEM). The MEM is a theoretical model for validating IS design

methods [152]. However, as explained by Paz et al. [242], the MEM has general aspects

of evaluation that can be applied to any design method. The MEM consists of six

constructs whose relationships are shown in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: The Method Evaluation Model [152]

The definitions for the MEM constructs which we adopted [152, 239, 242] are as

follows:

• Actual Efficiency: refers to the effort required to apply a method;

• Actual Effectiveness: denotes the degree to which a method achieves its objective;

• Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU): refers to the degree to which a person believes

that using a method would be free of effort;
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• Perceived Usefulness (PU): denotes the degree to which a person believes that a

particular method will be effective in achieving its intended objective;

• Intention to Use (ItU): denotes the extent to which a person intends to use a

particular method; and

• Actual Usage: represents the extent to which a method is used in practice.

While the MEM has six constructs, the evidence from the literature indicates that one

does not have to use all of them when evaluating a design method, as some of the

elements may not be appropriate in certain situations [69, 152, 244]. This research

focused on the perception/intention-based constructs of the MEM known as the MAM

[242, 244, 245, 246, 247]. According to Abrahào et al. [248], one of the major

advantages of using the MAM and the associated measurement scales is that they are

based on previous studies in which similar surveys were used and validated in the

context of method adoption.

The strategy used in this study is similar to the work of Paz et al. [242, 249], Recker

et al. [244], Pow-Sang et al. [246], Díaz et al. [250, 251], Abrahào et al. [252] and

Condori-Fernandez and Pastor [245] in that only sections of the MEM are used. The

reasons for this are as follows. Firstly, Moody [152] states that it is not possible to

evaluate ‘Actual Usage’ under experimental conditions. Given that the evaluation was

conducted as part of an experiment, it is not feasible to test actual usage [152]. However,

scholars argue that an intention to use a particular method can be a predictor of ‘Actual

Usage’ of the method [242, 244]. So, although the ‘Actual Usage’ construct is not

used as part of the experiment, this study argues that an expression of intent by SOC

practitioners to use the SOC-AAM in the future demonstrates the likelihood of the

SOC-AAM being adopted and used in practice.

Secondly, Moody asserts that using the ‘Actual Efficacy’ constructs only makes sense

when comparing methods [152]. Given that the SOC-AAM is new and, to the author’s

knowledge, the only existing systematic method for measuring an analyst’s performance
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- it cannot be compared to any other systematic method. The SOC-AAM is unique

in that it incorporates various functions and well-defined guidelines for assessing the

quality of an incident analysis and the quality of incident report that do not currently

exist. This study, therefore, does not use the ‘Actual Efficacy’ constructs.

In addition to the MAM constructs, this study also solicited the opinions of the SOC

experts on their ‘Perceived Completeness’ (PCO) of the SOC-AAM [242, 243]. ‘PCO’

is defined as the extent to which a SOC expert believes that the SOC-AAM covers all

aspects of an analyst’s functions [242]. Also, SOC managers’ and analysts’ opinions

were solicited to ascertain whether the SOC-AAM resulted in any observed improvement

in an analyst’s performance. Lastly, SOC managers were also asked to confirm whether

their analysts’ scores reflected their true performance from the manager’s perspective

during the experiment.

The extended evaluation was guided by the research questions (RQ-A1 to RQ-A5) listed

below. RQ-A1, RQ-A2 and RQ-A3 were adopted from previous studies [242] and

adjusted to the context of this study. RQ-A4 and RQ-A5 were specifically designed

to ascertain whether the introduction of the SOC-AAM leads to an improvement in an

analyst’s performance and whether the scores achieved by each analyst measured using

the SOC-AAM reflect their manager’s perception about their performance in the team.

• (RQ-A1) Do SOC managers and analysts consider the SOC-AAM easy-to-use

and useful?

• (RQ-A2) Would SOC managers and analysts use the SOC-AAM in practice in

the future?

• (RQ-A3) According to the SOC managers and analysts, to what extent does the

SOC-AAM cover all the main functions of an analyst?

• (RQ-A4) According to the SOC managers and analysts, did the introduction of

the SOC-AAM lead to an improvement in an analyst’s performance?
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• (RQ-A5) According to SOC managers, did the final performance score(s) of

analysts in their team reflect the manager’s perceived performance of each analyst?

The MAM constructs were operationalised, using multiple indicators to devise a ques-

tionnaire. The questionnaire was used to collect empirical data from the SOC experts

who participated in the testing of the SOC-AAM. The items of the questionnaire

instrument were formulated using a 5-point Likert scale. The items on the survey

were constructed by synthesising previous measurement items from the literature

[152, 242, 253, 254]. For each item on the survey, the participants were asked to

rate their responses on a five-point scale, ranging from 1 to 5, where 1 denotes an

extremely negative perception of the construct and 5 represents an excellent positive

rating. The outcome of the questionnaire was also used to test the hypothesis defined in

Chapter 1 under Section 1.2.2.

The constructs and original scales adopted for the study are shown in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Constructs and original scales adopted for the study

Construct Adopted con-

struct definition

No Item References

Perceived Use-

fulness (PU)

The extent to

which a person

believes that the

SOC-AAM will

be effective for

evaluating the

performance of

an analyst.

PU1 Overall, I found

the SOC-AAM

to be a useful

method for eval-

uating an ana-

lyst’s perform-

ance.

Adopted from:

[152](PU4, Q7)

[239] (PU1, Q1)

[253] (PU14)
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Table 7.3 – continued from previous page

Construct Adopted con-

struct definition

No Item References

PU2 I find the SOC-

AAM useful

for achieving

the purpose of

measuring an

analyst’s per-

formance.

Adopted from:

[239] (PU1, Q2)

PU3 The SOC-AAM

provides an ef-

fective approach

for measuring

the performance

of a SOC ana-

lyst.

Adopted from:

[152](PU6, Q12)

Perceived Ease

of Use (PEOU)

The extent to

which a person

believes that

using the SOC-

AAM would be

free of effort.

PEOU1 I found the pro-

cedure for ap-

plying the SOC-

AAM easy to

follow.

Adopted from:

[152](PEOU1,

Q1) [253]

(PEOU14)
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Table 7.3 – continued from previous page

Construct Adopted con-

struct definition

No Item References

PEOU2 Overall, I found

the SOC-AAM

easy to use.

Adopted from:

[152](PEOU1,

Q4)

[239](PEOU1,

Q1) [253]

(PEOU8)

PEOU3 I found the SOC-

AAM easy to

learn.

Adopted from:

[152](PEOU3,

Q6)

[239](PEOU3,

Q1) [255]

(PEOU1, Q26)

PEOU4 The SOC-AAM

is clear and easy

to grasp.

Adopted from:

[152](PEOU5,

Q11) [255]

(PEOU2, Q33)

Intention to Use

(ItU)

The extent to

which a person

intends to con-

tinue to use the

SOC-AAM for

the evaluation

of an analyst

performance.

ItU1 If I retain ac-

cess to the SOC-

AAM, my inten-

tion would be to

continue to use

it when evalu-

ating analysts’

performance.

Adopted from:

[239] (ItU1, Q1)
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Table 7.3 – continued from previous page

Construct Adopted con-

struct definition

No Item References

ItU2 In the future,

I expect I will

continue to use

the SOC-AAM

for measuring

an analyst’s per-

formance.

Adopted from:

[239] (ItU2)

ItU3 I prefer to con-

tinue to use the

SOC-AAM for

the measuring

of an analyst’s

performance

over other ways

of assessing an

analyst’s per-

formance.

Adopted from:

[239] (ItU3)

[152] (ItU2,

Q16)
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Table 7.3 – continued from previous page

Construct Adopted con-

struct definition

No Item References

Perceived Com-

pleteness (PCO)

The extent to

which a person

believes that the

SOC-AAM cov-

ers all core areas

in evaluating the

performance of

an analyst.

PCO1 I found the

SOC-AAM to

be a complete

method for

measuring the

performance of

an analyst based

on their task per-

formance.

Adopted from:

[242]

PCO2 I found the

SOC-AAM

to be a com-

plete method

for measuring

an analyst’s

performance

in comparison

to existing ap-

proach.

Adopted from:

[69]

Prior to the testing, the managers were each given a practical demonstration on using

the SOC-AAM tool via Zoom. During the demonstration, hypothetical metric values
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were used to illustrate how to use the tool for an evaluation. Although a demonstration

was provided, the SOC-AAM tool was accompanied by “Read Me” notes detailing a

step-by-step process regarding its use.

7.3.4 Results of Post-Testing Feedback

After four months of testing, the participants were invited by email to participate in

a post-testing survey (see Appendix K). A link to the online survey questionnaire

was included in the email. All the participants (17 in total) completed and returned

the questionnaire. The feedback received from the participants was used to answer

the research questions defined under section 7.3.3.2. The results from the testing are

presented below.

7.3.4.1 Reliability Analysis of the Questionnaire Items

The Cronbach’s alpha was used to analyse the reliability and internal consistency of

the set of scale items used in the survey. The measurement of Cronbach’s alpha is

usually reported as a value between 0 and 1 [208]. Although there is no agreed-upon

standard for reliability, in the literature, α ≥ 0.7 is typically considered to be acceptable

[152]. Majid et al. [208] also point out that a value closer to 1 indicates a high level of

reliability and internal consistency of the items.

The results show that all areas have an alpha value greater than 0.7 (see Table 7.4). This

implies that the items in the questionnaire are highly correlated.
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Table 7.4: Reliability of the Scale Items
CONSTRUCT CRONBACH’S α

Perceived Ease of Use .886

Perceived Usefulness .894

Intention to Use .899

Perceived Completeness .761

7.3.4.2 (RQ-A1): Perceived Ease of Use and Perceived Usefulness

This section addresses research question (RQ-A1), which is defined in section 7.3.3.2.

It also investigates Hypothesis 1, defined in Chapter 1 under Section 1.2.2 which

postulates that:

The SOC-AAM is an easy to use and a useful method for measuring the performance of

an analyst (H.a1).

Under the MAM/MEM, a score greater than 3 (the neutral point in a 5-point Likert scale)

indicates a positive perception [242, 244, 256]. A Likert scale is a rating scale used to

measure opinions, perceptions, attitudes and/or behaviours of research participants [257,

258]. The aim was to analyse the survey data to determine whether the overall perception

rating from the participants was greater or less than 3 for the various constructs.

A Shapiro-Wilk normality test [259] using SPSS revealed that the data from the parti-

cipants was not normally distributed as the p − value was less than 0.05. Appendix

M shows the survey responses from the participants. As a result, a non-parametric

statistical method was used to test the data.

A non-parametric method also fits the data collected because of the small sample

size [256]. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test (a non-parametric test) [260] was used to

determine whether the observed median score of the participants was greater than the

zero point of the 5-point Likert scale (median0 = 3) [256]. Table 64 - Appendix M
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presents the descriptive statistics of the responses.

The null hypothesis states that observed median scores are less or equal to the zero

point (H0 medianvariable ≤ median0) and the alternative hypothesis states that observed

median scores are greater than the zero point (HA: medianvariable > median0) [256].

The test result revealed that the median of the scores received from the participants

for both PEOU and PU was significantly greater than 3, a p < 0.05, indicating that

SOC experts had a positive perception of the SOC-AAM. The median scores for the

PEOU and PU were 5 and 4, respectively. Tables 59, 60 and 61 (Appendix M) show the

overall participants’ responses and the mean and median scores for the PU and PEOU

respectively.

Figure 7.3: Response breakdown regarding the PEOU
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Figure 7.4: Response breakdown regarding the PU

7.3.4.3 (RQ-A2): Intention to Use SOC-AAM in the future

This section addresses research question A2 (RQ-A2), defined under section 7.3.3.2.

It also investigates Hypothesis 2, defined in Chapter 1 under Section 1.2.2 which

postulates that:

SOC managers and analysts will use the SOC-AAM in future (H.a2).

The intention to use a particular method is considered an important factor when eval-

uating the pragmatic success of a method. The null hypothesis states that observed

median scores concerning practitioners’ intention of using the SOC-AAM for future

evaluation is less or equal to the zero point (H0 medianvariable ≤ median0) and the

alternative hypothesis states that observed median scores are greater than the zero point

(HA: medianvariable > median0).

The median score from the participants was 5, which is greater than 3 with a p < 0.05.

Based on the findings, this research concludes that the participants intend to use the
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SOC-AAM in future evaluations. Tables 59 and 62 (Appendix M) show the overall

participants responses and the mean and median scores on the ItU.

Figure 7.5: Response breakdown regarding the ItU

7.3.4.4 (RQ-A3): The completeness of the SOC-AAM

This section addresses research question A3 (RQ-A3). It also focuses on Hypothesis 3,

defined in Chapter 1 under Section 1.2.2 which postulates that:

SOC managers and analysts would perceive the SOC-AAM as a complete method for

measuring the performance of an analyst (H.a3).

The participants were asked about how complete they perceived the SOC-AAM as

an evaluation tool and their responses showed that they perceived the SOC-AAM as

covering the key areas upon which an analyst’s performance can be measured. Figure

7.6 shows the results of the PCO.

The null hypothesis states that observed median scores are less or equal to the zero

point (H0 medianvariable ≤ median0) in regard to how the practitioners perceive the
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completeness of the SOC-AAM and the alternative hypothesis states that observed

median scores are greater than the zero point (HA: medianvariable > median0).

The median score for the PCO is 4, which is greater than 3 with a p < 0.05. Tables

59 and 63 (Appendix M) show the overall participants’ responses and the mean and

median scores on the PCO.

While the SOC-AAM was initially conceptualised using existing SOC frameworks

[21, 27, 52] and input from SOC experts obtained through interviews, some of the

participants reported in their feedback under research question 4 that analysts could be

tasked with work that may take time, but that is not accounted for in the SOC-AAM.

This may be attributed to the fact that only a small group of people selected the role of

an analyst. As a result, some functions might have been overlooked. It is also possible

that a different group of experts may have also proposed an additional set of analyst’s

functions.

Nonetheless, the goal of this study was to propose an approach based on the most

common analyst’s functions, as reported by a group of SOC experts, and based on

the existing framework for understanding the operations of a SOC. Given that all of

the functions proposed by the participants in this study also appeared in the SOC

framework, this study contends that the analysts’ functions used corroborate with the

existing understanding of a SOC’s role.

It is important to mention that, whereas fourteen people from Corp1-SOC participated

in the testing and evaluation of the SOC-AAM, only three people from Corp2-SOC

participated in the testing and evaluation. Unfortunately, the sample size from Corp2-

SOC was too small for subgroup analyses and as a result, the decision was made to

present the results from the two organisations together.
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Figure 7.6: Response breakdown regarding the PCO

7.3.4.5 (RQ-A4): Research Question A4

When participants were asked whether the introduction of the SOC-AAM as an eval-

uation tool resulted in an improvement in an analyst’s performance, the proposed

guidelines yielded some interesting results.

The SOC manager at Corp1-SOC commented that: “The guidelines for assessing the

quality of analysts’ analysis has been useful to the team. I think it encouraged them to

expand their thinking and take a step back to think through what they need to do when

writing their incident report. I also believe that the tool made it possible for everyone

within the team to understand the basis upon which they are being assessed.” The

manager at Corp2-SOC was also of a similar opinion but emphasised that producing a

good quality report comes with experience. The manager at Corp2-SOC stated that: “I

think the SOC-AAM greatly helped my analysts develop their ability to analyse events. I

think the quality of analysis criteria is good, but it comes with experience, knowledge,

and the organisation’s process.”

The participants said that the guidelines had a positive impact on their analysis and
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report writing. Table 7.5 shows the comments from the participating analysts as reported

in Appendix L.
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Table 7.5: Analysts’ statement on whether the SOC-AAM resulted

in an improvement in their performance

Participant Response

Corp2-SOC

Analyst 1

I am very happy using this method because it concentrates

on the area of my work that can be measured. I will say it is

tangible. I am also happy that the weights for the different

tasks are not the same because when I work on high priority

incidents, I don’t want to have the same score as someone

who is only working on low priority incidents. I also think

that the how, when, what, who, and recommendation are

useful when it comes to incident analysis and helped during

my analysis.

Corp2-SOC

Analyst 2

From what I have done in this assessment, the criteria for

quality analysis allowed me to understand a more compre-

hensive and procedural process of analysing events. It also

showed me the area that still needs to improve from the 7

steps of incident analysis processes.

Corp1-SOC

Analyst 1

I found using the SOC-AAM guidelines useful as it stream-

lined my work focus, which, in my opinion, made me much

more efficient. Overall, I think the tool improved my per-

formance.

Corp1-SOC

Analyst 2

I think it made it easier to rate my overall performance

in terms of the functions listed on the SOC-AAM. I also

think that the guidelines provided by the SOC-AAM made

it easier when analysing packets. So, I will say that it posit-

ively impacted my performance.
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Table 7.5 – continued from previous page

Participant Response

Corp1-SOC

Analyst 3

Overall, I think the SOC-AAM is a good and a simple tool

to use. I like the way it breaks down the different functions,

so I can easily see the areas that I did well.

Corp1-SOC

Analyst 4

Even though log analysis is not something new to me, I

found the criteria that you have for assessing the quality

of the analysis really useful. In my opinion, those criteria

definitely had some impact on my thinking process.

Corp1-SOC

Analyst 5

The SOC-AAM did not improve my performance in terms of

what is expected of me as an analyst.

Corp1-SOC

Analyst 6

While it felt satisfying to know exactly what I am being

assessed on, my concern is that there are still a number of

things that take a lot of my time that are not reflected in the

SOC-AAM. For example, replying to emails and responding

to phone calls.

Corp1-SOC

Analyst 7

I think the SOC-AAM is useful, especially the who, when,

how, what criteria, which I believe helped my thinking pro-

cess and showed me how to take in a lot of information

from an incident and organise them in concise steps when

writing my report.

Corp1-SOC

Analyst 8

In my opinion, although I found the SOC-AAM easy to

use, I still think that when I am being asked to work on

things that are not in the SOC-AAM, I wouldn’t achieve any

score, but to be fair, it covers all the major functions we are

expected to do and would say it improved my performance

in the areas I am being measured on.
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Table 7.5 – continued from previous page

Participant Response

Corp1-SOC

Analyst 9

In my opinion, the guidelines included in the SOC-AAM

helped me to improve on the kind of information that I

would have normally included in my report.

Corp1-SOC

Analyst 10

The SOC-AAM has helped me to improve my performance

as I know the tasks I am being assessed on. The criteria for

quality analysis bring everything together nicely.

Corp1-SOC

Analyst 11

I actually think that having this tool is good but it takes a

lot of time to fill this form with all these statistics especially

when we are busy. Maybe if it can be incorporated into

our ticketing system it will be much better. As to whether

it improved by performance or not, it is hard to say to be

honest.

Corp1-SOC

Analyst 12

I think my performance remained the same but I found the

guidelines interesting and useful.

This outcome was very encouraging because although the study’s objective was to

develop a systematic method for evaluating an analyst’s performance, the participants’

responses indicated that the guidelines for assessing the quality of an analyst’s report

benefited the analysts that participated in the study as reported in Table 7.5.

7.3.4.6 (RQ-A5): Research Question A5

When the SOC managers were asked whether the scores achieved by their analysts

reflected their perceived view of each analyst’s contribution to the team, there was

some interesting feedback. The manager at Corp1-SOC stated that: “There are some
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competitive individuals within the team, so I was expecting those individuals to show

that competitiveness. However, looking at the monthly scores, it was great to see that

all the analysts did pretty well. I am of the opinion that the scores achieved by each

individual analyst are reflective of how I perceive their contribution to the team. One

area that I saw improvement across the board is report writing.”

The manager at Corp2-SOC, on the other hand, stated that the scores obtained by

the analysts in their team only reflected about 95% of their performance. However,

from the researcher perspective, the 95% was the manager’s subjective view based

on his team. There were no additional external or academic literature to support the

suggested percentage. According to the manager at Corp2-SOC, there were some

tasks that the SOC-AAM did not capture. According to Corp2-SOC: Implementation

and architectural activities are not in the SOC-AAM. Therefore, when the results are

collected for each period, there will be times when the outcome will not be linear

because an analyst was performing other implementation activities. But overall, when

compared to the general SOC, I think the SOC-AAM is satisfactory in measuring analyst

performance.” While the comments about the other activities not captured by the

SOC reflect how Corp2-SOC operates, evidence from the literature shows that the

functions mentioned by the Corp2-SOC manager typically fall outside the scope of an

analyst’s function [17, 38, 55]. Nevertheless, only a small group of experts selected

the analyst’s functions, and another group of experts may have selected additional or

different functions. This is a limitation to this study. Further limitations to this study

are detailed in Chapter 8 under Section 8.5.

7.4 Chapter Summary - Conclusion

The evaluation of the artefacts designed in this study was presented in this chapter.

Whereas the constructs and conceptual framework were evaluated, using the qualitative

member check, the SOC-AAF was evaluated using an informed argument based on the
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enterprise framework evaluation criteria and some suggestions from existing work. The

MAM, which is based on the MEM, was used as a theoretical framework for assessing

the SOC-AAM in four dimensions (perceived usefulness, ease of use, intention to use

and completeness). The evidence from the evaluation revealed that the SOC-AAM

offered a useful and ease-to-use method. It also revealed that practitioners are likely to

use the SOC-AAM in the future and lastly the SOC-AAM offered a complete method

for measuring an analyst’s performance. The chapter also identified the guidelines for

assessing the quality of an incident analysis and incident reports were well received by

the participants. The next chapter presents the conclusion of this thesis, recapping the

research’s key parts, achievements and outcomes, implications for practice, limitations

and potential avenues for future work.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Introduction

This final chapter presents the conclusion of the thesis. It provides an overview of the

research achievements and outcomes. In addition, the chapter highlights the research

implications and the limitations of the study, as well as suggestions and avenues for

future research.

Even though many studies have mentioned various performance metrics for analysts,

there is a concern that current metrics need improvement as they need to take into

account the range of functions performed by analysts. None of the existing studies also

provide a systematic approach for measuring an analyst’s performance. This creates a

gap that needs to be filled.

The DSR process [132] was followed to develop artefacts to address the problem

identified in the literature and contribute a formal method (the SOC-AAM) towards

addressing this gap. The SOC-AAM was tested at two separate SOCs to evaluate its

efficacy.
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8.2 Key Achievements and Outcomes of the Research

Below presents key achievements and outcomes of the study:

• This research expands on the existing SOC frameworks [21, 52] and models [147]

to solve the current gap in the literature concerning the lack of adequate metrics

for analysts and the lack of a systematic approach for measuring the performance

of an analyst.

• The study consolidates existing metrics for assessing analysts’ performance and

provides a new formal approach to measuring analyst performance [69].

• Furthermore, this research re-contextualises the existing AHP [68] to measure the

performance of a SOC analyst.

• The study also demonstrates the feasibility of capturing the holistic performance

of SOC analysts and provides a blueprint for measuring their performance [69].

• The proposed SOC Conceptual Framework can be used as an educational tool as

it presents the main functions of a SOC [55].

• Lastly, this research has provided the researcher with an opportunity to publish

two peer-reviewed journal papers, a conference paper, a book chapter, and also

attend poster day events and conferences.

8.3 Discussion

Despite the importance of performance metrics for assessing the performance of analysts,

a literature review in Section 4.4 indicated that the existing assessment methods for

analysts require improvement as they fail to consider several aspects of an analyst’s

functions. Additionally, the literature highlighted the absence of a systematic method

for measuring an analyst’s performance, causing frustration for both SOC managers
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and analysts. Furthermore, there is a lack of guidelines for assessing the quality of an

analyst’s analysis and the quality of their report.

To address the aforementioned problems, this study developed a systematic approach for

evaluating the performance of a SOC analyst referred to as the SOC-AAM, taking into

account the level of importance of each function. This study approached the research

problem from an empirical point of view by engaging with SOC experts and using a

comprehensive and systematic literature search to identify existing scholarly articles

[21, 52, 147] to tackle the problem. The existing SOC frameworks, models and metrics

were used as the foundation to create new artefacts for evaluating the performance

of analysts. The frameworks proposed by Schinagl et al. [21] and Onwubiko [52]

were used as the starting point for the development of the SOC-AAM. The SOC-AAM

includes a novel guideline for assessing the quality of incident analysis and incident

reports produced by analysts.

Twelve SOC experts (four managers and eight analysts) from five industries were invited

to participate in a one-to-one interview to get insight into the responsibilities of an

analyst within a SOC from the participants’ perspective. The interview was also used to

identify the main functions of a SOC which was complemented with document reviews

and observations during the SOC visits for the face to face interviews.

The participants reported that, among the eleven SOC functions presented in this thesis

in Section 6.2.1, the monitoring and detection function, the analysis function, the

response and reporting function were the main functions of an analyst. This finding

is pertinent because it is consistent with the work of Onwubiko [52] and Lif and

Sommestad [147] who identified these three as the primary focus of a SOC. Given

that analysts are central to the operations of a SOC, it should come as no surprise that

their primary responsibilities are also a SOC’s primary functions. In fact, participants

advocated that the assessment method for analysts needed to take these three functions

into consideration.

The participants indicated that the penetration testing function, forensic and malware
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analysis and the log collection functions [21, 52] fell outside the scope of the tasks

expected of an analyst. They mentioned that the penetration testing function is the

responsibility of a specialised team of penetration testers. Participants also stated

that a forensic and a malware specialist is responsible for the forensic and malware

functions. The participants also indicated that the engineering and log collection

function is the responsibility of a SOC engineer, not an analyst. The participants

suggested that the incident management function together with the compliance and risk

management function are an integral part of the monitoring, analysis, and reporting

processes. As such, these should not be viewed as separate functions per se. The

intelligence, policies, and signature management functions, as well as the baseline and

vulnerability management functions, were identified as secondary functions of a SOC;

and as such, some SOCs may not provide these functions. This finding confirms the

work of Jacobs et al. [30].

A number of metrics, both quantitative and qualitative were reported by the participants

as useful for measuring an analyst’s performance. However, on their own, the suggested

metrics did not provide a way of obtaining a comprehensive and holistic view of an

analyst’s performance. This is because the individual metrics are not linked to provide an

overall performance score. A mathematical model was used in this study to synthesise

both quantitative and qualitative metrics. The AHP framework was used to consolidate

the metrics and analysts’ functions identified in this study to provide a formal approach

to systematically measure an analyst’s performance. The benefit of using the AHP

is that it allows for the inclusion of both subjective and objective assessment criteria.

The AHP also provides a robust approach for consensus building within a group of

experts [68]. Time-based metrics such as MTTR and MTTD were excluded from the

AHP because the participants reported them as a poor measure of performance. The

participants explained that time-based metrics often have many variables outside an

analyst’s control, for example, waiting for third parties to provide additional information

about an incident [55].
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To design and build the SOC-AAM, the Delphi method [169] was integrated into the

AHP framework [68] to assign weights to the main functions of an analyst. Eight

(8) SOC experts from five different industries participated in the Delphi study. The

different functions and associated metrics were assigned different weights. The weighted

approach for measuring analysts’ performance was introduced into two SOCs for testing

and evaluation as part of an experimental case study.

A survey conducted after four months of testing at the two separate SOCs demonstrates

that the SOC-AAM method enables a systematic evaluation of a SOC analyst’s per-

formance, taking the level of relevance of each function into account. The results also

indicated that the SOC-AAM offers a useful, easy-to-use and comprehensive approach

to measuring an analyst’s performance.

Unlike current performance metrics, which do not differentiate between analysts’ per-

formance [25, 52, 54], the weighted approach proposed by this study enables SOC

managers to distinguish between efforts based on alert priority, analysis quality, and

their overall score is reported out of 100%. Furthermore, the findings from the survey

also revealed that given the opportunity, practitioners would prefer to use the SOC-AAM

in future evaluations.

Despite the enormous potential of the weighted approach, in practice, the SOC-AAM

does not have weights for every task an analyst is expected to perform. The SOC-AAM

measures are based on the most common and significant tasks expected of analysts

as reported by the study participants [55, 69]. They are also solely based on the task

performance of analysts [59].

While this study has demonstrated that it is possible to measure an analyst’s performance

systematically, the pairwise comparison performed as part of the AHP was a time-

consuming activity that may not be feasible for a SOC to repeat for each evaluation.

Hence, a contribution of this work is to simplify this process by proposing weights that

SOC managers and stakeholders can use to evaluate an analyst’s performance without

going through another intense AHP process; the proposed weights can be used because
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they were developed through consensus among a group of SOC experts.

8.4 Significance of the Study

Whereas previous studies have identified performance metrics for analysts, none of the

academic studies provides a systematic approach for measuring the performance of an

analyst or provides a guideline for assessing the quality of incident analysis and incident

reports.

This study makes a number of contributions as discussed in Section 1.3. The study has

both academic and industry significance as it enhances understanding of the role of

analysts, the metrics for measuring their performance, and the methods for systematic-

ally capturing their performance. The study provides constructs and the SOC-AAF for

understanding the functions of analysts and metrics that could be used to capture ana-

lyst’s performance. The SOC-AAF presents the main functions that must be considered

when measuring the performance of an analyst. The constructs and the SOC-AAF are

grounded in the existing SOC frameworks.

The study applied the AHP decision-making procedure with the Delphi method to de-

velop the SOC-AAM through the DSR process. The research developed a relationship

between practice and theory through the use of the AHP framework allowing practi-

tioners to establish priority weights for the functions of an analyst. Furthermore, the

theoretical models (MAM) was applied in the SOC context enabling SOC practitioners

to evaluate the proposed artefact.

8.4.1 Implications for Academic Research

The study contributes to the academic community by first presenting a SLR on the chal-

lenges facing SOCs. The output of the SLR provides insight and current knowledge on

SOCs. It also opens avenues for other research on SOCs as reported in [49]. In addition,
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this study presents constructs in a SOC conceptual framework for understanding the

functions of a SOC and the role of an analyst [55]. The SOC conceptual framework can

be utilised as an educational tool to educate security researchers and students seeking to

understand the operations of a SOC. The SOC conceptual framework introduces the

concept of "global" SOC functions which represents a comprehensive list of all the

major functions typically expected of a SOC. Another significant contribution of this

research is that it builds on the existing SOC frameworks to propose the SOC-AAM.

The SOC-AAM was empirically tested to assess its usefulness and efficiency. The

constructs (SOC functions, analyst functions and metrics for measuring an analyst’s

performance) could also serve as the basis for future research and practice as it captures

the primary operation of a SOC.

8.4.2 Implications for Practice

This research has demonstrated that it is possible to capture the performance of analysts

in a systematic manner. The SOC-AAM provides a useful tool for assessing an analyst’s

performance. However, it is important to point out that the primary functions of analysts

used in the SOC-AAM were selected by only a small group of experts, and as such, it is

possible that some functions were overlooked which may mean that in practice some

SOCs may have some functions for analysts that is not on the SOC-AAM. Nonetheless,

the SOC-AAM offers a flexible method for measuring an analyst’s performance because

it can be tailored to each SOC’s specific circumstances based on the functions and

services provided. As a result, SOC managers can choose which specific functions to

base their analysts’ performance on. Furthermore, in terms of this research implication

to practice, this study acknowledges that analysts’ responsibilities vary across SOCs

and, as such, they may only perform a subset of the functions presented in the SOC-

AAM. SOC managers and analysts can agree on the areas to measure. Also, in a SOC

where certain functions are not provided, for example, some SOCs may not provide

vulnerability management functions [30], the assessment criteria for those functions
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can be dropped. On reflection, given that the SOC-AAM does not make a distinction

between analyst tiers, its use could be more applicable in a non-hierarchical structure

SOC, where all analysts are expected to have the same level of skills, performing the

same functions and work independently [43, 56].

8.5 Research Limitations and Future Work

Although this study has a number strengths, there are some limitations. The first

limitation is that it focuses only on task performance. The researcher acknowledges that

individual work performance can be evaluated from other dimensions such as contextual

performance, counterproductive work behaviour, and adaptive performance [59].

Future research could investigate how to measure an analyst’s performance based on

other dimensions. To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, at the moment, there is

no study that seeks to investigate how to measure an analyst’s performance from the

other human performance measure and dimensions reported in Section 4.6. Measuring

performance from various dimensions from the researcher’s perspective would be useful

as it would offer SOC managers and stakeholders a more thorough, nuanced, and

well-informed assessment of an analyst’s overall performance. Indeed, by measuring

performance from multiple angles, SOC managers will obtain a better insight into

the overall performance of an analyst. Furthermore, measuring performance analysts

from other dimensions would enable SOC managers to identify specific strengths and

weaknesses.

Also, some participants commented that completing the SOC-AAM was time-consuming

and advised integrating it with a ticketing system, such as Jira, to expedite the evaluation

process. Future work could consider working with SOC system designers to automate

and integrate the proposed assessment method into SOC tooling to assist the evaluation

could be a potential solution to this constraint. Indeed, automating the assessment

process would address the reported issue around the time-consuming nature of the
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SOC-AAM. Moreover, automating the performance assessment would contribute to the

mitigation of potential human errors associated with the existing manual process.

Another limitation of this study is the manager’s random selection of a written report

as part of the evaluation process. The manager may miss an incident report that

is inadequately or poorly written. A solution to this problem could be a valuable

contribution.

Finally, while the SOC-AAM was tested and evaluated in two SOCs, future work could

consider extending the testing and evaluation to other industries and institutions.

8.6 Concluding statements

The research presented in this thesis addressed a long-standing research gap on SOCs

that dates back to 2014 [54] and subsequently highlighted by other researchers [25, 39,

49, 53, 55, 56, 58], namely the lack of an adequate assessment method for analysts.

Using a DSR approach, this study proposed the SOC-AAM as a new formal method

for measuring an analyst’s performance in a systematic manner capturing the most

important aspects of their work. Three iterations of the DSR process took place in this

research, with each iteration creating an artefact that was subsequently evaluated by

the SOC experts. This approach is consistent with the “build” and “evaluate” nature

of design science research [229] and its iterative approach to constructing the artefacts

[132].

This chapter has demonstrated that the research aims have been met and also described

the research implications for both practice and research. Although some of the study

participants reported during the evaluation phase that some analysts’ tasks were not

covered, the overall findings showed that the SOC-AAM covers the main functions of an

analyst. Practitioners also commended on the usefulness of the guideline for assessing

incident analysis and incident report. This discovery was a major goal and contribution
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of this study. The results also revealed that the practitioners who participated in this

study preferred to use the SOC-AAM for future evaluations of analysts’ performance.

The author hopes that SOCs looking for a way to measure the performance of analysts

based on their task performance will find the SOC-AAM helpful in achieving this

objective.
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A Initial Template

1. The main functions of a SOC according to the existing SOC frameworks

1.1 The Monitoring Function [21, 27, 52, 147]. This study examines the con-
struct from SOC experts’ perspective.

1.1.1 Whose responsibility is it?

1.1.2 Metrics for capturing performance under this function.

1.1.2.1 Number of incidents detected [31, 39, 45, 52, 54, 56, 86]

1.1.2.2 Mean Time To Detect an Incident [25, 52, 54, 72, 86]

1.2 The Analysis Function [21, 27, 52, 147]. This work explores the construct
from SOC experts’ perspective.

1.2.1 Whose responsibility is it?

1.2.2 Metrics for capturing performance under this function.

1.2.2.1 The quality of analysis [91]

1.2.2.2 Number of alerts/events analysed [35, 45, 86, 87, 91]

1.3 The Response Function [21, 27, 52, 56, 147]. This research explores the
construct from SOC experts’ perspective.

1.3.1 Whose responsibility is it?

1.3.2 Metrics for capturing performance under this function.

1.3.2.1 Number of False Positives Reported [2, 52, 91]

1.3.2.2 Number of True Positives Reported [2, 21, 52, 91]

1.3.2.3 Number of Incidents Closed [56, 58, 86]

1.3.2.4 Time of Ticket Creation [25, 54, 56, 86]

1.3.2.5 Elapsed Time of Resolution [25, 56, 72]

1.3.2.6 Time Taken to Mitigate [56, 72]

1.3.2.7 Incident severity level [56, 72]

1.3.2.8 Mean Time To Verify [72]

1.3.2.9 Mean Time To Resolve [72]

1.3.2.10 Mean Time To Fix [72]

1.4 The Reporting Function [27, 52]. This study explores the construct from
SOC experts’ perspective.
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1.4.1 Whose responsibility is it?

1.4.2 Metrics for capturing performance under this function.

1.4.2.1 The quality of an incident report [86, 199]

1.5 The Intelligence Function [21, 27]. This work seeks to understand the
construct from SOC experts’ perspective.

1.5.1 Whose responsibility is it?

1.5.2 Metrics for capturing performance under this function.

1.5.2.1 Number of Indicators of compromised detected over a rolling
period [31]

1.6 The Vulnerability Function [21, 52]. This work seeks to understand the
construct from SOC experts’ perspective.

1.6.1 Whose responsibility is it?

1.6.2 Metrics for capturing performance under this function.

1.6.2.1 Number of vulnerabilities discovered [31, 56]

1.7 The Log Collection Function [52]. This work seeks to understand the
construct from SOC experts’ perspective.

1.7.1 Whose responsibility is it?

1.7.2 Metrics for capturing performance under this function.

1.7.2.1 No measure identified in existing literature

1.8 The Forensic Function [21]. This work seeks to understand the construct
from SOC experts’ perspective.

1.8.1 Whose responsibility is it?

1.8.2 Metrics for capturing performance under this function.

1.8.2.1 No measure identified in existing literature

1.9 The Penetration Testing Function [21]. This work seeks to examine the
construct from SOC experts’ perspective.

1.9.1 Whose responsibility is it?

1.9.2 Metrics for capturing performance under this function.

1.9.2.1 No measure identified in existing literature

1.10 The Baseline Security Function [21]. This work seeks to explore the con-
struct from SOC experts’ perspective.
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1.10.1 Whose responsibility is it?

1.10.2 Metrics for capturing performance under this function.

1.10.2.1 No measure identified in existing literature
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B Interview Questions

1. What is your job title and area of expertise? (Analyst, SOC Manager, SOC
Engineer or SOC Consultant etc.)

2. How many years of SOC experience do you have, or have you had in the past?

3. Can you please tell us about your organisation?

4. Which of the functions of a SOC listed in the drafted template represents the
activities of your SOC and the work of analysts?

5. Among the functions listed in the framework, which of them would you consider
as the most important ones and why? Please explain.

6. In your opinion, are there other functional areas that you think should be included
in the template? Please explain.

The template suggests some measures for evaluating/assessing analysts’ perform-
ance under each functional area. These measures are derived from literature and
are listed under the heading subcriteria (measures).

7. In your current or previous work in the SOC, did you come across any metrics for
measuring analysts’ performance in the SOC? If you did, can you please elaborate
on the nature of the metrics and how it was used?

8. What do you think are some of the advantages and disadvantages of the metrics
you have come across? Please explain.

9. Ideally, how would you like an analyst’s performance to be measured as he/she
carries out tasks under the different functional areas identified in the framework?
Please explain.

10. How often do you think analysts’ performance should be measured? Daily/Weekly/Monthly?

11. Existing literature suggests that some SOCs measure analysts’ performance based
on the quality of the analysis. In your opinion, what would you consider as a
good quality analysis?
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12. Existing literature suggests that some SOCs measure analysts’ performance based
on the quality of their report. In your opinion, what would you consider as a good
quality report?

13. Existing literature suggests that some SOCs use success stories to measure per-
formance. In your opinion, what would you consider as a success story in a SOC?
Can you give examples?

14. Finally, the template/framework is intended to represent the functions of a SOC,
identify the functions of an analyst and performance metrics for analysts. In your
opinion, is there anything that you would like to add in terms of the functions or
areas of measure?

15. Is there anything else you would like to say?
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Table 1: A template showing the SOC functions and performance metrics Identi-
fied in the literature.
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C SOC Functions, Analysts Functions and Metrics

Below are extracts of the functions of a SOC, analysts’ functions, and metrics that can
be used to evaluate analyst performance as reported by the participants.

1. The main functions of a SOC and the responsibilities of an analyst

1.1 The Monitoring and Detection Function - Identified by the study participants
as one of the primary functions of a SOC.

1.1.1 Whose responsibility is it? - Reported by participants as an analyst
responsibility.

1.1.2 Metrics for capturing performance under the Monitoring and Detection
Function

1.1.2.1 Number of misconfiguration detected

1.1.2.2 Time taken to detect an incident

1.1.2.3 Number of critical priority alert identified as an incident

1.1.2.4 Number of high priority alert identified as an incident

1.1.2.5 Number of medium priority alert identified as an incident

1.1.2.6 Number of low priority alert identified as an incident

1.1.2.7 In-house use case incidents detected

1.1.2.8 Number of zero day incidents Detected

1.2 The Analysis Function - Identified by the study participants as one of the
primary functions of a SOC.

1.2.1 Whose responsibility is it? - Reported by participants as an analyst
responsibility.

1.2.2 Metrics for capturing performance under the Analysis Function

1.2.2.1 Quality of the Analysis

1.2.2.2 Number of critical priority alerts analysed

1.2.2.3 Number of high priority alerts analysed

1.2.2.4 Number of medium priority alerts analysed

1.2.2.5 Number of low priority alerts analysed

1.3 The Response and Reporting Function - Identified by the study participants
as one of the primary functions of a SOC.
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1.3.1 Whose responsibility is it? - Reported by participants as an analyst
responsibility.

1.3.2 Metrics for capturing performance under the Response and Reporting
Function

1.3.2.1 Quality of incident report

1.3.2.2 Number of false positives reported

1.3.2.3 Mean time to respond and mean time to mitigate

1.3.2.4 Number of true critical incidents closed

1.3.2.5 Number of true high incidents closed

1.3.2.6 Number of true medium incidents closed

1.3.2.7 Number of true low incidents closed

1.3.2.8 Number of in-house use cases closed

1.3.2.9 Number of zero-day incidents closed

1.3.2.10 Mean time to respond/mean time to mitigate

1.4 The Intelligence Function - Identified as a SOC function by study parti-
cipants.

1.4.1 Whose responsibility is it? - Reported by participants as an analyst
responsibility.

1.4.2 Metrics for capturing performance under the Intelligence Function

1.4.2.1 Number of use cases created

1.4.2.2 Number of indicators of compromise implemented

1.4.2.3 Number of indicators of compromise shared

1.5 The Baseline and Vulnerability Function - Identified as a SOC function by
study participants.

1.5.1 Whose responsibility is it? - Reported by participants as an analyst
responsibility

1.5.2 Metrics for capturing performance under the Baseline and Vulnerability
Function

1.5.2.1 Number of patches applied

1.5.2.2 Number of patches rolled back

1.5.2.3 Number of vulnerabilities discovered

1.5.2.4 Mean Time To Fix Vulnerability
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1.6 Policies and signature management Function - Identified as a SOC function
by study participants.

1.6.1 Whose responsibility is it? - Reported by participants as an analyst
responsibility

1.6.2 Metrics for capturing performance under the policies and signature
management function

1.6.2.1 Number of use cases amended

1.6.2.2 Number of use cases excluded

1.6.2.3 Number of false positives signatures excluded

1.7 Compliance and risk management Function - Identified as a SOC function
by study participants.

1.7.1 Whose responsibility is it? - Reported by participants as an analyst
responsibility.

1.7.2 Metrics for capturing performance under the compliance and risk man-
agement function

1.7.2.1 No measures or Metrics reported by the participants

1.8 Incident Management Function - Identified as a SOC function by study
participants.

1.8.1 Whose responsibility is it? - Reported by participants as an analyst
responsibility.

1.8.2 Metrics for capturing performance under the incident management
function

1.8.2.1 No measures or Metrics reported by the participants

1.9 The Penetration Testing Function - Identified as a SOC function by study
participants.

1.9.1 Whose responsibility is it? - Reported by participants as a respons-
ibility of a fully qualified penetration tester. This is not an analyst
responsibility.

1.9.2 Metrics for capturing performance under the Penetration Testing Func-
tion

1.9.2.1 No measures or Metrics reported by the participants

1.10 The Forensic Function - Identified as a SOC function by study participants.
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1.10.1 Whose responsibility is it? - Reported by participants as a respons-
ibility of a fully qualified forensic specialist. This is not an analyst
responsibility.

1.10.2 Metrics for capturing performance under the Forensic Function

1.10.2.1 No measures or Metrics reported by the participants

1.11 The Engineering and Log Collection Function - Identified as a SOC function
by study participants.

1.11.1 Whose responsibility is it? - Reported by participants as a responsibility
of a SOC Engineer. This is not an analyst responsibility.

1.11.2 Metric for capturing performance under the Engineering and Log Col-
lection Function

1.11.2.1 No measures or Metrics reported by the participants

2. How should the performance of analysts be measured?

2.1 The quality of an analyst analysis and the quality of their incident report
should be used as the measure of performance.

2.2 A quality analysis will investigate and report on the who, where, when,
what, why, how and make a sound recommendation for addressing the
report. These indicators are extracted and presented below:

2.2.1 Who Who caused the event? - the potential attackers or adversaries.

2.2.1.1 Attack Path (External threat or Insiders ?)

2.2.1.2 Source IP Address/Attacker IP Address

2.2.1.3 Source Port/Service

2.2.1.4 Source MAC Address

2.2.1.5 Attacker User Name (if internal)

2.2.1.6 Attacker Host Name

2.2.1.7 Attacker User Agent (if applicable)

2.2.2 Where - the direction or location of attack

2.2.2.1 Impacted host/application

2.2.2.2 Destination IP Address/Attacker IP Address

2.2.2.3 Destination Port/Service

2.2.2.4 Destination MAC Address
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2.2.2.5 Location of Detection

2.2.3 When - the date and time when the attack was first detected

2.2.3.1 Date and time of detection including time zone

2.2.3.2 When did the event occur and the reporting Device

2.2.3.3 Detection time

2.2.3.4 Manager receipt time

2.2.4 What - the capabilities the attacker has or what they already know.
What is the nature of the event?

2.2.4.1 Name of Alert/Incident/Trigger

2.2.4.2 File/Email/URL Domain Name

2.2.4.3 Asset Name

2.2.4.4 User Account

2.2.4.5 IPS Signature/Use Case

2.2.4.6 Event ID/Type/OS

2.2.4.7 Breach Type

2.2.4.8 Incident Severity/Classification

2.2.4.9 File Hash

2.2.4.10 Indicator of Compromise

2.2.5 Why - identified risk and reason for reporting the incident

2.2.5.1 Risk associated with the incident

2.2.5.2 Context of the incident including geographical Information and
threat description

2.2.6 How - describes the method of detection

2.2.6.1 Method of Detection

2.2.6.2 Mitigation Factors

2.2.6.3 Playbook used (Enter playbook used for incident, if any( Phishing
Playbook, Enrichment Playbook etc)

2.2.7 Recommendations - steps taken to address the identified incident.

2.2.7.1 Recommended containment strategy

2.2.7.2 Recommended mitigation strategy

2.2.7.3 Any contact details (E.g. Email, Phone number, Office) - for further
investigation
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2.2.7.4 Creation of a new use case or signature (if required)
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Table 2: A template showing SOC functions, Analysts Functions and Perform-
ance Metrics.
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D Participants’ Responses for the Main Criteria

Table 3: Participant 1: Comparison Matrix for the Main Criteria

Table 4: Participant 2: Comparison Matrix for the Main Criteria

Table 5: Participant 3: Comparison Matrix for the Main Criteria

Table 6: Participant 4: Comparison Matrix for the Main Criteria
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Table 7: Participant 5: Comparison Matrix for the Main Criteria

Table 8: Participant 6: Comparison Matrix for the Main Criteria

Table 9: Participant 7: Comparison Matrix for the Main Criteria

Table 10: Participant 8: Comparison Matrix for the Main Criteria
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E Participants’ Responses for the Monitoring and De-
tection Function

Table 11: Participant 1: Comparison Matrix for the Monitoring and Detection
Function.

Table 12: Participant 2: Comparison Matrix for the Monitoring and Detection
Function.
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Table 13: Participant 3: Comparison Matrix for the Monitoring and Detection
Function.

Table 14: Participant 4: Comparison Matrix for the Monitoring and Detection
Function.
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Table 15: Participant 5: Comparison Matrix for the Monitoring and Detection
Function.

Table 16: Participant 6: Comparison Matrix for the Monitoring and Detection
Function.
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Table 17: Participant 7: Comparison Matrix for the Monitoring and Detection
Function.

Table 18: Participant 8: Comparison Matrix for the Monitoring and Detection
Function.
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F Participants’ Responses for the Analysis Function

Table 19: Participant 1: Comparison Matrix for the Analysis Function

Table 20: Participant 2: Comparison Matrix for the Analysis Function
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Table 21: Participant 3: Comparison Matrix for the Analysis Function

Table 22: Participant 4: Comparison Matrix for the Analysis Function
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Table 23: Participant 5: Comparison Matrix for the Analysis Function

Table 24: Participant 6: Comparison Matrix for the Analysis Function
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Table 25: Participant 7: Comparison Matrix for the Analysis Function

Table 26: Participant 8: Comparison Matrix for the Analysis Function
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G Participants’ Responses for the Response and Report-
ing Function

Table 27: Participant 1: Comparison Matrix for the Response and Reporting
Function.

Table 28: Participant 2: Comparison Matrix for the Response and Reporting
Function.
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Table 29: Participant 3: Comparison Matrix for the Response and Reporting
Function.

Table 30: Participant 4: Comparison Matrix for the Response and Reporting
Function.
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Table 31: Participant 5: Comparison Matrix for the Response and Reporting
Function.

Table 32: Participant 6: Comparison Matrix for the Response and Reporting
Function.
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Table 33: Participant 7: Comparison Matrix for the Response and Reporting
Function.

Table 34: Participant 8: Comparison Matrix for the Response and Reporting
Function.
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H Participants’ Responses for the Intelligence Function

Table 35: Participant 1: Comparison Matrix for the Intelligence Function

Table 36: Participant 2: Comparison Matrix for the Intelligence Function

Table 37: Participant 3: Comparison Matrix for the Intelligence Function
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Table 38: Participant 4: Comparison Matrix for the Intelligence Function

Table 39: Participant 5: Comparison Matrix for the Intelligence Function

Table 40: Participant 6: Comparison Matrix for the Intelligence Function
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Table 41: Participant 7: Comparison Matrix for the Intelligence Function

Table 42: Participant 8: Comparison Matrix for the Intelligence Function
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I Participants’ Responses for the Baseline and Vulner-
ability Function

Table 43: Participant 1: Comparison Matrix for the Baseline and Vulnerability
Function.

Table 44: Participant 2: Comparison Matrix for the Baseline and Vulnerability
Function.
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Table 45: Participant 3: Comparison Matrix for the Baseline and Vulnerability
Function.

Table 46: Participant 4: Comparison Matrix for the Baseline and Vulnerability
Function.
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Table 47: Participant 5: Comparison Matrix for the Baseline and Vulnerability
Function.

Table 48: Participant 6: Comparison Matrix for the Baseline and Vulnerability
Function.
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Table 49: Participant 7: Comparison Matrix for the Baseline and Vulnerability
Function.

Table 50: Participant 8: Comparison Matrix for the Baseline and Vulnerability
Function.
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J Participants’ Responses for the Policies and Signa-
ture Mgmt. Function

Table 51: Participant 1: Comparison Matrix for the Policies and Signature
Mgmt. Function.

Table 52: Participant 2: Comparison Matrix for the Policies and Signature
Mgmt. Function.
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Table 53: Participant 3: Comparison Matrix for the Policies and Signature
Mgmt. Function.

Table 54: Participant 4: Comparison Matrix for the Policies and Signature
Mgmt. Function.
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Table 55: Participant 5: Comparison Matrix for the Policies and Signature
Mgmt. Function.

Table 56: Participant 6: Comparison Matrix for the Policies and Signature
Mgmt. Function.
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Table 57: Participant 7: Comparison Matrix for the Policies and Signature
Mgmt. Function.

Table 58: Participant 8: Comparison Matrix for the Policies and Signature
Mgmt. Function.
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K Post-Testing Survey Questionnaire

1. What is your role title in your organisation?

[] SOC Manager

[] SOC Analyst

[] Other

2. Which industry do you work in?

[] Information Technology

[] Airline and Aerospace

[] Defence

[] Banking and Finance

[] Construction and Transportation

[] Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP)

[] Health and Social Care

[] Telecommunication

[] Other

3. How many years of SOC experience do you have?

—————————-

For each of the questions below, select the response that best characterises how

you feel about the statement, where: 1= Strongly Disagree, 2= Disagree, 3=

Neither Agree Nor Disagree, 4 = Agree, and 5= Strongly Agree.

Perceived Usefulness (PU) of the SOC-AAM

4. Overall, I found the SOC-AAM to be a useful method for evaluating an analyst’s
performance.

[] Strongly disagree [] Disagree [] Neither agree nor disagree [] Agree [] Strongly
agree

5. I find the SOC-AAM useful for achieving the purpose of measuring an analyst’s
performance.
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[] Strongly disagree [] Disagree [] Neither agree nor disagree [] Agree [] Strongly
agree

6. The SOC-AAM provides an effective approach for measuring the performance of
a SOC analyst.

[] Strongly disagree [] Disagree [] Neither agree nor disagree [] Agree [] Strongly
agree

Perceived Ease of Use of the SOC-AAM

7. I found the procedure for applying the SOC-AAM easy to follow.

[] Strongly disagree [] Disagree [] Neither agree nor disagree [] Agree [] Strongly
agree

8. Overall, I found the SOC-AAM easy to use.

[] Strongly disagree [] Disagree [] Neither agree nor disagree [] Agree [] Strongly
agree

9. I found the SOC-AAM easy to learn.

[] Strongly disagree [] Disagree [] Neither agree nor disagree [] Agree [] Strongly
agree

10. The SOC-AAM is clear and easy to grasp.

[] Strongly disagree [] Disagree [] Neither agree nor disagree [] Agree [] Strongly
agree

Intention to Use the SOC-AAM

11. If I retain access to the SOC-AAM, my intention would be to continue to use it
when evaluating analysts’ performance.

[] Strongly disagree [] Disagree [] Neither agree nor disagree [] Agree [] Strongly
agree

12. In the future, I expect I will continue to use the SOC-AAM for measuring an
analyst’s performance.

[] Strongly disagree [] Disagree [] Neither agree nor disagree [] Agree [] Strongly
agree
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13. I prefer to continue to use the SOC-AAM for the measuring of an analyst’s
performance over other ways of assessing an analyst’s performance.

[] Strongly disagree [] Disagree [] Neither agree nor disagree [] Agree [] Strongly
agree

Perceived Completeness (PCO) of the SOC-AAM

14. I found the SOC-AAM to be complete method for measuring the performance of
an analyst based on their task performance.

[] Strongly disagree [] Disagree [] Neither agree nor disagree [] Agree [] Strongly
agree

15. I found the SOC-AAM to be complete method for measuring an analyst’s per-
formance in comparison to existing approaches.

[] Strongly disagree [] Disagree [] Neither agree nor disagree [] Agree [] Strongly
agree

Analysts Only

16. In your opinion, did the introduction of the SOC-AAM lead to an improvement
in yur performance, or did it not make any difference to their performance?

—————————————

Managers Only

17. In your opinion, did the introduction of the SOC-AAM lead to an improvement of
an analyst’s performance, or did it not make any difference to their performance?

————————————–

18. In your opinion, did the performance score(s) of your analysts when using the
SOC-AAM as the evaluation tool reflect your perceived performance of each
analyst within your team?

————————————
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L Participants’ Responses to the Survey Items
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M Survey Results

Table 59: Participants responses to the MAM survey
Question PU1 PU2 PU3 PEOU1 PEOU2 PEOU3 PEOU4 ItU1 ItU2 ItU3 PCO1 PCO2

Participant 1 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5

Participant 2 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Participant 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Participant 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 5

Participant 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5

Participant 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4

Participant 7 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 5 5

Participant 8 4 5 5 5 5 4 5 4 4 5 4 4

Participant 9 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 5

Participant

10

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 4 4 3 4

Participant

11

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4

Participant

12

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 3 4

Participant

13

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 4 4

Participant

14

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 4 4

Participant

15

4 4 3 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 3

Participant

16

5 5 5 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 5 4

Participant

17

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Assigned scores: Strongly Disagree -1; Disagree - 2; Neutral - 3; Agree -4; Strongly Agree -

5.
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Table 60: Perceived Usefulness: Number of respondents by the answers provided
Answer/Item PU1 PU2 PU3

Strongly Agree (5) 9 8 8

Agree (4) 8 9 8

Neutral (3) 0 0 1

Disagree (2) 0 0 0

Strongly Disagree (1) 0 0 0

Table 61: Perceived Ease of Use: Number of respondents by the answers
provided.

Answer/Item PEOU1 PEOU2 PEOU3 PEOU4

Strongly Agree (5) 8 9 10 10

Agree (4) 9 7 7 7

Neutral (3) 0 1 0 0

Disagree (2) 0 0 0 0

Strongly Disagree (1) 0 0 0 0

Table 62: Intention to Use: Number of respondents by the answers provided
Answer/Item ItU1 ItU2 ItU3

Strongly Agree (5) 8 10 10

Agree (4) 7 7 7

Neutral (3) 2 0 0

Disagree (2) 0 0 0

Strongly Disagree (1) 0 0 0

Table 63: Perceived Completeness: Number of respondents by the answers
provided.

Answer/Item PCO1 PCO2

Strongly Agree (5) 7 7

Agree (4) 7 9

Neutral (3) 3 1

Disagree (2) 0 0

Strongly Disagree (1) 0 0
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Table 64: The descriptive statistics for the Survey data
Question Median Mean Std. Dev

PU 4 4.4706 0.54233

PEOU 5 4.5294 0.53170

ItU 5 4.5098 0.57871

PCO 4 4.2941 0.67552
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N Ethical Approval

School of Computer Science & Informatics

Ethical Approval Request Form
Form valid until 15th November 2019

Instructions

Do not use this form if your research is with the NHS or NHS-linked: please refer
instead to the NHS Local Research Ethics Committee.

Do not use this form if your research involves adults who do not have the capacity
to consent. Such projects have to be submitted to the National Research Ethics Service
(NRES) system: http://nres.nhs.uk/

Please carefully review:

• School Research Ethics documentation

• Data management, collecting personal data, data protection act requirements

• Information Security Framework

• Research Integrity and Governance

• Research Ethics

Please complete the Research Integrity Online Training Programme (Staff link, Student
link) prior to submitting this form.

Please complete this form at least 2 weeks before starting your data collection/human
involvement activities and send to comsc-ethics@cardiff.ac.uk along with all the relevant
attachments:

• Full Project plan/proposal

• Participant Information Form, either:

– hard copy, e.g briefing and debriefing (if appropriate)
– online equivalent

• Consent Form or online equivalent (or justification as to why this is not possible)

• Certificate(s) of completion of the Research Integrity Online Training Programme
(RIOTP) for all staff associated with a project (and students if applicable).

• (If applicable) Details concerning external funding

• (If an extension is requested) Provide a list of motivations and list of amendments to
any previous approvals

Submissions will be reviewed at the next COMSC Research Ethics Group meeting held
approximately fortnightly.
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Approval ID: COMSC/Ethics/2019/063
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Ethical Approval Request Form
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1 General Information

Title of Project:

If this submission relates to a previous approval request (e.g. a revision or extension):

Previous ID:

If this approval refers to an Undergraduate or Masters Student Project:

Student(s) Names and IDs:

Supervisor Name(s):

If this approval refers to a research project (e.g. Staff, Postgraduate Research Student):

Principle Researcher:

Other Researchers:

Project Start Date: — End Date:

Attachments: Yes NA Document Version ID

Full project plan/proposal

Participant Information Form

Consent Form

RIOTP Completion Certificates

Details concerning external funding

Motivations for and list of amendments
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Enoch Agyepong

01.10.18 01.10.25

A Framework for Evaluating the Performance of Cyber Security Operations Centre Analysts

APPROVED

Approval ID: COMSC/Ethics/2019/063
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Ethical Approval Request Form
Form valid until 15th November 2019

2 Recruitment Procedure

Yes No NA

1 Does your project include children under 18 years of age?

If “Yes,” have you read and understood Cardiff University’s Code
of Practice for researchers Working With Children and Young
People which forms part of the Safeguarding Children and
Vulnerable Adults Policy? The Interim Guidance is at Appendix 1,
Page 9 of this Policy

2 Does your project include people with learning or communication
difficulties?

3 Does your project include people in custody?

4 Is your project likely to include people involved in illegal activities?

5 Does your project involve people belonging to a vulnerable
group, other than those listed above?

6 Does your project include people who are, or are likely to become
your clients or clients of the department in which you work?

7 Does your project provide for people for whom English / Welsh is
not their first language?

If any of the blue boxes has been ticked, please explain how the potential ethical issue(s)
will be handled:

Please describe how do you plan to recruit participants:

Page 3 of 11

The researcher will use personal contact from the cybersecurity industry to recruit the initial set of 
analysts and SOC managers for the study. Participating analysts and SOC managers will be 
requested to recommend colleagues with relevant SOC experience who might be interested in this 
study, under a snowballing process. In all cases, interested participants will be given the participant 
information form and a consent form.

APPROVED

Approval ID: COMSC/Ethics/2019/063
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3 Consent Procedures

Yes No NA

8 Will you tell participants that their participation is voluntary?

9 Will you obtain written consent for participation?

10 If the research is observational, will you ask participants for
their consent to being observed?

11 Will you tell participants that they may withdraw from the
research at any time and for any reason?

12 Will you give potential participants a significant period of time to
consider participation?

If any of the blue boxes has been ticked, please explain how the potential ethical issue(s)
will be handled:
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APPROVED

Approval ID: COMSC/Ethics/2019/063
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4 Possible Harm to Participants

Yes No NA

13 Is there any realistic risk of any participants experiencing either
physical or psychological distress or discomfort?

14 Is there any realistic risk of any participants experiencing a
detriment to their interests as a result of participation?

If any of the blue boxes has been ticked, please explain how the potential ethical issue(s)
will be handled:

If there are any risks to the participants, please explain how you intend to minimise these
risks:
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Not Applicable

Not Applicable

APPROVED

Approval ID: COMSC/Ethics/2019/063
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5 Data Protection

Yes No NA

15 Will any non-anonymised and/or personalised data be
generated and/or stored?

16 Will you have access to documents containing sensitive data Sensitive data are inter
alia data that relates to
racial or ethnic origin,
political opinions,
religious beliefs, trade
union membership,
physical or mental
health, sexual life,
actual and alleged
offences.

about living individuals?

If “Yes” will you gain the consent of the individuals concerned

17 Are you planning to use Cardiff University installation of
OneDrive to store data

If “No” is your data storage policy compliant with Cardiff
University ISF

Please describe how you will securely collect and store any data (required):

If any of the blue boxes have been ticked, please explain how the potential ethical issue(s)
will be handled:
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The data for this study will be collected through interviews and focus group sessions.  
All participants will be asked to read and sign the consent form associated with this study. The 
signed consent forms along with the interview notes will be stored securely in a lockable room. 
Electronic data will be stored on the university's encrypted laptop and on a password protected 
recording device.  
 
The data from the interviews and the focus group sessions will be kept for 6 years upon completion 
of the research as per the university's policy for non-clinical research.  
 
All the data forms will be destroyed using shredder once the allowed retention period is over.

Not Applicable

APPROVED

Approval ID: COMSC/Ethics/2019/063
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6 Researcher Safety

Yes No NA

18 If relevant to your research, have you taken into account the
Cardiff University guidance on safety in fieldwork / for lone
workers?

If any of the blue boxes have been ticked, please explain how the potential ethical issue(s)
will be handled:
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Approval ID: COMSC/Ethics/2019/063
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7 Researcher Governance

Yes No NA

19 Does your study include the use of a drug?
You will need to contact Research Governance before
submission (resgov@cf.ac.uk)

20 Does the study involve the collection or use of human tissue?
You will need to contact the Human Tissue Act team before
submission (hta@cf.ac.uk)

If any of the blue boxes have been ticked, please explain how the potential ethical issue(s)
will be handled and please attach approvals received from Research Governance and/or
Human Tissue Act team:
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Approval ID: COMSC/Ethics/2019/063
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8 Prevent Duty

Yes No NA

21 Has due regard been given to Prevent duty, in particular to
prevent anyone being drawn into terrorism?
Prevent Duty Guidance
Procedure Freedom of Speech

If any of the blue boxes have been ticked, please explain how the potential ethical issue
will be handled:
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Approval ID: COMSC/Ethics/2019/063
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9 Other Ethical Considerations

If there are other potential ethical issues that you think the Committee should consider
please explain them in the following space. It is your obligation to bring to the attention of
the Committee any ethical issues not covered on this form.
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10 Any other comments

If there is additional information that you think the Committee should consider please
explain in the space below:
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agyeponge@cardiff.ac.uk 

Dr Yulia Cherdantseva (Main Supervisor) 

cherdantsevayv@cardiff.ac.uk 

 

 

Participant Information Sheet 

 

Introduction 

You are being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide, it is important for you to 

understand why the research is being done and what this study entails. Please take the time to read this 

information sheet carefully. If there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more information, 

please ask. Also, take time to decide whether or not you want to take part. Thank you for reading this.  

 

What is the purpose of the study? 

The purpose of this study is to investigate metrics and measures for assessing the performance of 

analysts working in a Security Operations Centre (SOC). This will help to design a comprehensive 

framework that can be used to evaluate the performance of analysts working in SOCs offering different 

functions. Additionally, this study will also seek to investigate human factors that impact on the 

performance of analysts along with measurement methods for assessing the identified human factors. 

 

How is the study structured? 

Once you have agreed to take part in the study, you will be asked to take part in a one-to-one in-depth 

interview that should take less than 1 hour. The purpose of the interview is to obtain your opinion and 

feedback on an initial framework that can be drawn on to evaluate the performance of analysts. Your 

feedback and input will be used to improve the initial framework. Please feel free to ask questions 

regarding this study at any time. 

 

Why have I been chosen? 

You have been chosen because as a someone with SOC work experience, you have knowledge and 

opinion on how the performance of analysts can be captured and measured. You may also have 

knowledge of some of the human factors that impact on the performance of analysts that you can share 

with the researcher. 
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Do I have to take part?  

It is up to you to decide whether or not you want to take part in the study. If you do decide to take part, 

you will be asked to sign a consent form. Please note that, if you choose to take part in this study, you 

are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.   

 

Are there any benefits in taking part? 

Given that this research seeks to uncover a real-life account on how the performance of analysts 

can be measured, your participation will contribute towards the designing of a comprehensive 

framework for evaluating the performance of analysts. The final proposed framework will also 

be shared freely with you. 

 

How will the data be collected and stored?  

The interview will be taped recorded because I do not want to miss any information. Also, I will write 

down some notes during the interview. All the information that is collected from you will be kept strictly 

confidential and will only be made available to the research supervisory team. 

 

The interview data will be kept for six years upon completion of the research as per Cardiff University’s 

Policy on data storage for non-clinical research. The data forms will be destroyed using shredder once 

the allowed retention period is over. Electronic data will be stored on the University an encrypted laptop 

and will be password protected. Besides, any output published using the data collected will be 

anonymised to ensure that, it is not possible for other people to know your name or identify you in any 

way.   

 

How can I request access to my data? 

You have the right to request access to the data you provided as part of this study. You can access this 

right by notifying the principal investigator, Enoch Agyepong either verbally or in writing. 

 

What if I want to end my participation in this study? 

If you want to stop your participation for any reason, you may do so by informing me at any stage 

during the interview process. 

 

What will happen to the results of the research study?  

Where appropriate, the results of this study will be published. However, you will not be identified in 

any report or publication.  We will inform you of the results of the study if you wish to have the 

information.  
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What do I do if I have any complaints regarding this study? 

If you have any concerns regarding this study, please speak to the Principal Investigator [Enoch 

Agyepong], who will do his best to address your concerns. If you remain unhappy please contact the 

main supervisor for this research study: Dr Yulia Cherdansteva or the Research Ethics Committee: 

Cardiff School of Computer Science & Informatics Ethics Committee 

Email: comsc-ethics@cardiff.ac.uk 

 

The data controller is Cardiff University and the Data Protection Officer is Matt Cooper 

CooperM1@cardiff.ac.uk. The lawful basis for the processing of the data you provide is consent. 

 

Who has reviewed the study?  

This study has been reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the School of Computer Science 

and Informatics, Cardiff University. Ethics application number: [ COMSC/Ethics/2019/063].  

 

Contact for Further Information  

We welcome the opportunity to answer any question you may have about any aspect of this study or 

your participation in it. Please contact 

Enoch Agyepong 

School of Computer Science and Informatics 

Tel. No.: +447852951615 

Email: agyeponge@cardiff.ac.uk 
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cherdantsevayv@cardiff.ac.uk 

 

 

INITIALS 

Participant Consent Form 

 

Name of participant/identifier:   ________________________________ 

Please read the participant information sheet and then read the following statements carefully before 

signing this form. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask me (Enoch Agyepong). You are 

under no pressure to give your consent, and you are free to withdraw from this study at any time.  If 

you have any complaints or concerns about this study, please contact comsc-ethics@cardiff.ac.uk.  The 

data controller is Cardiff University, and the Data Protection Officer is Matt Cooper 

CooperM1@cardiff.ac.uk. The lawful basis for the processing of the data you provide is consent. 

 

By adding your initials in the box to the right of each item and signing the form at the bottom, you are 

agreeing to the following:  

1. I confirm that I have read and understood the Participant Information Sheet for this 

study and I have had the opportunity to ask questions about it. 
 

 

2. I understand that participation in this study is entirely voluntary and that I can 

withdraw from the study at any time without giving a reason, and without any 

consequences. 
 

 

3. I understand how to raise a concern or make a complaint. 
 

 

4. I consent to being audio recorded during the interview  
 

 

5. I also understand that the audio recording and any note taken during the interview 

will be anonymised and used in the research output.  
 

 

6. I understand that the research data collected will be held confidentially, such that only 

the researchers can trace this information back to me individually. The data will be 

retained for up to 6 years when it will be deleted/destroyed.  
 

 

7. I understand that I can ask for the information I provide to be deleted/destroyed at any 

time. 
 

 

8. I agree to take part in the following study.  
 

I, _________________________________ consent to participate in the study conducted by 

[INSERT], School of Computer Science, Cardiff University. 

Signed:                                                                                                           Date:  
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Evaluating the Performance of Cyber Security Operations Centre Analysts: A Delphi Study 
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Participant Information Sheet 

 

Introduction 

You are being asked to participate in a Delphi study, which is a systematic approach for obtaining 

consensus on the opinions of ‘experts’, through a series of structured questionnaires. The Delphi process 

will consist of two to three rounds of questionnaires.  As part of the Delphi process, the responses from 

each round will be fed back in summarised form to the participants, who are then given an opportunity 

to respond again to the emerging data. 

 

What is the purpose of the study? 

The purpose of this study is to assign weights to the tasks expected of an analyst and also to gather 

experts’ opinion regarding the criteria for evaluating the quality of analysis and quality of an analyst’s 

report. This will help to design a framework for evaluating the performance of analysts based on their 

task performance. 

 

How is the study structured? 

Once you have agreed to take part in the study, you will be requested to complete the attached 

spreadsheet as part of the first round of the Delphi process. The attached video demonstrates the process 

for completing the spreadsheet. Participants are required to send their completed spreadsheet by email 

to the researcher within two weeks of receiving this email. The deadline for returning the form for the 

first round is Friday 14th August 2020.  

Participants will be provided with feedback on the findings obtained from the group within two weeks 

of returning the spreadsheet for round one. The feedback would provide participants with the 

opportunity to reconsider their decision in light of the consolidated findings from the group.  

Participants would have the choice to reconsider their initial responses in round two. Participants can 

either adjust or maintain the findings from the group before returning the completed form to the 

researcher during round two. The deadline for returning the form for the second round will be 
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communicated to all participants when the feedback is provided for  round one. If there is a consensus 

during round two, the Delphi process will cease. Where there is no consensus, a third and final round 

would be conducted. The timings and the deadline for the third round (if required) will be communicated 

to participants in the round two feedback. Each round would take approximately 30 minutes to 

complete.  

 

Why have I been chosen? 

You have been chosen because, as someone with SOC work experience, you have knowledge and 

opinions on how the performance of analysts can be measured. You may also have knowledge of criteria 

that can be used to access the quality of an analyst’s analysis and quality of their report. 

 

Do I have to take part?  

It is up to you to decide whether or not you want to take part in the study. If you do decide to take part, 

you will be asked to sign a consent form. Please note that, if you choose to take part in this study, you 

are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.   

 

Are there any benefits in taking part? 

Given that this research seeks to uncover a real-life account on how the performance of analysts can be 

measured, your participation will contribute towards the designing of a comprehensive framework for 

evaluating the performance of analysts. The final proposed framework will also be shared freely with 

you. 

 

How will the data be collected and stored?  

All the information that is collected from you will be kept strictly confidential and will only be made 

available to the supervisory team. The data will be kept for six years upon completion of the research 

as per Cardiff University’s Policy on data storage for non-clinical research. The data forms will be 

destroyed using a shredder once the allowed retention period is over. Electronic data will be stored on 

a University encrypted laptop and will be password protected. In addition, any output published using 

the data collected will be anonymised to ensure that it is not possible for other people to know your 

name or identify you in any way.   
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How can I request access to my data? 

You have the right to request access to the data you provided as part of this study. You can access this 

right by notifying the principal investigator, Enoch Agyepong, either verbally or in writing. 

 

What will happen to the results of the research study?  

Where appropriate, the results of this study will be published. However, you will not be identified in 

any report or publication.  We will inform you of the results of the study if you wish to have the 

information.  

 

What do I do if I have any complaints regarding this study? 

If you have any concerns regarding this study, please speak to the Principal Investigator [Enoch 

Agyepong], who will do his best to address your concerns. If you remain unhappy, please contact the 

main supervisor for this research study: Dr Yulia Cherdansteva or the Research Ethics Committee: 

Cardiff School of Computer Science & Informatics Ethics Committee 

Email: comsc-ethics@cardiff.ac.uk 

 

The data controller is Cardiff University and the Data Protection Officer is Matt Cooper 

CooperM1@cardiff.ac.uk. The lawful basis for the processing of the data you provide is consent. 

 

Who has reviewed the study?  

This study has been reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the School of Computer Science 

and Informatics, Cardiff University. Ethics application number: [COMSC/Ethics/2019/063 ].  

 

Contact for Further Information  

We welcome the opportunity to answer any question you may have about any aspect of this study or 

your participation in it. Please contact: 

Enoch Agyepong 

School of Computer Science and Informatics 

Tel. No.: +447852951615 

Email: agyeponge@cardiff.ac.uk 
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Evaluating the Performance of a Security Operation Centre Analysts: A Delphi Study 
 
 

Consent Form 

 
 
Name of participant/identifier:      

Please read the participant information sheet and then read the following statements carefully before 

signing this form. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask me (Enoch Agyepong). You are 

under no pressure to give your consent, and you are free to withdraw from this study at any time. If you 

have any complaints or concerns about this study, please contact comsc-ethics@cardiff.ac.uk. The data 

controller is Cardiff University, and the Data Protection Officer is Matt Cooper 

CooperM1@cardiff.ac.uk. The lawful basis for the processing of the data you provide is consent. 
 

By adding your initials in the box to the right of each item and signing the form at the bottom, you are 

agreeing to the following: 

 
1. I confirm that I have read and understood the Participant Information Sheet for this 

study and I have had the opportunity to ask questions about it. 

2. I understand that participation in this study is entirely voluntary and that I can 

withdraw from the study at any time without giving a reason and without any 

consequences. 

3. I understand how to raise a concern or make a complaint. 

4. I give permission for my anonymised responses to be used during the Delphi 

process and to be accessed by members of the research supervisory team. I 

understand that my name will not be linked with the research materials and I will not 

be identifiable during the Delphi survey or in the reports that result from the research. 

5. I understand that the research data collected will be held confidentially, such that only 

the researchers can trace this information back to me individually. The data will be 

retained for up to 6 years, when it will be deleted/destroyed. 

6. I understand that I can ask for the information I provide to be deleted/destroyed at any 

time. 

7. I agree to take part in the following study. 

 
I, consent to participate in the study conducted by 

[INSERT], School of Computer Science, Cardiff University. 

 

Signed: Date: 

 

INITIALS 

 
 
 

Completion: Please return scanned or electronically completed forms via email to: 
agyeponge@cardiff.ac.uk. 
Please retain a copy of the completed consent form for your personal records. 
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Measuring the Performance of a Security Operations Centre Analyst 
 

Participant Information Sheet 
 

 

 

Introduction 

 
I would like to invite you to take part in a research project to test a new method for measuring the 

performance of an analyst. Before you decide you need to understand why the research is being done 

and what it will involve you. Please take the time to read the following information carefully and ask 

questions about anything you do not understand. 

 
 

What is the purpose of the study? 

 
The purpose of this study is to test and evaluate a new method for measuring the performance of an 

analyst designed as a result of this study. 

 
 

How is the study structured? 

 
Once you have agreed to take part in the study, you will be requested to complete the performance 

assessment tool. The tool comes with a step-by-step instruction on its usage.  

Participants will be provided with a survey upon the completion of the testing to provide their feedback 

on the new method. 

 

Why have I been chosen? 

 
You have been chosen because the designed method is solely for the purposes of assessing an analyst’s 

performance and as an analyst you are best placed to assess the usefulness of the new method. 

 

Do I have to take part? 

 
It is up to you to decide whether or not you want to take part in the study. If you do decide to take part, 

you will be asked to sign a consent form. Please note that, if you choose to take part in this study, you 

are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason. 
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Are there any benefits in taking part? 

 

Participants in this study could freely request the final version of the designed method for their use. 

 
 

How will the data be collected and stored? 

 
All the information that is collected from you will be kept strictly confidential and will only be made 

available to the supervisory team. The data will be kept for six years upon completion of the research 

as per Cardiff University’s Policy on data storage for non-clinical research. The data forms will be 

destroyed using a shredder once the allowed retention period is over. Electronic data will be stored on 

a university encrypted laptop and will be password protected. In addition, any output published using 

the data collected will be anonymised to ensure that it is not possible for other people to know your 

name or identify you in any way. 

 

How can I request access to my data? 

 
You have the right to request access to the data you provided as part of this study. You can access this 

right by notifying the principal investigator, Enoch Agyepong, either verbally or in writing. 

 
 

What will happen to the results of the research study? 

 
Where appropriate, the results of this study will be published. However, you will not be identified in 

any report or publication. We will inform you of the results of the study if you wish to have the 

information. 

 

 

What do I do if I have any complaints regarding this study? 

 
If you have any concerns regarding this study, please speak to the Principal Investigator [Enoch 

Agyepong], who will do his best to address your concerns. If you remain unhappy, please contact the 

main supervisor for this research study: Dr Yulia Cherdansteva or the Research Ethics Committee: 

Cardiff School of Computer Science & Informatics Ethics Committee 

Email: comsc-ethics@cardiff.ac.uk 

 
 

The data controller is Cardiff University and the Data Protection Officer is Matt Cooper 

CooperM1@cardiff.ac.uk. The lawful basis for the processing of the data you provide is consent. 
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Who has reviewed the study? 

 
This study has been reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the School of Computer Science 

and Informatics, Cardiff University. Ethics application number: [COMSC/Ethics/2019/063]. 

 

 

Contact for Further Information 

 
We welcome the opportunity to answer any question you may have about any aspect of this study or 

your participation in it. Please contact: 

Enoch Agyepong 

School of Computer Science and Informatics 

Tel. No.: +447852951615 

Email: agyeponge@cardiff.ac.uk 
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Measuring the Performance of a Security Operation Centre Analyst 
 
 

Consent Form 

 
 
Name of participant/identifier:      

Please read the participant information sheet and then read the following statements carefully before 

signing this form. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask me (Enoch Agyepong). You are 

under no pressure to give your consent, and you are free to withdraw from this study at any time. If you 

have any complaints or concerns about this study, please contact comsc-ethics@cardiff.ac.uk. The                data 

controller is Cardiff University, and the Data Protection Officer is Matt Cooper 

CooperM1@cardiff.ac.uk. The lawful basis for the processing of the data you provide is consent. 
 

By adding your initials in the box to the right of each item and signing the form at the bottom, you are 

agreeing to the following: 

 
1. I confirm that I have read and understood the Participant Information Sheet for this 

study, and I have had the opportunity to ask questions about it. 

2. I understand that participation in this study is entirely voluntary and that I can 

withdraw from the study at any time without giving a reason and without any 

consequences. 

3. I understand how to raise a concern or make a complaint. 

4. I give permission for my anonymised responses to be used in this study and to be 

accessed by members of the research supervisory team. I 

understand that my name will not be linked with the research materials, and I will not 

be identifiable during the study or in the reports that result from the research. 

5. I understand that the research data collected will be held confidentially, such that only 

the researchers can trace this information back to me individually. The data will be 

retained for up to 6 years, when it will be deleted/destroyed. 

6. I understand that I can ask for the information I provide to be deleted/destroyed at any 

time. 

7. I agree to take part in the following study. 

 
I, consent to participate in the study conducted by 

[INSERT], School of Computer Science, Cardiff University. 

 

Signed: Date: 

 

INITIALS 

 
 
 

Completion: Please return scanned or electronically completed forms via email to: 
agyeponge@cardiff.ac.uk. 
Please retain a copy of the completed consent form for your personal records. 
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Glossary

Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) - A stealthy, sophisticated hacking attack against
a specific network or system, usually intended to steal data or assets.

Alert - A notification from your computer systems.

Anti-Virus - Software which scans the files going in and out of your computer systems
and tries to spot hidden software that is designed to cause damage or theft of data.

Asset - Is any piece of information, software or hardware that an organisation uses in
the course of its business activities.

CIA - Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability: the three core pillars of cybersecurity.

Computer Incident Response Team (CIRT) - A team that exists to provide response
and recovery from a computer or cyber security incident.

Cyber Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT) - Synonymous with a CIRT.

Cyber Security Operation Centre (CSOC) - Synonymous with a SOC.

Design Science Research (DSR) - A problem-solving research strategy that seeks to
enhance human knowledge through the creation of new and innovative artefacts.

Event - An action initiated by the user or the computer system.

False Negative - Denotes a situation, where no alert is raised when an attack has
occurred.

False Positive - Denotes a non-malicious security event or an alert that is reported as
malicious by a security reporting tool.

Firewall - A security system that monitors and controls traffic between an internal
network (trusted to be secure) and an external network (not trusted).
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Hardening - Taking a default installation of a computer system and changing its
configuration to make it more secure - by disabling unnecessary or unused system
components.

Incident - An alert that is not part of standard operations or normal expected activity
and could cause loss or harm.

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) - A hardware or software tool that monitors a
network or system for malicious activity.

Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) - Similar to an IDS but has extra features that can
take action to attempt to stop the attack.

Key Performance Indicator (KPI) - A measurable value that demonstrates how well
a person or a company achieves key business objectives.

Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) - An organisation that provides out-
sourcing security operations centre services to multiple clients.

Measure - A quantifiable, observable, and objective data supporting a metric. It is a
number that can be used in calculations, such as summation, counting, or averaging.

Method Adoption Model (MAM) - A theoretical model for validating information
System Design Methods derived from the MEM.

Method Evaluation Model (MEM) - A theoretical model for validating information
System Design Methods.

Metric - A quantifiable measure that is used to track and assess performance. A metric
is derived from one or more measures.

Network Operations Centre (NOC) - A centralised location where IT teams monitor
the performance and health status of a network and IT systems.

Patch - A patch is a piece of software code that can be applied after the software
program has been installed to correct an issue with that program.

Patch Management - Patch management covers acquiring, testing and installing mul-
tiple patches (manufacturer released code changes) to a computer system or application.

Penetration Testing - A systematic process of simulating a cyberattack against an
organisation to identify vulnerabilities in their networks and applications.
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Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) - A system that collates log
and event data received from a wide variety of systems and reports perceived issues to
the security operations team.

Security Operations Centre (SOC) - A centralised location inside or outside an or-
ganisation that monitors an organisation’s security operations to prevent, detect and
respond to any potential threats.

Security Operations Centre Analysts Assessment Framework (SOC-AAF) - A
framework for understanding the core functions of an analyst and metrics for measuring
their performance.

Security Operations Centre Analysts Assessment Method (SOC-AAM) - A method
for measuring the performance of an analyst in a systematic manner.

Service Level Agreement (SLA) - An agreement between a supplier and a customer
that forms a framework for the provision of the services, often including security-specific
requirements.

Small and medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) - Businesses whose personnel and
revenue numbers fall below certain limits.

Threat - A situation or event that could possibly have an adverse effect on a computer
system, but which has yet to occur.

True Negative - An event when no attack has occurred and no detection is made.

True Positive - A legitimate attack which triggers an alert.

Vulnerability - Refers to a flaw in a system that can leave it open to attack.

Zero Day Attack - Attacks that exploit a vulnerability in software that is unknown to
the vendor and has no remediation available.
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